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FOREWORD

The Shang period presents a unique challenge to the student of Chinese history.
It attracts because it is the least known time for which we have enough data to reconstruct some picture of the society and institutions. And a number of the glimpses
of that society which the evidence gives us suggest a picture of surprising bn1liance. But
the aspiring student is restrained by the prospect of years of the most intense study
that must be expended before one can presume to make any interpretation of the data.
And perhaps most discouraging of all is the fact that cautious scholars, no matter how
diligent and brilliant, confess that they can only slightly penetrate the curtain that veils
Shang. I remember that the late Tung Tso-pin, surely one of the most indefatigable and
effective students of the Shang inscriptions, toward the end of his life sadly told me
that he was afraid that, unless some entirely new kind of evidence should come to
light, we would never have a satisfactory understanding of the Shang period. He was
certainly not forgetting archeology, for he was in charge of some of the early excavations by the Academia Sinica at Anyang.
The historian who tries to recreate the past is usually faced with one of two problems. There may be so much available evidence, for the period under study, that it is
difficult if not impossible to deal with all of it. One must either select, and choose to
thoroughly study only a part of the data, or vow to be thorough and plow through it
all, which may leave neither time nor energy for drawing proper conclusions. Either
course has its dangers. For some periods, on the other hand, reliable data is extremely
scarce. In this case one can only make the most meticulous examination of all the
available evidence and draw conclusions from it with the utmost care, always bearing in
mind the fragility of the scaffold that can support one's deductions. This situation
gives the scholar a perilous freedom: to deduce almost anything, with little assurance
that any of one's deductions is sound.
The student of Shang civilization is not confronted by only one of these problems,
but by both. On the one hand, the materials that must be mastered are stupendous in
volume. The data from excavations is not inconsiderable, but is little compared with
the inscriptions on bone and tortoise shell, numbering many tens of thousands. There
is now a long and valuable tradition of the decipherment of these inscriptions, yet the
reading of many characters is still uncertain or controversial, and others remain entirely
problematic. Many of the inscriptions are endlessly repetitious and may seem to
require only casual scrutiny, yet constant vigilance is necessary. For hidden among a
thousand boring formulaic lines there may be one which, in one character, holds the

key to a baffling problem. The difficulty is compounded when a crucial inscription
occurs on two or more fragments that must, with tremendous labor, be reassembled
before it can be read.
The problem of paucity of material is equally present. Although the volume of
the inscriptions is vast, the scope of the subjects with which they deal is decidedly
limited. It is as if we were faced by a shutter, in which there are only a few chinks
through which we catch tantalizing glimpses. To expand these tiny pieces into a picture
calls for the utmost ingenuity-and for even greater caution. One must ;conclude that
the study of Shang China is a field in which both the mere drudge, and the brilliant but
erratic scholar, are equally out of place.
When Chao Lin first came to me as a student, and proposed that he should
produce a study of Shang government, I was afraid that this undertaking was too ambitious. But I soon became convinced that he not only had an unusual competence in
reading the Shang inscriptions but also, more important, possessed the two kinds of
ability that are prerequisite for the successful scholar in this field. His capacity for
arduous research was tremendous, and while working through vast amounts of material
he never relaxed his alertness to seize upon the important detail. Yet he was no mere
drudge. Sometimes his hypotheses were surprising, but I usually found that he had a
considerable body of evidence to back them. He showed little tendency to succumb
to the temptation to use a single striking piece of evidence as the foundation for a
supposed universal principle.
Dr. Chao's dissertation shed new light on the governmental institutions of the
Shang, which are important not only historically but also because they were an integral
part of the continuous development of China's governmental institutions into our own
century. Now, ten years later, he gives us his present understanding of Shang social and
political institutions. Much of this present volume (such as the material on kinship) lies
beyond the scope of my own competence, but I am sure that it too will further our
understanding of this little known, important, and fascinating page of Chinese history.
Herrlee G. Creel
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PREFACE

Almost a decade has elapsed since the first draft of the present work was completed. The early part of the 1970's was a time of crisis in modem China. Chinese both
at home and abroad were confronted by a set of new questions. Many fine and sensitive
minds responded to the challenge of the time eagerly as well as actively. I was then a
student in the University of Chicago, and I had decided to participate in this historical
movement. For six entire years after graduation from Chicago, I served my country in
the quest of her future. In 1979, I felt I had fulfilled my duty as a concerned intellectual; I resigned from my political position and returned to scholarly work.
Many significant studies on Shang civilization have been published in recent years.
Some of them were written by experts on Shang oracle bone inscriptions, others by
archaeologists. They have presented us with much valuable information and have extended the horizon of our understanding on Shang China. As one of their colleague, I
intend to reconstruct a history of the Shang dynasty. The present study is just the
beginning of this work. I believe in the traditional training of a Chinese histOrian, i.e.,
from hsiao-hsiieh IJ"'li! (philological studies) to the classics and then to history; but to
be a modem historian, it is also necessary that one be equipped with knowledge of
other sciences. I have found that it is extremely helpful to apply social science
methodology in doing research works on Shang history.
My present study is divided into two parts: the first part addresses Shang kinship,
the second part addresses Shang government. In dealing with the Shang kinship and
government institutions, I have paid special attention to a careful exposition of certain
key terms and their historical development. These discussions are not exercises in hairsplitting: misunderstood terms have often returned to haunt their progenitors. A careful terminological investigation on the other hand will help us to gain insight into the
nature of Shang systems and their evolution.
Chapter I in Part I is devoted to a description of Shang marital systems and the
resultant residential groups. Chapter II deals with the Shang descent and succession
rules. In fact since the publication of Chang Kwang-chih's hypothesis on Shang kingship succession, the issue has become important and controversial. I have presented a
concise critique on Chang's theory. The major conclusion of Chapter III is that in the
Chou period the Shang intra-clan bilateral cross-cousin marriage had become of an
inter-clan variety. I have determined this change partially from a reconstruction of the
historical development of the term sheng 1: in Shang and Chou times. The hsing-tsungtsu I!'t*~ hierarchy, our focus of attention in Chapter IV, is precisely the clan-lineageiii

localized lineage hierarchy. The discussion is based on the Shang and Chou ancestral
temple systems. The final section deals with the bestowal of hsing ki, a feudal institution which involved the decline of collateral inheritance and intra-clan cross-cousin
marriage and the emergence of the Chou unilateral succession and inter-clan crosscousin marriage.
While studying the Shang government, I found that the method utilized by Wang
Yu-ch 'uan in his treatment of the Han government inspiring. Following Wang's
example, I have treated the king as an independent institution and devoted the whole
of Chapter VII in·.Part II to the Shang kingship. The comments on Shang government
made by King Ch 'eng of the Chou dynasty as preserved in the Book of Documents
have been adopted, and transformed into the main topics for Chapter VIII and Chapter
IX. King Ch'eng made a division of internal-service and external-service in Shang
government, where I interpret it as central administration and local and semi-local
administration. In Chapter X, I discuss Shang social stratification, the cult of Shang
Ti, as well as a unique type of social organization named "local common descent and
common residence groups."
It should be noted here that each Shang king's date given in this work is the date of

his reign. I have arbitrarily adopted 1028 B.C. as the year of the conquest of Chou from
among a dozen other dates given by modern scholars. These dates range from 1\37
B.C. to 991 B.C. with a discrepancy of 146 years.
In March 1971, with the encouragement of Professor H.G. Creel of the University
of Chicago, the decision to embark on the research for the Shang government was
made. Almost once a week for two years, except during the summer, I presented
questions or parts of my work to him and asked his advice. Truly, if this work meets
the minimum requirement of scholarship, it is largely due to his guidance.
I would also like to express my gratitude to Professor R.T. Smith, formerly Chairman of the Department of Anthropology, the University of Chicago, for his suggestions
and criticism on my work on the Shang kinship system. And also to Professors Tsien
Tsun-hsun }li!fj':il/I/ ,and Edward Kracke, Jr., of the University of Chicago for their
guidance during my writing of this thesis during 1971 and 1972. lowe a debt of thanks
to Professor Kao Ch'u-hsun iIlJ*~ a prominent Shang archaeologist and Member of
Academia Sinica, for his advice and comments on the present revised draft. I should

,

like to thank Miss Janine Lee Goldstein, currently a graduate student at Georgetown
University, for proofreading and typing of the manuscript for publication. I am grateful to Professor Ch'en Chao-nan il!1!lIllfW , Chairman of the Institute of the Three Principles of the People, Academia Sinica, and to Professor Lo Tsung-t'ao
,Chairman of the Chinese Department, National Cheng-chi University, and to Dr. Wei Yung

m*t.t
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tl. , Chairman

of the Research, Development and Evaluation Commission, Executive
Yiian, for constantly encouraging and driving me to revise and publish the present
work.
Finally, I acknowledge my special debt to Professor Chang Ping-ch'iian ~*jI
From 1966 to 1968, under his direction I started to work on oracle bone inscriptions
in the Oracle Bone Section of the Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica.
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Chao Lin
Taipei, 29, June 1982
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CHAPTER I
THR ROYAL HOUSEHOLD

During the Shang dynasty, kings had large households. Our sources indicate that
more than fifty women were married to the Shang king Wu-ting lil:T(ca. 1300-1242
B.C.).' The term fu iii! , appearing in the divinations made by Wu-ting concerning
pregnancies and childbirths, has been deciphered as having been applied to these royal
wives.' For example, one divination reads:
(I) Divination on the day wu-ch'en. The King asked: "Fu-shu is pregnant.

Will I have a boy?"
(Ch'ien 8,12,3.)

\

Here fu indicates her statlts, and shu her identity, i.e., the state or place of her birth.
Similary, other wives of Wu-ting were called Fu-chu iii!¥r, Fu-yang I!ii!I1F , Fu-ch'i llille ,
Fu-<:hing 1liltU!', Fu-<:h'u 1IiI~ , and so on. A common phenomenon seen from the inscriptions is that an individual's name was generally a combination of a status word,
e.g., hou /~ (marquis) or po 18 (earl), and a postfix or place name, or vice versa (with
the exception of the sons of Shang kings). Sometimes the radical nu 9: (woman) was
added to the postfix; the resultant compound indicated the name belonged to a
woman. 3 These marriages between King Wu-ting and each individual woman disclose to
us the presence of clan exogamy (the marriage of the King Wu-ting to Fu-hao iii!~ is an
exception and will be more fully discussed later).
Despite the obscure relationships between Shang and certain other states whose
women had married into Shang, it is possible to explain the phenomenon of Shang
royal polygamous marriage in terms of the interstate politics of that time. For the
native states of most royal consorts were politically related to the Shang; the rulers of
the former were either allies or the enemies of the latter, and in war they might either
support King Wu-ting, for example, or be attacked by him. Perhaps, about one-tenth of
the total divinations of the Wu-ting period related to war, and most states of the time
were involved. The essence of these interstate politiCS may then be tentatively defined
as wartime confederations of states. But doubtlessly, Shang was the largest and most
powerful state at that time. The term state (which is a direct translation from the
oracle bone inscription fang Jj) here means no more than an independent, semi-independent or dependent polity with a city, i 15 , either walled or non-waned, as its
political center, for instance, the city of Shang. The political organization of these
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states was more or less the same: each one of them was under the authority of one
house. Sometimes they formed alliances amongst themselves, but very often one state
became the overlord of her allies and tried to build up a powerful central government
while converting the latter into local administrations. Clear cut cases of this are seen in
the bestowal of the semi-feudal title Hou by the Shang kings upon the rulers of Chou
and other allied states. One legend concerning King Wu-ting has been preserved in The
Book of Songs iRflill! (dated as earlier than the 6th century B.C.):
The early lords of Shang
Received a charge that was never
in peril.
In the time of Wu-ting, the
grandson,
Wu-ting, the grandson,
Warlike king ever conquered,
With dragon-banners and escort of
ten chariots,
Great store of viands he offered,
Even his inner domain was a
thousand leagues;
In him people found sure support,
He opened up new lands as far as
four seas,
Men from the four seas came in
homage,
Came in homage, crowd on crowd;
His frontier was the river.
Yin (i.e., Shang) received a charge
that was all good;
Many blessings Yin bore. 4
This poem is highly informative for it shows that King Wu-ting was successful not only
in military action but in diplomacy as well: he was warlike, yet "men from four seas
came in homage" and "in him people found sure support". From association of this
poem with the topic of our discussion, the general nature of these royal marriages, we
may conclude that some of the King's allies or even enemies were obviously politically
motivated in marrying their women to him. In fact, the marriages went both ways;
Shang kings also married women to them. Affinal relationships always played crucial
roles among this ancient ruling elite: they facilitated the establishment of political
alliances, and influenced the succession of the supreme authority.
The status of these royal consorts varied from one indivdual to another. Probably,
there were legitimate spouses as opposed to concubines; amQllg these fifty wives of
King Wu-ting, only three were given posthumous names and were arranged to be the
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recipients of the annual royal sacrifices to ancestors.s The work commonly undertaken
by the average royal consort was to sanctify through ritual performance the bones and
tortoise shells used in royal divinations, and only a selected few assumed responsibility
in the less important sacrifices to the royal ancestors or in temporary public missions
such as the supervision of the planting and harvesting of millet. 6 It is, therefore, interesting to find that Fu-hao and Fu-ching had the opportunity to lead armies. The divinations below reveal this fact.
(2) Divination on the day hsin-ssu. Asked: "Should (the King) call up soldiers, 3,000 for Fu-hao and 10,000 for Lii, in order to attack (the state
of) Yang?"
(K'u 310.)
(3) Asked: "Should not (the King) order Fu-ching to attack (the state of)
Lung?"
(Hsu 4,26,3.)
But in general, King Wu-ting and his officials were in charge of everyday public affairs,
and although the position of women perhaps was higher in the Shang dynasty than in
later times, they still were considered to be inferior. In the inscriptions it is said that to
give birth to a boy was chia ~, good, while to bear a girl was not chiao 7
In 1976, Fu-hao's tomb was excavated by archaeologists at Anyang, Shang site. Her
body "was interred with no less than sixteen human sacrifices and six dogs," and "the
tomb furniture was placed in the fillings of the tomb chamber, both above and on the
chamber top, in the space between the chamber and coffin, and inside the coffin.
Altogether, there are over 1,500 pieces; of these about 440 are bronzes, while nearly
500 are jade and bone objects, plus some stone sculptures and ivory carvings. In addition, there are seven pottery vessels and nearly 7,000 pieces of cowries."8 It is an
undisturbed tomb, and thus presents us a reliable picture of the richness of a Shang
queen.
According to the oracle bone inscriptions, Fu-hao died during King Wu-ting's
reign, and she had borne at least three children, a boy and two girls. She was given
It seems that military activities were the center of
the posthumous title Pi-hsin ~*
her public life. She participated in most major campaigns of King Wu-ting, and famous
generals like Chih-ka iJl::J: and Hou-kao f*lii were once under her command. lo It is
no wonder that there are a great many bronze and jade weapons that were unearthed
from her tomb. More than once she was sent out on missions of the King. King Wu-ting
frequently made divinations about the dates of her return, or about her health, and
often prayed to ancestors to bless her. It is very unlikely that Fu-hao or any other
royal consort might have set up their own household and lived independently from the

..
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King. They were by no means feudal lords as some scholars used to think." Fu-ching
might have been another queen of King Wu-ting though there is no direct evidence to
confirm this theory at the present time. As compared to a large number of divinations
made concerning her activities in the field of agricultural administration, Fu-ching's
military function appears to be insignificant.
After the conquest of Chou, Chou royal wives continued to enjoy their places in
public affairs. Professor Creel writes:
Not only the Kings but also the Queens carried on social activities of
importance. We have already seen evidence that their lives did not conform
to the pattern of sequestration that we sometimes think of as typical for
royal consorts in China. In fact, women of position seem to have enjoyed a
good deal of freedom in Western Chou times. The Poetry might lead us to
suspect this, and the inscriptions seem to show it very clearly .... Queens
had their own officers, who were persons of high status. We have seen that
the Queen of King Ch'eng, who was probably a daughter of Duke T'ai of
Ch'i, issued orders on some governmental matters, quite like those issued by
the King. We see her traveling about the country with the King, and even
accompanying him on a military expedition. [2
But such a situation was severely criticized and condemned around the end of the
Western Chou period as being one of the main factors contributing to the downfall of
the royal Chou House. This is, nevertheless, the second time a woman was accused of
corrupting a state. On the day that the final battIe between Shang and Chou was
fought, the Chou King Wu made a campaign speech in front of allied forces. In it he
said, "The ancients have said, 'The hen does not announce the morning. The crowing
of a hen in the morning indicates the subversion of the family.' Now Show, the king
of Shang, follows only the words of his wife. "[3 No doubt, women enjoyed a relatively
higher position during the Shang and early Chou periods, but such a situation was
challenged in the meantime. By the end of the Western Chou period, their position
declined greatly. A poem dated to that time says, "So a woman who has nothing to do
with public affairs. Leave her silk-worms and weaving.,,14
The oracle bone inscriptions indicate that the second generations resulting from
these royal marriages were admitted into the royal household with distinction. The
inscription tzu
means both child, in the biological sense, and the Tzu, Prince, in the
sense of status. A biological child of the king was first identified by reverse teknonymy,
for example, Fu-chih-tzu lIiiIff+, which literally means the child of Fu-chih. Reverse
teknonymy-to name by adding the name of one's parent in front of the term 'child' is
the academic term for such a type of nomemclature, and it is thought to have certain
implications regarding the descent system. Later, the king would divine whether to

+
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establish this child as his Tzu. We have two cases in point:
(4) Divination on the day chi-hai. The King (asked:) "Should not I tzu (Le.,
establish as a Tzu) Fu-chih-tzu?"
B$: r ,:E : ~~~'HfiI!!H'?
(Ch'ien 4,26,7.)
(5) Divination on the. day wu-ch 'en. Diviner Cheng asked: "Should not (the
King) chih [?] and (make) Fu-shih-tzu a Tzu?"
~~ .~~:
ifiIffr"'F '"'F?
(Ch'ien 4,1,6.)

r

mH..

Evidently, the children of Fu-chih, and of Fu-shih, were not considered as the sons of
the King unless these children had officially been adopted. There were many instances
that the biological children of the King failed to be established as royal princes. The
term sheng 1£ was used to categorize these less lucky children. 15 Those who had been
officially adopted by the King might be further differentiated as the King's Left-tzu,
Right-tzu, Middle-tzu, Great-tzu, and so on. The status of the Great-tzu, traditionally
recognized as the Crown Prince in China, does not appear to have been the same in the
Shang dynasty as during later periods. As Tzu-hsin"'F Yp , a Middle-tzu, was also named
Hsiao-wang, the Small King, it is highly probable that the Middle-tzu was the actual
Crown Prince of the Shang dynasty, or at the least that a Middle-tzu might become the
Crown Prince. 16 The term "Small King" also appears in the divinations during the
periods of Kings Lin-hsin and K'ang-ting, and is attributed to the Kings' deceased father,
Father-chi :5i:C'. . Scholars generally believe that the "Small King, Father-chi" IJ\:E:5i: B
in the Shang inscriptions is the Hsiao-chi ~ B recorded in Ssu-ma Ch 'ien 's Shang
Geneology.17 Hsiao-chi, the crown prince of King Wu-ting and the father of Kings
Lin-hsin and K 'ang-ting, died before he actually became king. (In reality, Hsiao-chi
was the uncle of Kings Lin-hsin and K'ang-ting; the Shang people also used the term
"father" to refer to their father's brothers, and we here follow the Shang usage.) Thus,
it is evident both from the geneological sequence as seen in Shang Geneology and from
the identical posthumous name, chi, that Father-chi was Hsiao-chi. Hsiao-chi's case
testifies to the fact that the Shang Crown Prince actually went by the title of "Small
King".
The statuses of the Right-tzu and the Left-tzu are difficult to determine. During
the Spring and Autumn period (722-481 B.C.), in the state of Wei, there were the
duke's right-son and his left-son (i.e., Tso-kung-tzu 2'r:0i'- and Yu-kung-tzu ;t;"0"'F ).18
The relative connection between the Shang titles and the Wei titles cannot be ascertained as of now. For these various tzu, the term to-tzu ~'r (i.e., many-tzu) was used.
The Shang inscriptions indicate that to-tzu were further grouped into tsu 11ii organizations, which were called to-tzu-tsu $'f11ii. As I will point out in Chapter III, a tsuwas a
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localized lineage, and in the Shang dynasty it might have its own officers and chariotryadministrators and military machines. To-tzu-tsu became the segments of the royal
household.
Each royal prince had a personal name, which was bestowed upon him by the
king, and this personal name was appended to his status word. Approximately seventyone persons with names of the Tzu-x type appear in the inscriptions that are dated to
the King Wu-ting period. They were royal princes. The Shang inscriptions say:
(6) On the day hsin-hai, Diviner Tzu divined and asked: "Fu-t'ou-tzu be
named Ch'ing. (Is this) allowed?"
$1i:.f- r-J'{ : ~~.f-a~'t'?
(Ts'ui 1240.)
(7) On the day jen-ch'en, Diviner Tzu divined and asked: "Fu-hsii-tzu be
named Chih?"
(I 4856.)
We are not sure as to whether such a naming ceremony actualiy took place before
or after the establishment of a Fu-x-tzu as a royal Tzu. However, it would seem that a
child's personal name which had been bestowed by the king and his royal diviners
would not be abolished at the time that the child's status was changed.
In 1936, Tung Tso-pin gathered the names of twenty people of the Tzu-x type
from the inscriptions of the King Wu-ting period and pointed out that these names
were of persons who were the sons of King Wu-ting.'9 Following the same theory, in
1944, Hu Hou-hsiian found another thirty-three persons with the same type of name,
thus increasing the number of royal Tzu to fifty-three. 20 In 1958, Kunio Shima was
able to list seventy-one royal Tzu (still of the same period) in his new publication. 2I
This was possibly because Shima had intended to be comprehensive and also was because he had benefited from publications which were not available to Tung and Hu at
the time they did their studies. However, in cheCking Shima's 1967 index on the oracle
bone inscriptions, I have found that among these so-called seventy-one royal Tzu, thirtyone of these persons appear in the inscriptions in name with almost nothing said about
their lives or actions. Therefore, for our study, I have classified the records of oracles
for only the remaining forty royal Tzu into five groups according to their subject matter (see Table I). For reference and convenience, I have also indicated both the numbers
of the divinations referring to each of the royal Tzu and the page numbers in Shima's
index to indicate whence our sources come. Most divinations in the first group are
those in which the King asked about the health of his various Tzu-x. The second group
of divinations are those concerned solely with the King's Yit 'fIl ceremony, which was
usually made to the living king's deceased father or mother with the purpose of gaining
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Table I

ABCDE N

Names

a

Tzu-kung
-yli it.!
-yang !k:
-ching ~
-hua i!E
-hsiao%l:

x
x
x
x
x

-.f.k
-l#r

x

-ch'un f!f.
-mei ~

x
x

-ch'ai

'1

-.t

x
x

- ~t

x

-yiing t
-Ii
M

-fp
-pu
::f'
-shang i!li
-~t

-mu

§

x
x
x
x

-cheng~

-shui 'l2

x

-gIL

x

-.->

X

-'l('

x
x

,..,
-#.
;1;1

-t'a

-fj

~

Royal Tzu

P

x x x x 48 377
40 240
x
x
x x 30 30
x x x x 87 281
x x x x 104452
x 16 365
x
18 39
13 319
x
x
x 16 190
9 30
x
x
5 476
x
x
13 228
x
x 16 231
4 395
x
1 378
2
275
x
x
x 10 361
2 280
3 143
x
6 101
x
1 390
x
3 138
3 275
x
x
3 188
15 274
X
X
2 132
I 82
4 274
x
x x
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Names
Tzu-an
-jli

~

ABCDE N
x x

r.

-it
-ho llff
-tien ~

-t}
-fii
-t'uan •

x x
x

x
x

-1
- f1

-yang '.

-t*

I

x

x

x
x

9
6

2
3
1
x
1
4
x· 1
X
2
4
1

P
274
275
275
13
50
397
472
30
57
215
326

A: His physical condition was king's
concern.
B: The king performed a Yu ceremony
for him.
C: He participated in military affairs.
D: He joined royal hunts.
E: He took responsibility in public affairs.
N: Number of divinations seen.
P: Page number in Shima's Inkyo
Bokuji Sorui.
fflt.lllt "'~l*;!!!j (Tokyo, 1967).

their protection for a certain Tzu_x. 22 The divinations of this group usually read "yil
Tzu-x to Father-x."
Military activities, hunting activities, and participation in the state's public affairs
are the subject matter of the divinations of the third, fourth, and fifth groups respectively. It can be seen from Table I that more royal Tzu engaged in the state's public
affairs than in hunting or military activities; for every two royal Tzu, there was one
having the opportunity to do public work. Of special interest, though not shown in the
chart, is the fact that King Wu-ting divined whether to order Tzu-ching's ch 'en 'f-Jf ~
and Tzu-hsiao's ch 'en -f-%I: ~ to join in certain public activities, thus suggesting to us
now that these royal Tzu could have their own ch'en, officers or retainers?3 This
certainly corresponds to what we have already mentioned concerning the existence of
official bodies in the various localized lineages made up of and headed by individual
royal Tzu. Furthermore, we will also see that the King wanted to make an inspection
at the place governed by Tzu-ching?4 The inscriptions also indicate that sometimes
these sons would present the King with tortoise shells and oracle bones. When they
participated in the wars, they were usually the King's generals. Tzu-ch'ai -f- , appears
to have been garrisoned on the northern frontier; he was the one from the north who
reported to the King about the invasion of the state of T'u." Tzu-t'ai was ordered by
the King to welcome Pao with a wine banquet after Pao had surrendered to the King?6
One of the royal princes, Tzu-kung'f- lj , deserves our further attention. Table I
shows that he took up responsibilities in wars and public affairs, and that his physical
condition was a concern of the King. Tzu-kung was also called Liang-tzu-kung M ~ .
This kind of name is identical to those of Ch'i-hou-ilE'.~§, Yu-hou-hsi fJj(~§ , Yangpo-chih~{!'1 fi. , in which the first word indicates a place, the second word a status, and
the third word a personal name. Many of these hou or po were rulers of states or
semi-states contemporary to the Shang dynasty. The states where they ruled were
indicated by the first word in their names. It is thus more than likely that Liang-tzukung was the ruler of the place Liang. This suggestion would raise a host of questions.
Was Liang an independent state or simply a fief? How did Tzu-kung become its ruler?
We shall deal with these and other related questions in Part II, Chapter IX. So far, it is
reasonable to consider that no matter what positions these royal princes might have
assumed, they all constituted the diffusion of the power within the royal household.
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I. See Chang Ping-ch'iian ~*. ''The Power and Scope of the Political Unification of the Shang
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;I't jtJtJ (j';J~~ ," BIHP 50: I (1979), p. 197 (referred to hereafter as: Chang, "Shang Unifica-
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tion Power"). Chang lists the names of fifty-two wives of King Wu-ting.
2_ For the term [U, see Lee Hsiao-ting
,Chia-ku Wen-tzu Chi-shih fj31'fX:"f:~~ (Academia Sinica, 1965), VII, p. 2587 (referred to hereafter as: Lee, Chi-shih).
3. Such a phenomenon occurred not only during the Shang dynasty, but also during the Chou
dynasty. q: Fu Ssu-nien {fWi1f. , "Chiang Yuan ~rm BlHP 2:1 (1930), pp. 134-135.
4. The Book of Songs, trans. Arthur Waley (New York, 1960), p. 276. The subject of this poem is
''Wu-ting sun-tzu iil:11;~i'f-" which should be "Wu-ting, the grandson", but was translated as
''Wu-ting's grandsons and sons" by Waley. The "sun-tzu" like the tsu-[u itS<: (grandfather) is a
compound instead of two tenus, and its position in this poem is an appositive. "Sun-tzu" can
either mean grandson or descendant. In fact, according to the Han commentary, this song was
composed for the sacrifice in memory of King Wu-ting. For the meaning of the "sun" l?i\ or "suntzu," see Feng Han-yi, "The Chinese Kinship System," HIAS II (1937), p. 148. Also see Part I,
Chapte, IV, Footnote 4.
5. See Tung Tso-ping lil'F'li!: , Yin Li P'u IIltMiIi (Academia Sinica, 1945),1 :3, p. 4b.
6. See David N. Keightley, Sources of Shang History: the Oracle Bone Inscriptions of the Bronze
Age China (University of California Press, 1978), pp. 16-17 (referred to hereafter as: Keightley,
Sources of Shang History).
7. Hu Hou-hsuan i'iIl~-.:r, "Yin-tai Chia-tsu Hun-yin Tsung-fa Sheng-yu Chih-tu K'ao 1Iltt'i:*~1!!r
Wl'ff< I:t;t£. j1f$lJIlt ~ ," in Chia-ku-hsii,eh Shang-shih Lun-ts 'ung Ch 'u-chi fj31'f~ illi!ie ~~m~
(Ch'i-Lu University, 1944), pp. 19-23 (referred to hereafter as Hu: "Hun-yin").
8. See The Anyang Archaeological Team of the Institute of Archaeology, Chinese academy of
Social SCience, "Excavation of Tomb No.5 at Yin-hsO in Anyang," KKHP II (1977), p. 97.
9. Ibid., p. 98. For her childbirth records, see Ping 245 and 247, 14729.
10. See 12948 and Divination 19.
11. See Hu Hou-hsOan, "Yin-tai Feng-chien Cbih-tu K'ao lIltt'i:tt~$IJIlt~ ," in Ch Ya-ku-hsiieh
Shang-shih Lun-ts 'ung Ch 'u-chi (Ch'i-Lu University, 1944), pp. 5a-8a.
12. H. G. Creel, The Origins of Statecraft in China, Volume I: The Western Chou Empire (The
University of Chicago Press, 1970), p. 395 (referred to hereafter as: Creel, Western Chou).
13. Shu: The Book of Historical Documents, trans. James Legge, (Taipei, 1972), pp. 302-303.
14. Shih: The Book ofPoetry, trans. James Legge, (Taipei, 1972), p. 562.
IS. See Part I, Chapter III for detailed discnssion.
16. These two terms appear in len 1249. I have read both names as referring to one person, Tzu-hsin,
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Chang Ping-ch'Oan, "Lun Cheng-t'ao P'u-tz'u ~1lX~ r-~
BlHP Extra IV (1960), pp. 389401. Also see Keightley, Sources of Shang History, pp. 37-40.
17. See Jao Tsung-i M/'ff<m, Yin-tai Cheng-p 'u len-wu T'ung-k 'ao 1Iltt'i:f:l: ;\~ilii~ (Hongkong
University Press, 1959), I, p. 690 (referred to hereafter as: Jao, T'ung-k'ao).
18. See Tso Chuan ;t;::W, Huan
16.
19. See Tung Tso-ping, ''Wu-teng-chOeh Tsai Yin-Shang li~fitElIltilli ," BIHP 6:3 (1936), pp. 422-
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20. Hu, "Hun-yin", pp. 8b-9a.
21. Kunio Shima, lnkyo Bokuji KenlcyU ni.!!/l "'l$liI'f~ (Tokyo, 1958), pp. 443445 (referred to
hereafter as: Shima, KenlcyU).
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CHAI'fER II
ROYAL DESCENT AND SUCCESSION

Modern scholars in the field of ancient Chinese studies generally believe that the
descent system of the Shang was patrilineal, but when they discuss the organization of
Shang descent group together with Shang kingship succession, their opinions diverge.
The focus of their arguments is on whether Shang kingship passed within a single lineage or among various lineages of the Tzu clan. (Tzu 'f- , in addition to the usages
specified above, was also the clan name of the Shang ruling elite, while Shang illi was
the name of the dynasty and its capital). In dealing with the question of Shang descent,
kingship succession, and their connection with a view toward contributing to a resolution of this controversy, we should perhaps best make a comprehensive study of the
four following relevant aspects: (1) the relationships between deceased kings and
queens as revealed in the inscriptions concerning the annual sacrificial ceremonies of
the King Wu-ting (ca. 1300-1242 B.C.) and King Ti-yi 'i'i'i"z:. (ca. 1098-1089 B.C.)
periods, (2) the Shang royal geneology as in the book Shih Chi Rile by Ssu-ma Ch'ien
i'i'lmil (ca. 145-95 B.C.), (3) the ancestral tablet system found in the inscriptions, and
(4) the correlation between posthumous names and the above three items.
The annual sacrifices constituted a system wherein five unchanging but different
kinds of sacrificial cermonies were held in honour of the king's most important ancestors-both kings and queens. These rituals were performed on the day corresponding to
the deceased's posthumous name, which was one of the ten "celestial stems". (The
Shang used the "celestial stems", t'ien-kan 7('f , both to name the days of the
"week", hsun iiJ (i.e., 10 days), and to designate royal ancestors.) Within a Shang
ceremonial year, each one had the right to receive the quinquepartite ceremonial
sacrifice once, and the process was then repeated the next year. Although the dates of
ritual performance occasionally did not correspond to the kings' posthumous names
during the King Wu-ting period, the system as a whole was practiced from at least the
14th century B.C. until the end of the dynasty in the II th century B.C.' Based on the
inscriptions, the late Professor Tung Tso-ping compiled a list of those entitled to receive
the sacrifices during the Ti-yi period, and scholars in the field of oracle bone inscriptions have extensively studied the annual sacrifice system of the Wu-ting period.'
Traditionally, the Shang royal geneology in the Shih Chi, together with the Shang
Shu illHI in The Book of Documents 1i';Ji!i' , as well as the Shang Sung illil\li in the Book
of Songs ~~ were taken as the orthodox sources for the study of the Shang dynasty.
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The first scientific excavation of oracle bone inscriptions carried out at the Anyang,
Shang site in 1928 proved this geneology to be highly accurate: the sequence of
generations and succession and the names of Shang kings in the Shih Chi are mostly
identical to the records preserved in the inscriptions: the only discrepancies are one
king's geneological position which must be changed from ascending tenth generation
to ascending ninth generation (from King Ti-yi), and the name of two kings appearing
in the Shih Chi which have not yet been found with certainty in the inscriptions. 3 The
inscriptions record deceased Shang queens whereas the Shih Chi does not. And the
latter delineates Shang kingship succession as from father to son or to brother's son. or
to father's brother's son in two generations and from brother to brother or between
paternal cousins in one generation (see Fig. I).
The basic facts concerning the ancestor tablet system in the Ti-yi period are: (I)
every deceased Shang king had a szu ;if; (tablet) which was placed in the royal ancestral
temple; (2) for anyone generation there was only one ta-szu 7;:;if; (great tablet)
granted to one of th~ kings of the generation; (3) the tablets of those deceased kings
who did not have 'great tablet' status were classified as hsiao-szu I]\;if; (small tablets);
(4) the wives of those with 'great tablet' status received the annual quinquepartite
ceremonial sacrifice in the Ti-yi period, but the wives of the other deceased kings
without this status are neither mentioned in the records of the annual sacrifices nor in
any other inscriptions' However, during the Wu-ting period there was a case of two
'great tablets' in one generation (see Table II, generation 8, kings Nand 0), and the
wives concerned also received the quinquepartite ceremonial sacrifice. 5 The significance
of this exception will be mentioned shortly.
The names of the Shang kings, appearing both in the Shih Chi and the inscriptions, are combinations of an indicator, such as fa 7;: (great), hsiao IJ\ (small), chung cj:l
(middle) and a postfix, namely, one of the celestial stems. Since there were only ten
celestial stems, only ten words were available for the kings' posthumous names and the
alternation of posthumous names, i.e., yi-ting-yi-ting 2':.-T-2':.-T ,was occasionally
on a generation-to-generation basis. On the basis of this phenomenon and noting that
the ancestral temples as well as the royal tombs at Anyang were dualistically laid out,
Chang Kwang-chih, in his article "Some Dualistic Phenomena in Shang Society" equates
these regularities with the chao-mu 1Il311l system of the Chou dynasty; he further
believes the posthumous name borne by a Shang king actually indicated his Iineageship:
inasmuch as there were ten different stems and were ten lineages." Supposing that
there were patrilateral cross-cousin and sister-exchange marriages among these lineages
and guided by the yi-ting frequency revealed in the royal geneology, he formulates the
hypothesis that the kingship alternated between two politically prominent lineages, yi
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and fing, or between their respective affiliated lineages, and that the throne was handed
down from maternal uncle to sororal nephew in two generations, or from grandfather
to grandson in three generations. 7
To facilitate a comprehensive study of the four aspects given above, I have constructed Table II, in which I have listed the names of the kings prior to Ti-yi, and
provided numerals to indicate their generations ascending from Ti-yL I have given each
name a letter as a facilitating abbreviation, then I have used X to indicate (I) those
with an enthroned son (according to the Shih Chi), (2) those whose wives were entitled
to receive the quinquepartite ceremonial sacrifice during the annual rituals of King Ti-yi
(according to the study of Professor Tung Tso-ping) and (3) those who bore 'great
tablet' status during the Ti-yi period based on the inscriptions. Finally I have listed the
frequency of the posthumous names yi and fing among kings and have added a few
necessary notes pertaining to certain kings. Supplementary to Table n, I have made
Figure I to give a bird's eye view of kinship and succession of kings.
From Table II we can see that those who had an enthroned son were the ones
with 'great tablets' in the Ti-yi period and were also those whose wives were entitled to
receive the annual sacrifices of King Ti-yL As mentioned above one exception in the
table is the case of King Ch'iang-chia (N) who had an enthroned son (L) but who in the
Ti-yi period did not have 'great tablet' status and whose wife did not receive the annual
sacrifices. (We see from Figure I that both Ch'iang-chia 3'1i'fl (N) and Tsu-hsin
(0) had enthroned sons and were of the same generation.) In fact, in the Wu-ting
period, both Ch'iang-chia and Tsu-hsin bore 'great tablet' status and their wives received
the quinquepartite ceremonial sacrifice from Wu-ting. 8 For some reason, Ch'iang-chia
and his wives lost their privileged position by the reign of Ti-yi, but Tsu-hsin still kept
his 'great tablet' status, and so 'great tablet' status was granted by Ti-yi to only one of
the kings of the same generation. 9 Nevertheless, even the exceptional case of Ch'iangchia as manifested in the ancestor-worship ritual provides supplementary evidence on
the consistency of the patrilineal descent and inheritance system of the Shang.
It is quite amazing to find that those with the posthumous names yi and fing were
actually great tablets, had wives entitled to receive the annual sacrifices, as well as sons
who assumed the kingship after them. Yet according to Chang Kwang-chih's hypothesis
of maternal uncle-sororal nephew succession not even one single king had an enthroned
son. A partial resolution of this difficulty may be had by examining a serious logical
inconsistency in the article of Chang mentioned above. First of all, Chang says that
King Wu JS::E of the Chou dynasty was of the chao IlE generation, his father (King Wen
:lC:E ) was of the mu fllI generation and his son (King Ch'eng ~:E ) was of the mu
generation;10 Le., the chao-mu designation of consecutive generations in the Chou was
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Table II

Generations
(Predynastic)

15
14
13
12
II

10
9

8

7

6

5
4
3
2
I

A Comprehensive Study of the Shang Descent System

Names
Pao-chia
Pao-yi
Pao-ping
Pao-ting
Shih-jen
Shih-kuei
Ta-yi (T'ang)
Ta-ting
P'u-ping
Chung-jen
Ta-chia
Wo-ting
Ta-keng
Hsiao-chia
Yiing-chi
Ta-wu
Chung-ting
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Ch'ien-chia
Tsu-yi
Tsu-hsin
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Nan-keng
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X
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X
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ting
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Kinship and Succession of the Shang Kings
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made on the basis of a father-to-son inheritance of the throne and a father-son relationship between kings of consecutive generations. Since he equates this system with the
yi-ting pattern of the Shang-an identity I fully support-then logically the yi-ting system should also entail a father-to-son succession to the throne, and a father-son relationship between kings of consecutive generations. He further hypothesizes that the
eight non-yi-ting stems represented eight lineages associated with the two primary
lineages, but in the admittedly equivalent Chou system the three kings mentioned
above were of the same lineage. ll Further examination (see Chapter V)shows that the
chao-mu designation and the yi-ting nomenclature were the linguistic manifestation of
a dualism also evident in the ancestral tablet arrangements of both the Shang and the
Chou dynasty.
Mr. Spangler has suggested the following additional comments: "In five of the
fifteen cases, deceased kings with Great tablet status had neither yi or ting as part of
their posthumous name. One may argue this high proportion (1/3) of exceptions
invalidates the argument. But there are reasons for believing these cases indeed are not
'exception'. In fourteen of the cases convergence of an enthroned son, 'Great tablet'
status and privileged wives is complete, and the cyclical variation from generation to
generation holds true even in cases where yi or ting was not bestowed (i.e. one may
insert consecutively yi or ting in the appropriate blank spaces in the yi-ting column of
Table II, the one irregularity being the eighth ascending generation). Hence, as far as
can be determined from the Ti-yi period data, the system, if not its terminology, was
consistent for the span of the dynasty. Three-fifths of the "exceptions" occurred
during the first third of the dynasty, a fact which taken together with the system's
regularity, suggests that the term yi and ting were adopted at some point to reflect and
designate a pre-existing (or newly-emerged?) reality. We observe that the first two kings
were designated yi and ting, that most of the "exceptions" fall in the subsequent
hiatus, that founding kings and their enthroned sons in later history were accorded
special status, and that the first five Great tablets were denominated Ta-x, ta *- meaning
great, whereas thereafter yi or ting but in no cases ta was used in Great tablet kings'
names. Quite possibly the yi-ting nomenclature was adopted around the tenth ascending generation, in honor of the first two kings, as an alternative to the fa designation.
After all, one term inadequately describes a dualism. "12
Having clarified the controversy involved in the Shang descent and inheritance
systems, we may now safely start our analysis on the evolution or revision of the royal
Shang succession system. We notice that of the 31 kings in a span of 17 generations,
the throne was passed between brothers 13 times, between father and son 12 times,
between paternal cousins once, between paternal uncle and nephew three times, and
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between one and his uncle's grandson once. I am using the term "collateral inheritance" to cover such ways of succession, because the traditional expression "elder
brother ended; younger brother succeeded" 5L~~& or "fraternal inheritance" is not
inclusive enough. Thus, according to the patterns of succession, those in the ruling clan
who had the right to claim the throne should include the king's brothers, king's cousins,
and the sons of both, not to mention king's own sons. The living king might have the
choice of an heir among these people. (See Fig. I.)
In actual practice, before the Shang people moved their capital to Anyang, where
they stayed for the remaining 265 years of the Shang dynasty, the throne was passed
between father and son five times during a total of ten generations and the reigns of 20
kings. They had moved their capital five times during the preceding 243 years. Interestingly enough, during the 265 years at Anyang that included the reigns of 12 kings
from the final eight successive generations, the throne was uniformally passed from
father to son between two generations;there were only four occurrences of transferring
the crown to brothers in the same generation. Before the Shang people moved to
Anyang, however, the patterns of succession between two generations included: (1)
from father to son, which occurred five times, (2) from uncle to nephew, which occurred three times, and (3) from one to his uncle's grandson, which occurred once. The
patterns of succession within the same generation included (I) from brother to brother,
which happened nine times, and (2) between paternal cousins, i.e., from one to his
uncle's son, which happened once.
It is clear enough that the right to administer the kingship was first distributed
among the "branches" of the royal lineage according to respective seniority, then this
right was gradually concentrated within the hands of "the families of a single branch of
the royal lineage," and finally it was exclusively assumed by "a single family". The last
of these three phases began during the reign of King K'ang-ting. From then on there
was only one king for each generation and brothers were excluded from claiming the
crown. The second phase began during the reign of King P'an-keng 'Ill~, under whose
reign the Shang capital was moved to Anyang. By that time, none of the sons of
brothers, or of uncles, or the grandsons of uncles succeeded to the crown.
The methods by which Shang kings revised their succession rules are not clearly
known, however it seems to have been connected with the Shang sacrificial and ancestral
tablet systems. As I have shown, the Shang kings granted 'great tablet' status to the
deceased kings who had and enthroned son, and 'small tablet' status to the deceased
kings who had not had an enthroned son. Both "great tablet" and "small tablet"
status holders were recipients of the annual quinquepartite ceremonial sacrifice, but
only the former could have their wives also entered on the sacrificial list. The word
,
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which is also pronounced as shih, was used to refer to those ancestresses who
received the annual quinquepartite ceremonial sacrifice. This sacrificial institution was
clearly consolidated during the time of King Tsu-chia I!§.IfI , and was already starting to
take shape during the time of King Wu-ting (the father of Tsu-chia), though certain elements of it were not included in the sacrifices of King Wu-ting. 13 It must be noted here
that the ancestral tablet system and the quinquepartite ceremonial sacrifice system
were separate institutions. The former regulated the status of royal ancestors, while the
latter systematized sacrificial ceremonies. It was through the performance of the actual
sacrifice that the two systems merged.
The significance of establishing "great tablet" status as opposed to "smal1
tablet" status was to honor a "non-classificatory" father-son relationship between the
deceased kings of two generations. This relationship differed from the Shang popular
"classificatory" father-son relationship, in which one could cal1 his uncle "father" and
his nephew "son". Thus, when a king wished to be honored with "great tablet"
status, he would have to transfer the throne to his own son, not to his brother's son.
Under such circumstances, the possibility for the branches of the royal lineage or the
fraternal families of the king to assume the throne was greatly reduced, and the likelihood of the succession continuing with in a single family was concomitantly increased.
Interestingly enough, the establishment of the ancestral tablet and the quinquepartite
ceremonial sacrifice systems went almost hand in hand with the centralization of royal
power into the hands of a single family of the ruling clan.
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FOOTNOTES

I. See Tung Tso-ping, Yin Li P'u 1:3, pp. lIb-15b. By "a Shang ceremonial year" I mean a szu
~.

2. See for instance Shima, Kenkyii, p. 104.
3. The names of King Chung-jen ¢3:: and King Wo-ting [li;T have not yet been found with certainty. See Tung Tso-ping, Yin Li PU 2:3, p. 4b; Tung Tso-ping, Chiacrku-wen TUIU/-tai Yen-chiu
Li fIl'll"3tIlfT~li1f~{?IJ (Academia Sinica, 1955), pp. 10-13. The generation postioin of King
Ch'ien-chia3i!fIl should be changed. See Hsii Chin-hsiungii'fiiilliit "Comments on Dr. K.C. Chang's
Paper," Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica, XIX (1965), p. 123. Kwang-chih
Chang, "Further Remarks on the 'Posthumous Names of the Shang Kings and Royal Geneology
of the Shang Dynasty: A Sociological Analysis,' " Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica XIX (1965), p. 61.
4. See Tung Tso-ping, Yin Li PU, 2:3 p. 4b. For ta-szu and hsiao-szu; see Shima,Inkyo Boku;i Sorui
~l!II ~l*~ (Tokyo, 1967), p. I SO (referred to hereafter as: Shima, Sorui).
5. See Chang Ping-ch'iian, "Wu-ting Shih Ti I-pan Fu-yiian Kuei-chia" Jil:;T~ft:J-Ji!J(~fmafll TaLu Tsa-chih
"t XXXIX 10/11 (1964), pp. 98-99. Professor Chang has kindly introduced
this article to me. His reconstruction of the quinquepartite sacrifice phenomena in the King Wuting period is one of the foundations of the present argument.
6. See Kwang-chih Chang, "Some Dualistic Phenomena in Shang Society," lAS XXIV: 1 (1964),
p. 49 (referred to hereafter as: K.C. Chang, "Dualistic Phenomena").
7. Ibid., p. 50 Also, a brief discussion of the same hypothesis can be seen in his 1980 pUblication_
See Kwang-chih Chang, Shang Civilization (Yale University Press, 1980), pp. 178-183.
8. Chang Ping-ch'iian, "Wu-ting Shih Ti I-pan Fu-yiian Kuei-chia," p. 98.
9. Ibid.
10. K.C. Chang, "Dualistic Phenomena," p. 47.
11. Kwang-chih Chang defines tsu 1tii as "lineage", (see K.C. Chang, Shang Civilization, pp. 158as "lineage". For the difference be163), but I derme tsu as "localized lineage" and tsung
tween "ocalized lineage" and "lineage", see Part I, Chapter IV., and Part II, Chapter X. Also see
Kwang-chih Chang, "The Animal in Shang and Chou Bronze Art," BIAS 41:2 (1981), p. 554.
12. In discussing the Shang descent in the hot summer of 1969, my colleague Mr. Donald Spangler of
the University of Chicago has shown his special interest in the yi-ting phenomenon. The above
comment reveals his deep insight, which has penetrated into the core of our problem.
13. See Hsii Ching-hsiung, Yin Pu-tzu Chung MI-chung Chi-shih Ti Yen-chiu ~ rM¢lifil!~ji8ft:J
li1f~ (Taipei, 1968), pp. 6-8 (referred to hereafter as: Hsii, Wu-chung Chi-shih).
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CHAPTER III
DOUBLE DESCENT AND CROSS-COUSIN MARRIAGE

In addition to the exogamous marriage between Shang and other states, the inscriptions also provide us wrth evidence of clan endogamy. Fu-hao, one of the wives of
Wu-ting, came from the royal Tzu clan. The word hao !if is composed of the two
radicals nu i;( "woman" and tzu
a clan name. As mentioned earlier, nu can be
added to indicate the name of a woman coming from a place designated by the primary
radical. In this case the primary radical is Tzu, the clan name of the Shang ruling elite.
In fact Fu-hao was the most prominent woman in Wu-ting's court; she led armies, took
responsibility for public affairs and ritual ceremonies, and gave birth. to princes. Divinations made by Wu-ting concerning her activities were more numerous than those relative
to the other fu. On the basis of this marriage, as well as the dua)ism manifested in the
alternating yi-ting designation, and the dualistic arrangement of the ancestral temples
and tombs at the Shang site, Chang Kwang-chih says that patrisib endogamy in the
manner of patrilateral cross-cousin marriage characterized the royal Shang marriage.'
Previously Chinese specialists had supposed that a man theoretically could not marry a
woman of the same hsing tt, "clan" or "clan name" (see the next two chapters for a

+,

more detailed discussion), and that marriage between different hsing represented
exogamy. But modern anthropologists have pointed out that marriage between the
moieties of a clan still constitutes exogamy and that similarities between alternate
generations (such as the yi-ting or chao-mu) is a phenomenon commonly resulting from
cross-cousin marriage.' Hence, Chang has provided us with the background for an
inquiry into aspects of the Shang royal marriage system in addition to those I have
previously discussed. In fact, I support his cross-cousin marriage theory, but I do not
agree that the form was patrilateral. This contention rests mainly on a study of the kinship term sheng, it .
In the oracle bone inscriptions and Western Chou bronze inscriptions, sheng,
means the child of ego and a woman, but in the book Tso Chuan 1i::lf (dated 400-300
B.c.), the book on the history of the Spring and Autumn period (772-481 B.C.), one
of its derivatives sheng, !I'll also means ego's nephew and it has been pointed out by
Professor Yang Hsi-mei fi~~ that the term hsing 111 (clan, clan name), another derivative of sheng" retained the original meaning "child" in those early texts.' The difference between sheng, and hsing in terms of their form is that the hsing is composed of
the radical sheng, and the radical nu i;( (woman), while sheng, is composed of sheng,
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and nan ~ (man). DUring the Spring and Autumn period, a hsing was not considered
to be a tzu "son" by the patrimonial (i.e., Weber's terminology) family, as we may read
in the Tso Chuan:
Muh-tsue left his brother, the Head of the Shuh-sun 'family' (Shuh-sun shih)
and went to (the state of) Ts'e. When he had got to Keng-tsung he met a
woman, whom he asked to prepare some food for him, and then passed the
night with her. She asked him where he was going; and when he told her all
about it, she wept and escorted him part of the way. He then went to Ts'e,
and married there a lady of Kwoh family, by whom he had Mung-ping and
Ching-jin .... When his brother Seuen-pih fled to Ts'e he supplied him with
food. Seuen-pih said to him, "out of regard to the services of our father, (the
state of) Lu will preserve our ancestor temple, and is sure to call you back to
it." .... Lu did call him, and he returned .... When he had been appointed
a minister, the woman of Keng-tsung, with whom he had spent the night,
came and presented him with a pheasant; and when he asked whether she
had a hsing she replied: "My tzu is a big boy, he was able to carry the
pheasant and follow me." Muh-tsue called for him, and as soon as he saw
him, lo! it was the person he had seen in his dream (in which this person
helped him to hold the falling sky during his stay at Ts'e). Without asking
him his name, Muh-tsue called out to him,-"New!" and the boy answered,
"Here I am!" Muh-tsue then called all his followers, and made them look at
him, after which he made him his waiting boy. The lad became a favourite
with him, and grown up, was entrusted with the management of his
house.'
First of all, the woman of Keng-tsung was not the wife of Muh-tsue who left her
without even seeing their child. Hence before he named him and showed him to everyone in the Shuh-sun shih, (the significance of the term shih 11; will be mentioned
shortly) he used the word hsing to mean a child he had sired but who did not belong to
the patrimonial family. And yet, on the other hand, the woman of Keng-tsung used
the word tzu to denote the child. Similarly, the word tzu also means son in the oracle
bone inscriptions and the term was socially different from sheng,. One divination says:
(8) Should many-tzu be invited to the banquet? (and) Should many-sheng,
be invited to the banquet?
(Chia 380.)

Tzu and sheng, are observed here to be separate individuals. Sometimes tzu appeared in such combinations as Fu-x-tzu Illl~+ (the son of Fu-x) which seems to be
no different from Fu-x-sheng, Illl~'t (the child of Fu-x). But the true distinction between them is precisely that the former was used as a title of political or social status
while the latter retained its original meaning; persons known as Tzu-x (i.e., Tzu, the
Tzu status or Viscount; x his personal name) performed many political services. But
the word sheng, was never used as political or social title. Tzu-x were further divided
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into great, small, right, left, middle and other categories to simplify the problem of
kingship succession. In Tso Chuan we fmd that the word sheng. when used as a part of
a man's personal name in the manner of X-8heng. ;lit1=. , analytically means child, and
the prefIx was always a place name or clan name showing the identity of this man's
mother. The late Professor Fu Ssu-nien ifWT$ pointed out that the personal name of
the X-8heng. type in the Western Chou bronze inscriptions was of the same nature. s
We have the Fu-hao-sheng.lffiI~1=., in the oracle bone inscriptions, meaning the child of
Fu-hao. 6 However, the most striking coincidence is that the word sheng, used in man's
personal name such as Cheng-sheng, tIl~ , Yang-sheng, .~ , Chu-sheng, U;~ , was
of the same nature as the personal names of the X-6heng. type; for example, the Cheng
in the Cheng-sheng, indicated the identity of this man's mother and place of origin
(i.e., the state of Cheng).' On the basis of this formal identity (i.e., X-sheng. ;lit1=. and
X-8heng, ;lit~ ) and the indentity of pronunciation and meaning (partially) as well as
the phenomenon of creating terms by adding a radical to sheng. (e.g., sheng. f!£ • hsing
l!'E. hsing, l!t), we may justifiably conclude that sheng, is the historical and Iinguistical
derivative of sheng,. And when the terms sheng" hsing and sheng, were used to mean
ego's child there was a tendency to socially classify the child on his maternal side.
However, sheng, in the Tso Chuan also means nephew, a meaning totally divergent
from that of its antecedent sheng,. In order to discover the social signifIcance of this
divergence, a thorough examination of the various meanings of the term should be
presented. Professor Ruey Yih-fu P'l:&:k has diagrammed the kinship usages of sheng, as
follows:
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According to him, sheng, as defined by the Erh Ya tti:fm , "primarily meaning sister's son, was applied to father's sister's son, mother's brother's son, wife's brother, and
sister's husband by a man in ego's own generation, resulting not only in the merging of
consanguinial with affinal relatives but also the overriding of generation difference." 8
Furthermore, as found in the Mencius, and the Book of Odes, the term was used for
daughter's husband and sister's son" Professor Ruey cites the view of Marcel Granet,
Chen and Shryock, and Feng Han-yi that this equating of these terms is a manifestation
of symetrical cross-cousin marriage in ancient Chinese society, and he adds that such
marriages took place between states of different clan names. 'O (We should add for the
sake of clarity that "cross-cousin marriage" does not necessarily involve actual crosscousins: it is sufficient that the partner involved be terminologically considered a crosscousin.) Analytically, we can say that FsS, sH, mBS, wB in the diagram above refer to
men of ego's father's matrilineage and all are indeed the same person; and that sS, dH
refer to men of ego's matrilineage and are identical-but the difficulty is that these
persons are identical only under the condition of bilateral cross-cousin marriage, classificatory or real:
FsS=sH=wB=mBS=sS=dH
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Figure III
Now I have pointed out that sheng, derived from sheng" and I have quoted Professor
Ruey that the former term primariiy meant sS; thus, logically sS (sheng, in the Chou)
should be the derivative of S (sheng, in the Shang). Modern scholars have found that
the term fu,
(father) in the inscriptions was applied to ego's father and ego's father's
brother." Moreover, there is a case where Wu-ting applied the word to a man of the
same place as his wife (Fu-Iiang 1itfI.ll< ).'2 Thus in addition to being Wu-ting's wife, she
might also have been related to him analytically as his sister (or cousin). And the situation was particularly clear in the case of Fu-hao, since she had come from the Tzu clan,
and the term fu, was applied to the male relatives of ego's first ascending generation.

x:
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Therefore, the sheng, of Fu-hao might be understood to be Wu-ting's sister's son. We
have noted that in the Chou the derivative term sheng, meant primarily "sister's son"
while sheng, retained the meaning of "child". Now I suggest that once bilateral crosscousin marriage had changed from an intra-clan to an inter-clan from (see Chapter V
for more detail), wherein each clan had already constituted itself on a patrilineal basis,
a woman of clan A was required to marry a man in clan '3. As a result sS and S fell into
different patrilineages and the sheng" the implicit meaning of sheng, in the Shang
dynasty, became explicit in the Chou dynasty and was required to be independent
from the latter.
In short, the yi-ting designation of deceased Shang kings of alternate generations,
the distinction between tzu and sheng" the social significance of hsing, sheng" sheng"
seen in the Tso Chuan, the breakdown of the sS-S equation (and the emergence of the
equation of sS, dH, FsS, sH, wB, mBS) lead us to conclude that the ruling elite of the
Tzu clan divided themselves dualistically (into moieties) for marriage purposes. We may
further believe that once WU-ting had married Fu-hao, a woman of the other Tzu clan
moiety, a child of theirs (sheng,) was considered a member of Fu-hao's moiety, and if
that child receives the Tzu status, later becoming the Shang king, he might be granted
great tablet status, in the event he had an enthroned son:
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Figure IV The Shang Intra-clan Bilateral Cross-cousin Marrige
We may see from the diagram that the matrilineal principle clearly functioned as a
mechanism for producing the occasion for bilateral cross-cousin marriage. (Incidentally, although the existence of ceramic male genitalia at the Shang sites perhaps indicates
the celebrations of the male role in matters procreative, certain deceased Shang queens
were recipients oftheroyalch'iu-sheng, ;;1(1£ i.e., asking for sheng, ceremony.)" None-
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theless, the patrilineal principle kept the Shang kingship under the finn control of the
royal patrillineage of the Tzu clan.
The existence of matrilineage may be further deduced from the fact of ancestral
temple (tsung;~) for deceased queens. After the Shang, the tablets of deceased queens
were placed in their husbands' temples. But we have found evidence of two independent
temples during the Shang:
(9) Divination on the day keng-sheng. Diviner Lii asked: "Should (the
King) make a sacrifice at the (sung of Pi-keng?"
~$

r-

'1*Jl: : 'f~*~?

(Wen 447.)

(10) Divination on the day chia-sheng. Diviner Chi asked: "Should (the
King) make a sacrifice to Brother-jen at the (sung of Mother-hsin?
fj3$

r-' WJl:: tt3Z.'f5G:E'fJll:**?

(Hou 1,7,11.)

Lii and Chi were the diviners of King Tsu-chia, the son of Wu-ting. Whereas Pi-keng
probably was the deceased queen of Hsiao-yi Ij\z., , the father of Wu-ting. Several
deceased queens (pi JUt ) were given the stem keng as posthumous names, hence her
identity is not as certain as that of Mother-hsin. Mother-hsin was one of the wives
of Wu-ting, probably Fu-hao. Brother-jen, Tsu-chia's mElfj3 brother, died without being a
king so that there was no temple for his tablet. Would Brother-jen's tablet be located in
Mother-hsin's temple? No infonnation could tell. However, during the Shang dynasty
as well as later in ancient China, the existence of a man's (sung (temple) was commensurate with the existence of his lineage and obviously there could be no exception
in the case of Mother-hsin and Pi-keng. I have devoted my subsequent discussion to
lineage organization and ancestral temple system, but since proof of matrilineage is
crucial to my present argument, I have cited part of my later conclusion.
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(73) Divination on the day wu-shu. Diviner Ku asked: "Should the King thus

order: Hou-hu return! I will not give a banquet. Take all your Shih
officers and return?"

(Ch'ing 7.J
It appears that Hou participated in a much wider range of royal activities than did

Po. Shang kings ordered Hou to be responsible for such public works as farming, herding, hunting, construction, and transportation. Some of them served as the king's
generals, ambassadors or commissioners, while other held offices in the capital and
became the king's trusted ministers. 26 Among the Hou seen in t)J.e Shang inscriptions,
only three broke relations with the king. The first one was ~ -hou, who was arrested
and sacrificed to the king's ancestor.27 The second one, ",'J<.. -hou, and the third one,
Chou-hou, were attacked by the king,28 but we do not have any records of the outcome of these events. There were numerous royal divinations made about the health of
Hou. No doubt, the king's relationship with the Hou was a very close one.
Perhaps, in the early Shang or in an even earlier time, Hou might appear somewhat similar to the first century comitatus-"free warriors who had taken service of
their own free will under a chieftain, and fought with him on his behalf as a band of
close comrades."2. This point, which concerns the origin of Hou institution, is made
in light of the ancient Hou ritual. This ritual is traceable both from the records in
Chinese classics and from the word hou itself. We can even see the actual scene of this
custom from decor patterns on ancient vessels.
an arrow and r a certain target board. Apart
The word hou had two elements,
from meaning vassals in general it had two other different meanings: (I) Bull's eye,
(2) to wait or to serve. It also referred to those who held the Hou title as well as
those who guarded the frontiers 30 The Hou ritual was practiced, according to Chinese
classics, by people of different levels of society. There were no basic changes in the
features of this ritual whcther the ritual was sponsored by a ruler or by a noble. The
Hou ritual was actually an archery contest. In this contest, the sponsor would let
young men and inferiors contest in archery first, and then the sponsor and his honored
guests shot arrows while the young men or inferiors served them. 31 It was said that the
second round of the archery contest was repeated once with the music which accompanied it. The contestants had to act according to the rhythm of the music. n Such an
archery contest was usually practiced in the Chiao ti: , which I have rendered as
"School".33 Through such a contest, the archery skill of the young men or inferiors
was improved and their ability recognized. It is reasonable to suppose that the superior
selected the most able men to serve as his bodyguards Or offered them opportunities in
a military career, and that they were called Hou.

k
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(;HAFfER IV
LINEAGE ORGANIZATION AND THE ANCESTRAL TEMPLE SYSTEM

The tsu ~ was a basic kinship and economic organization in traditional Chinese
SOCiety, but it was also a fundamental unit in the power structure of pre-bureaucratic
China. The Tso Chuan, the history of the Spring and Autumn period, says that "the
great affairs of a state are sacrifice and war,'" and Under the sway of patrimonialism
these affairs were indeed carried out on the basis of the tsu hierarchy within a state.
During the Shang dynasty, there existed three types of tsu: (1) wang-tsu =£~ (the
kingly tsu), (2) to-tzu-tsu ~"f~, (the tsu(s) of many-sons), and (3) "enumerated"
tsu, as for example the "three tsu" or the "five tsu" of the inscriptions.' The Tso
Chuan records the ultimate fate of this Shang system: after the Chou conquest the
Shang ruling elite were divided by tsu membership and given to the closest and most
meritorious relatives of Chou kings. 3
The nature of the tsu and its relation to the other elements of the hierarchy
mentioned above were as fol1ows. (The primary method of analysis wil1 be to consider
the Chou data and work backwards in time.) The simplest defintion of tsu, and one
which we can derive from the Tso Chuan is "localized lineage". Given A as the chief of
this localized unit, A's immediate family, his brothers and their families were components, and together they shared an ancestral temple wherein they kept only the
ancestor tablets of the mother and father. A's "lineage" included not only living kin
but his deceased father, grandfather, and great-grandfather, that is those deceased in
the prior generations of A's patrilineal descent line. Now given '3 as the chief of B-tsu
who was related to A through A's grandfather, members of both A-tsu and B-tsu went
to the ancestral temple of A's grandfather. If C were affiliated to A through A's greatgrandfather, members of A-tsu and C-tsu went to the ancestral temple of A's great
grandfather. The term tsung
meant "lineage" in exactly this sense, and the tsungtsu*~of A-tsu included '3-tsu and C-tsu. Furthermore, supposing A received the kingship or the ducal position or the headship of a "corporate group" (as Professor Creel
defines the shih .EI:; using Max Weber's terminology) from his father who had in turn
received the position from his father, Band B-tsu thus became the hsiao-tsung Ib*
(small-tsung) of A and A-tsu and the latter constituted the ta-tsung
(greattsung) of Band B-tsu. In other words, A and A-tsu meant the main stem of this lineage
relative to Band B-tsu, who in turn were the minor stem of this lineage. The Tso
Chuan says:

*

**

In autumn, Shou-mung, Viscount of Wu died. The Duke (of Lu) went to the
Chou temple. On the occasion of the decease of any prince, if one were of a
hsing f& different from that of the deceased, he was wailed for outside on
the city wall. If one were of the same hsing, the wailing took place in the
tsung-maio *~ (Lineages' temple); if he were of the same tsung, in the
tsu,-miao ffi 'WI (temple of the common tsu" ancestor); if he were of the
same tsu 1!ii, in the nt-miao ,jI'WI (paternal temple). Thus the Duke of Lu
mourned for the Chi generally in the Chou temple, but for the lords of Hsing,
.
Fan, Chiang, Mao, Tso in the temple of Chou-kung.'
Here the Tso Chuan nicely delineates the hierarchy wherein the tsu functioned: hsingtsung-tsu f&-*-1!ii . Interestingly, modern anthropologists have developed the same
hierarchy: clan, lineage and localized lineage.
We have already encountered the term hsing f& but some elaboration will be
useful. Professor Creel has interpreted hsing to be a "large and rather loose 'common
descent group' sharing an attitude of solidarity which in a specific situation might or
might not produce united action."s As an example we may cite the Chi hsing !I!lf& ,
members of which were the lords of the states of Chin and Wei, and who were related
to the contemporary Chou king through their ancestors who were in fact the brothers
of King Ch'eng and of King Wu respectively (see Fig. VIII). Hence the relationship between the lords and the king was similar to that of hsiao-tsung vs. ta-tsung. (The "hsiaotsung vs. ta-tsung" means the "minor stem of a lineage vs. main stem of this lineage",
or, "the head of a shih vs. a feudal lord"; or, the "minor lineage of a clan vs. main
lineage of a clan", or, "feudal lord vs. Chou king"). The lords' tsung (lineages) were
independent of each other and each had an individual temple for the lord's first ancestor
within his own territories, but together they went to the Tsung-miao (Lineages' temple)
in the capital of the Chou king on the occasion, say, of the decease of a prince of the
Chi hSing/clan. Professor Yang Hsi-mei has pointed out that the primary meaning of
hsing is "to beget"; and this character tells a story-common to early Greeks, Romans
and Chinese-of a way created for expressing a kinship organization known to modern
scholars as the "clan".6 After all, the original meaning of "gens" is also "to beget".
Just how the terms Chi, Tzu etc., came to be associated with various hsing (clan name/
totem) has been a question of controversy among modern scholars. Chinese aristocrats
of the Spring and Autumn period discussed the issue and their inquiries may cause us
to relate the terms to the "totemism" (Levi-Strauss' terminology).
My premise that the tsu constitutes a "localized lineage" derives from the institutionalized nomenclature of segmentation of the royal Chou house and the ducal
houses in the Spring and Autumn period. In each case the naming of descendants of
the first and second descending generations was uniform: a ming :g , i.e., personal
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name, was attached to one of the following four terms: wang-tzu E-f- (king-son),
kung-tzu 0-f- (duke-son), wang-sun :E1*- (king-grandson), kung-sun ~ (dukegrandson). Thus, we have wang-tzu-x and kung-tzu-x as the basic type for the sons of
Chou kings and dukes respectively, and wang-sun-x and kung-sun-x for the grandsons
thereof. In addition to a ming an individual might adopt a tzu, 'l" , second personal
name, which Professor Creel has called a "style".? Finally, a living duke or king bestowed the style of a kung-tzu-x or wang-tzu-x upon a grandson of the latter as the
surname for this grandson's tsu. This process may best be illustrated by the case known
as the Seven Mu t;1l!l 8 (see Figure V).
From this diagram we can see very clearly that the "style" of a certain kung-tzu-x
became the surname of his grandson. During the lifetime of Duke Ling and Duke
Hsiang, those kung-tzu-x were the brothers of the dukes and they and their families
composed the so-called kung-tsu 011ii (ducal tsu). The Tso Chuan says the dukes of
these states "fed" (i.e., ch 'u if ) their brothers unless the latter became a threat to
them." These kung-tzu-x did not become dukes but took up service positions in the
ducal courts, in many cases receiving land as a salary. After their death, their positions
were handed down to their sons who later similarly transferred them. On the other
hand, when Duke Hsiang died, his son Duke Chao succeeded to his position and
together with his brothers formed a new ducal tsu affiliated with the previous one only
through Duke Mu. When the members of the previous one died out, segmentation took
place along the descent lines of the descendants of the old ducal tsu, so the style of a
certain kung-tzu-x was applied to indicate the earliest ancestor of the minor stem
newly segmented from the lineage composed of Dukes Chao, Hsiang, Ling and Mu. For
the sake of clarity we should note that a "segmented lineage" was a minor stem of a
lineage while tsu or "localized lineage" could mean either the main or a minor stem;
hence the formation of segmented lineages illustrates the character of localized lineages.
It was also common practice to use the term shih J£; in conjunction with the style
of kung-tzu-x to denote the distinctiveness of a segmented lineage. For example, the
Seven Mu were sometimes called the Liang shih, Han shih, Ssu shih, Feng shih, Kuo
shih, Kung shih, and You shih. Tso Chuan says:
When King Wu had subdued Shang, King Ch'eng completed the establishment
of the new dynasty, and chose and appointed the (princes) intelligent virtue
in order to act as bulwarks and screens to Chou ... Therefore Chou-kung was
appointed to be the minister of royal court. .. To the Duke of Lu, there
were given a grand chariot .... , as well as six tsu of the people of Shang:
The T'iao shih, Hsu shih, Hsiao shih, So shih, Ts'ang-chuo shih, Wui-chuo
shih. Duke of Lu was ordered to lead their tsung-shih *J£; (the shih of a
tsung), to collect their Jen-tsu 5t11ii (segmented-tsu) to conduct their lei-
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ts 'ou ~!Il1! as well as following the instructions of Chou-kung, receiving
order from the capital of Chou. To (the first duke of Wei) K'ang-shu, there
were given ... seven tsu of Shang people: the Tao shih, Ssu shih, Fan shih,
Ch'i shih, Chi shih, Fan shih, Chung-kuei shih, ... To (the first duke of
Chin) Tang-shu there were given ... the nine tsung of Huai hsing. 10
Hence we may see that tsu and shih were different terms for the same thing. However,
shih had an additional use: Professor Creel has pointed out that the surname plus shih
"was not only used to designate the shih but also to designate its head. It is often
impossible to determine, for instance, whether Chi, shih 'Ji;U;; means Chi, shih or the
head of the Chi, shih. "11 In the above passage it is quite clear that the shih is identical
to the tsu. The shih in the tsung-shih refers to an individual. In the texts earlier than
the Tso Chuan, for instance in the Western Chou bronze inscriptions, the word shih
was sometimes attached to such official categories as yinjt, and yin-shih "'U;; always
referred to an individual, therefore shih might mean the head of a certain office or
organization '2 Thus, the tsung-shih meant the head of the lineage, in other words, the
"ta-tsung" (which was an individual as well as the main tsu of a lineage). It is quite
explicit in the Tso Chuan quotation above that not only might these shih have fen-tsu
(segmented lineage) subordinate to them, but also that the hSing-tsung-tsu hierarchy
had already existed among the latter Shang ruling elite.
We may ask to what extent this evidence, which is fairly clear and detailed for the
Spring and Autumn period, is applicable to the late Shang. In keeping with our
method of working backwards, we may note that as early as 714 B.c. there was a case
of using a "style" asa surname in the state of Lu, (we will come back to this case later),
and that the terms ta-tsung and hsiao-tsung are found frequently in Western Chou texts.
However, we must remember that while the Tso Chuan passage is suggestive, it is not
conclusive evidence, inasmuch as the author was describing historical facts already
ancient in the language of his day. Fortunately some direct evidence helps us connect
the late Shang and Chou systems.
The inscriptions of the Wu-ting period indicate that the temples of individual
deceased kings were the place for making sacrifices and performing ceremonies. The
with "house",....,. as the upper radical and "tablet":if;
character for temple was tsung
as the lower radical. Ta-tsun,g however exclusively referred to "Great Temple" unlike
the term in the Book of Odes and Tso Chuan which meant the main stem of a lineage
(and the main/royal lineage of a Chi clan); Hsiao-tsung was the "Small Temple" and
did not mean the minor stem of a lineage (and the minor/ducal lineage of a Chi clan):
tsung in the Shang inscriptions referred only to the temple and not the lineage. [3 We
have two divinations on a piece of oracle bone which read:

'*

(II) Divination on the day x-hai ... Asked: "Should (the King) make a
-3\-

You-yiin sacrifice to (those ancestors counted) from Pao-chia downward at the Ta-tsung (Great Temple) and kill Ch'iang (Le., certain
human beings) as well as ten sheep (as offerings)?"
•
12lJ>: r- : -l'£**X5.3;, ~~t+d' 1, Elfiffl? (Yi 131.)

(12) Divination on the day Chi-ch'ou. Asked: "Should (the King) make a
You-yiin-shui sacrifice to (those ancestors counted) from Ta-yi downward at the Hsiao-tung (Small Temple)?"
B'H: r- :-l'£/J,*)z5.3;~EI*G?
(Yi 131.)
Now Pao-chia was the first pre-dynastic king and Ta-yi the first dynastic king. Hence
the Ta-tsung
(Great Temple) of the inscriptions corresponds exactly to the tsungmiao *!Wl (lineages temple) of the Tso Chuan: both were for hsing (clan) members.
Similarly, the Hsiao-tsung d'* (Small Temple) was the same as the Tso Chuan tsu2miao mIl.!Wl (the Temple of the common ancestor) in that both served lineage members.
The descendants of Shang pre-dynastic royal ancestors did not belong to the descent
line wherein Ta-yi, the first dynastic king, was counted as the first ancestor. Tney were
affiliated only with the Ta-tsung (Great Temple). Those individuals who were collaterally members of the royal lineage descended from Ta-yi (Le., members of minor stems)
could either attend the Hsiao-tsung or the individual temple of the deceased king
through whom they were members of the royal lineage. Thus an individual temple of
certain king was set up for a descent line wherein this king was counted as the first
ancestor; deceased queen's temples should be understood likewise. Individuals of the
main stem of the royal lineage held a unique position in that they were affiliated with
both the Ta-tsung as well as the Hsiao-tsung. Below is a diagram of the Shang clan and
lineage temple system:

**

o

o pre-dynastic king
• king
,. descent
6 those who affiliated to
Wu-ting through Ta-tsung:
members of the minor
lineages of the Tzu clan .
.... those who affiliated to
Wu-ting through Hsiaotsung: members of the
minor stems of the royal
lineage.

Pao- hi.

T'

yi

lI-

.............

w.u-ting
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Figure VI The Shang Clan
and Lineage Temple System

Hence we have some basis for asserting the institutional continuity from the Shang to
the Chou. We may easily explain how terms for clan and lineage temples in the Shang
came to mean "main stem" and "minor stem" of a lineage in the Western Chou. If we
take the royal Chou lineage as a case in point, we may say that those who were affiliated
to the Chou king through the tsu,-miao were necessarily members of the minor stem of
the royal lineage and that the Chou king, being the head of the main stem (of the royal
lineage) which represented the most prominent lineage of the Chi clan, held the temple
for clan members in the capital.
At this point we have hopefully indicated and clarified the existence of a kinship
group hierarchy after the 14th century B.C. Now on the basis of the foregoing information we may perhaps elucidate the nature of the various types of tsu mentioned in the
Shang Wu-ting records. The enumerated tsu, if our idea of this institutional continuity
is valid, would mean localized lineages. Wang-tsu 'E~ (kingly tsu) referred to King Wuting's family plus his male siblings' families. What needs further explanation is the term
to-tzu-tsu ~+ ~ (many-sons-Iocalized lineages). We have observed above that in the
Shang dynasty tzu
meant son and that Ju, x: might designate either ego's biological

+

father or his father's brother(s), i.e., his classificatory father(s). King Wu-ting referred
to these latter collectively as the to-Ju, ~x: (many-fathers). By a process of terminological substitution we might expect the to-tzu ~+ to be the sons of the to-Ju"
namely, Wu-ting's classificatory brothers, i.e., his father's brothers' sons. In this case,

to-tzu-tsu would simply be the tsu (one or more) of ego's (e.g. the king's) classificatory
brothers. Upon Wu-ting's death, a son of his succeeded him to the throne and Wu-ting's
male siblings' sons and their families constituted the new to-tzu-tsu. Given this analysis,
the essential difference between the wang-tsu and the to-tzu-tsu was that between
brothers with a common father and classificatory brothers. (We may note at this point
that it is not true that everyone bearing the Tzu status referred to in King Wu-ting
inscriptions was necessarily the actual son of Wu-ting. Such persons might be King Wuting's brothers, sons, classificatory brothers or classificatory sons.)
A diagram on the basis of the royal geneology may help to clarify the interrelation of tsu, wang-tsu, and to-tzu-tsu (see Figure VII); According to the royal geneology
the throne passed to ego's male sibling or classificatory brother in one generation and to
ego's son or ego's classificatory nephew (e.g., ii, considering G to the ego) in two generations. When G (King Wu-ting) was on the throne, i being the classificatory brother of G,
was a a potential heir. When the throne passed from G to F, ii, the son of i, no longer
had any claim, but supposing i indeed became king, then ii definitely had the right of
succession and i and his siblings became members of the new wang-tsu. Now, it was iii
who represented the established minor stem of the lineage consisting of M, K, J, I, H,
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G, F, E with E or D as the living Shang king. (It is therefore worthwhile to note that
the existence of the to-tzu-tsu made impossible the differentiation of the main descent
line from collateral descent lines within a span of three generations.)
The preceding discussion is based totally on the rule of patrilineal descent
inasmuch as the matrilineal principle during the Shang functioned only in relation to
marriage and lineage segmentation in the ancient period as a whole involved inheritance.
Also the role of the collateral relatives declined from Shang to Chou times: after the
Shang the classificatory brother, i.e., father's brother's son, no longer had the right to
be an heir. The change actually was implicit in the Great Tablet system of Ti-yi. Ti-yi
bestowed 'great-tablet' status only to one deceased king per generation, the one with an
enthroned son. Significantly the term to-tzu-tsu does not appear in post-Shang texts.
As in other cases, though, there was institutional continuity: the highest official ranks,
i.e., kung 0 in the royal Chou court and ch'ing .@II in the ducal courts, were always
held by the king's and duke's collaterals.
There were two kinds of office, tsu-yin Iiii~ and tsu-rna Iiii~ , woven into the
body of the tsU. 14 Here, yin means administrator, and rna charioteer. The tsu-yin and
tsu-ma were different from the yin and rna of the royal court. In other words, a tsu
might have administrative and military organizations of its own, but a tsu was always
subordinate to the administrative system of the royal court. For instance, during the
war against the state of T'u ±, three tsu were summoned and commanded by Chia-ka,
nUL confidential general of King Wu-ting,t' In another instance in the inscriptions
Wu-ting asked if the to-tzu-tsu would be sent to follow a certain officer to carry out
"the King's business."16 After the King had received a good omen from his own divina~34~

tion, he then asked if another officer should be assigned to lead the to-tzu-tsu to follow
the first officer, who was responsible for the King's business.'? The second officer was
also assigned to lead the wang-tsu in another similar mission.'" Wang-tsu, to-tzu-tsu,
and the "enumerated tsu", most likely, all had the organization of tsu-yin and tsu-ma.
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FOOTNOTES
I. Tso Chuan, trans. Legge, p. 302 (Ch'eng fiX. 13).
2. For a brief introduction of these tenns, see Ch'en Meng-chia 1l!ti1l'* , Yin-hsu P'u-tz 'u Tsung-shu
JBl!J.!Il r~l*jlli; (peking, 1956), p. 516 (referred to hereafter as: Ch'en, Tsung-shu);Shima,
Kenkyii, p. 471. My definitions of tsu and wang-tsu are different from those of K.C. Chang. Cf
K.C. Chang, Shang Civilization, pp. 165-176.
3. Tso Chuan, trans. Legge, p. 754 (Ting ~ 4).
4. Tso Chuan, trans. Legge, p. 455 (Hsiang • 12). For our discussion I have let crucial Chinese
terms remain untranslated. The term !SU2 II as in tsurmiao has been recognized as one of the
elementary kinship tenns by Kroeber and Feng; it refers to (I) father's father, and (2) ascendant,
and it is to be distinguished from tsu Ilii , which I have defined as a "localized lineage". For
tsu, see Feng Han-yi, "The Chinese Kinship System," p. 148.
5. H.G. Creel, "The Beginnings of Bureaucracy in China," lAS XXlII:2 (1964), p. 168 (referred to
hereafter as: Creel, "Bureaucracy").
6. Yang, "The Meaning of 'Hsing' ", p. 420. In Chinese a word can always be a noun or verb depending on situation. Moreover the passive voice did not exist in the oracle bone inscriptions. There-

7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.

fore, hSing/sheng, could mean "to beget" or "that is begotten" -<:hild. For the original meaning
of "gens" see Morgan, Ancient Society (First Meridian Printing, 1963), II, p. 62.
H.G. Creel, Literary Chinese by the Inductive Method (Chicago, 1960), I, p. 57.
For geneological relationship see Fan Chao-Ii i\2Jl\1~ ,Ch'un-ch'iu Tso-chuan Shih-jen, ~f)::tr:i\Y
ftA (China, 1802), VIII.
For instance, see the case of Duke Hsien of Chin. Tso Chuan, trans. Legge, p. 105,107,109
(Chuang iff 23,24,25); and p. 289 (Hsiian 'l1l: 2) for the tenns ch'u and kung-tsu.
Tso Chuan, trans. Legge, p. 754 (Ting At 4).
Creel, "Bureaucracy", p. 168.
For Yin-shih see Kuo Mo-jo $Bi*:I"i ,Liang-Chou Chin-wen-tz'u Ta-hsi K'aoijjJi!il1il;'lt~:k~"5
(Tokyo, 1935), p. 72a (referred to hereafter as: Kuo, Liang-k'ao).

13. The "Great Temple" and "Small Temple" apperar together eleven times in our most comprehensive concordance: Shima, Sorui, p. 270. The "Great Temple" as in the stereotype text, "Sacrifice

from Pao-chia fiEf! downward at the Great Temple", appears twice. The "Small Temple" as in
the stereotype text, "Sacrifice from Ta-yi :kG downward at the Small Temple", appears three
times. There are four occurrences of these two terms in those inscriptions, which do not mention
Pao-chia or Ta-yi and are hard to read. The 10th and 11 th occurrences are preserved in one piece

of broken oracle bone (see, Hou 2,42,15) and have been read by Shima as "sacrifice from (Ta)yi downward at the Small Temple .... sacrifice from Pao-chia downward at the Small Temple."
According to Ch 'en Meng-chia and Chin Hsiang-heng, the latter part of Shima's reading is made
of two divinations and should be read as "Sacrifice from Pao-chia downward at (the Great Tem-

pie) .... (sacrifice .... ) at the Small Temple." Evidentally Shima reads three divinations as two
divinations. See Ch'en, Tsung-shu, p. 473. Chin HSiang-heng 1il;Jl!f.ti! ,"P'u-tz'u Chung So-chien
Yin·Shang Tsung-miao Chi Yin-chi K'ao 1II f.. ~q:, Wi J!JBI!illi* Q&~~~ (1")," Ta-/u Tsachih Shih-hsiieh Ts 'ung-shu :kl\t~.'ie~ • • I: 1II (Taipei, 1966) p. 56 (referred to hereafter
as: Chin: "Yin-Shang Tsung-miao").
14. See Ch'ien 7,1 b,2, and Ts 'ui 1291 for tsu-yin and tsu-ma.
15. Chin 948.
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16. Ch'ien 6,Slb,3.
17. Ch'ien 7,38b,!.
18. Ch'ien 7,38,2.
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CHAPTER V
CLAN POLITICS AND MARRIAGE CLASS

Basing themselves on the kinship term sheng, 1'IJ in the book r;rh Ya fiij'fjt , scholars
such as Chen, Shryock, and H.Y. Feng, once pointed out the existence of cross-cousin
marriage in acnient China.! In his article, "Categories matrimoniales et relations de
proximite dans la Chine ancienne," Marcel Granet dated a Kariera (or four classes)
marriage system to the most ancient China, to a time even earlier than the Shang
dynasty, on the basis of the sheng, of the Erh Ya, and hypothesized that the Aranda
type marriage (or eight classes) developing from the Kariera type lI)ight be observed
from the chao-mu Ililt\! ancestral temple order of early Chou China together with the
"rule of five generations" of ancient China. 2 Levi-Strauss in discussing Granet's article
as well as Hsft's review of this article, points out the possibility of the existence of a
Murngin type marriage system instead of an Aranda type system.' In Chapter III, I
pointed out that the earliest meaning of the term sheng 2 of Erh Ya was derived from
sheng! of Shang inscriptions and therefore the term sheng, first appeared during the
Chou dynasty. Thus Granet made a mistake at the very beginning of his thesis. I have
also deduced the existence of bilateral cross-cousin mariage in the Shang dynasty and
pointed out the inconsistency in Chang Kwang-chih's hypothesis of a patrilateral crosscousin marriage. Since we have had some general understanding on the marriage, descent, and lineage organization principles of Shang and Chou dynasties, I would like to
further discuss a unique system of the Chou dynasty, which functioned together with
those rules and to a certain degree portrayed the soul of pre-Confucian or pre-Taoist
Chinese as well as making us understand how a four classes marriage system (or a
psuedo-Kariera system) was unconsciously set up at the beginning of the Chou dynasty.
Moreover, this discussion also makes it possible to differentiate Shang marriage and
inheritance systems from those of Chou, and to settle a certain amount of controversy.
Yet the essence of this system was simply a method of control and maintenance
worked out by the Chou rulers when facing reality immediately after their glorious
victory. I have made Figure VIII to show the kinship among Chou kings, feudal lords
and certain shih l£:. , for the discussions of (1) the chao-mu IlHlli order, (2) the "rule
of five generations", and (3) the bestowal of hsing lit (clan name), a feudal institution
which involved the decline of collateral inheritance and intra-clan cross-cousin marriage
and the emergence of the Chou primogeniture and inter-clan cross-cousin marriage.
I.

The Chao-mu Order
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According to the Tso Chuan, Kuan lr, Ts'ai ~, Ch 'eng llip; Huo'!l't , Lu ~ , Wei
1ti , Mao 'E , Tan Jill! , Kao t,Il , Ts'ao i! , Tens'Rl-, Pi ·IJ and Yuan ['i! were the chao 8E
of King Wen 5<::t ; Yii JP , Chin ti' , Ying ffI!! , and Han ~ were the mu 1'1 of King Wu
Jil:E (see Figure VIII).' Chou-kung JiliJ0 was King Wu's brother, and the most important statesman at that time; he was the hero of Confucius, who iLlways dreamed of him,
and called him the initiator of most Chou institutions. Po-ch'ing 'R~ , one of Choukung's sons, was enfeoffed by· King Ch'eng and became the first duke of the state of Lu
(see Figure VIII). One point which should be stressed here is that the state of Lu was
counted as the chao of King Wen. Thus, if there were a fixed chao-mu designation of
alternate generations (which was different from chao-mu designation of Chou kings of
alternate generations) Lu simply would not have been counted as the chao of King
Wen. In fact, it is totally misleading to say that King Wen's father was of the mu generation and that his son was of the mu generation; chao and mu simply did not mean
"chao generation" and "mu generation". The terminology was used only as the name
of certain kings of alternate generations in the Western Chou period, and was not similarly used in those feudal states; it was not related to the ancestral temple order until
the book Li Chi 'll!ilc appeared in the Han dynasty. However, except for the dualistic
layout and the number of ancestral temples involved, Li Chi does not tell us the position of a certain ancestor's temple or how the order maintained its consistancy when
generations accumulated. Moreover, as one refers to the Tso Chuan, one might find
that the ordinance on the quantity of ancestor temple of a king or a feudal lord as recorded in the Li Chi is by no means testifiable. For instance, in the state of Chin ti' the
temple of Duke Wu Jil:0 was still remaining during the time of Duke Cho {<Il0 , and
also the temple of Duke Wen 5<:0 in the time of Duke Ch'ing !jfj0. 5 Between Duke
Wu and Duke Cho, there were another nine deceased dukes standing on the succession
line, and there were also another ten deceased dukes between Duke Wen and Duke
Ch'ing. If a feudal lord could only have five ancestor temples as the Li Chi says, then
the temple of Duke Wu or Duke Wen could not have existed in the time of Duke Cho
or Duke Ch'ing, for there was always a temple set up for a feudal lord after his death.
Chao-mu, however, was more related to ancestor tablet. This point is assumed not
simply on the basis of the yi-ting order of the Shang dynasty, but also on the basis of
pre-Ch'in historical sources. In the August of 625 B.C. in the state of Lu ~, a sacrificial
ceremony was held for all the ducal ancestors of Lu, and in which the tablet of Duke
Hsi {!11;0 was designated to a higher position than that of Duke Min 000. The arrangement was considered as improper. Argued a ceremonial officer, "The reason of ancestor-temple's having chao-mu is to sequence the seniority of successive (ducal) reigns
and to rank the closeness of (ducal) descendants... ". Significantly enough, Duke Hsi,
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the duke who succeeded Duke Min, was the elder half-brother of Duke Min, and the
mother of the former was a concubine while the mother of the latter was one of the
queens. Indeed, the more we refer our topic to reliable sources, the more we realize
how absurd it is for the Confucian students to have related the chao-mu to the order of
ancestor temples.
II. The Rule of Five Generations
The rule of five generations was associated with lineage segmentation, the formation of a shih [£; . The Tso Chuan says:
After Wu-hai died (see Fig. VIII), Yii-fu requested (for him) a posthumous
title and tsu. The duke (i.e. Duke Yin of Lu) asked Chung-chung about (the
rituals of establishing a) tsu, who replied:
"The Son of Heaven (i.e. the Chou King) in establishing (various) te,
(first of all) he bestows upon a man hsing (i.e., clan name) according to (his)
birth, (and secondly) gives Wm territory, (and thirdly) designates him shih;
the feudal lords (of the Son of Heaven) confer a posthumous title (on a
grandson of a kung-tzu-x) using the style (of the kung-tzu-x). Thus (the
family of the deceased grandson) takes (this posthumous title) as (the name
of its) tsu.
When merit has been displayed in one office by members of the same
family for generations, (the name of) the office may be bestowed (upon tWs
family as the name of its) tsu. A city is also bestowed as such."
Duke Yin designated (Wu-hai) Chan Shih according to the style. 7
Before we go into the question of bestowing hsing tI:'E, let us review the case of
Chan shih '~15; . Wu-hai was affiliated to Duke Yin through the latter's grandfather,
Duke Hsiao (see Fig. VIII); he was designated "Chan shih" as his posthumous title, and
by this title his descendants were able to turn the salary-land of WU-hai into their own
property as the economic foundation of the Chan corporate group. One point which
should be noted here is that the establishment of such shih was under the authority of
the duke. Thus a shih was always a "heteronomous" (i.e., Weber's terminology) corporate group. To facilitate our discussion, a shih using the grandfather's style will be
called a "secondary type A shih", that utilizing the name of an office or city, a
secondary type B shih", and finally a shih based on the bestowal of a hsing and territory
will be termed a "first class shih". A secondary type A shih was just what the "Record
of Small Matters in the Dress of Mourning" ~~~/j\gG of the book Li Chi referred to in
saying the tsung iT< (lineage) "moves" (i.e., is segmented) from the tsung established by
the collateral descendants (for example, of kings) at the fifth generation (wu shih tse
ch'ien chih tsung1it!l:jlImtz,* ).8 Actually, Feng points out that the mourning system in the book Li Chi or [ Li i~li!f was the elaborated work of Confucianists, who
used the family and clan as the ideological basis for their works'" Thus, with reference
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to the establishment of a secondary type A shih, it is fully conceivable why the obligation to mourn for "internal" relatives (all members of the same lineage including
women married into it) is removed after the fourth ascending descending generation
counting from ego.
Now readers of Granet's article can see very easily that Granet commonly treated
whatever happened in the Chou dynasty as having happened long before. Granet
hypothesized a Kariera type (or four classes) marriage from the term sheng, of the
book Erh Ya, and dated it as prior to the Aranda type (or eight classes) marriage,
whose trace was preserved in the chao-mu order of the Western Chou dynasty. Thus
what he did was precisely to divide what happened in the Chou dynasty into two parts
and locate them one after the other before the Chou dynasty. In reviewing Granet's
article, Hsu quotes Professor Creel and Tao Hsi-sheng and points out that in the Shang
dynasty brother succeeded brother, members of the father's generation were all caHed
fathers, and members of the grandfather's generation were all 'Called grandfathers.
Consequently, he thinks that the agnatic family must have suddenly appeared with the
ChOU.lO Uvi-Strauss mentions the preceeding Viewpoint of Hsu and relates it to
Professor Creel's statement that the grouping by five, so frequent in the latter Chou, is
completely lacking in the more ancient literature." Thus, with Granet's dating of the
Erh Ya on one side and Hsu's and Professor Creel's statements on the other side, UviStrauss says:

'If

This raises a host of problems. As we have seen, the Chinese system,
according to Granet, has developed from a strict clan regulation which has
given way to a freedom gradually established by the transition to the agnatic
family. The historical facts not only clearly suggest a change (not gradual,
but abrupt) to the agnatic family, but also the replacing of relative freedom
by rigorous regulation. It is never clear in Granelover what period of time
the following sequence applies: four-class system-'eight-class system-modem
period. If it is of long continuance it does not correspond to the facts. On
the other hand, the rule of the five generations should appear in connection
with the eight-class system. Consequently, the latter must be contemporaneous with Hsia and Shang peri04 or even earHer. This would relegate the
four-class system to a mythical past to which Hsia themselves also belong.
Consequently, we would have to admit to the following sequence: fourclass-eight-class-relative freedom (with the limit of five generations)-a
return to the strict clan exogamy (under the influence of the Confucian reformation)-and direct development towards the modern stage of freedom,
this being an infinitely more complex picture than that postulated by Granet.
Secondly, we must accept the hypothesis that the system of the Erh Ya and
of the I Li attest to an evolution effected several millennia before these
works we"" written, and that the various stages of this evolution-themselves
separated by very considerable space of time-have persisted in these works
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as vestiges, and are there presented on the one level. 12
But how can we admit to the sequence postulated by Levi-Strauss, since the system of the Erh Ya and I Li could not possibly be dated prior to the Chou dynasty;
how can we tum things which happened in the Chou dynasty into those of the Shang
or Hsia dynasties? Levi-Strauss is not a sinologist. He believes at the same time another
false statement brought in by Granet that there was a regime in which the rule of exogamy disappeared after the fifth generation, and with which he "translates" Granet's
Aranda type into Murngin type. 13 But not even a single word in any pre-Ch'in (?-221
B.C.) text tells that the rule of exogamy disappeared after the fifth generation. Granet
followed the mistake of the T'ang dynasty (618-907 A.D.) commentary on the Li Chi.
This mistake has been pointed out by Professor Li Tsung-t'ung. Below is a brief summary of Professor Li's discussion.
(I) The T'ang commentator misunderstood the below passage in the "Great
Treaties" of the book Li Chi:
For parties four generations removed (from the same common
ancestor) the mourning was reduced to that worn for three months, and
this was the limit of wearing the hempen cloth. If the generations were
five, the shoulders were bared and the cincture assumed; and in this
way the mourning within the circle (i.e., hsing) was gradually reduced.
After the sixth generation the bond of kinship was held to be at an end.
As the branch-surnames (Le., the shu-hsing F.!f.t& or shih) which
arose separated the members of them from their relatives of a former
time, and the kinship disappeared as the time went on, (as far as wearing
mourning was concerned), could marriage be contracted between
parties (so wide apart)? But there was that original surname (Le., hsing)
tying all maintenance of the connection by means of the common feast
(i.e., given to all the kindred after the seasonal sacrifices in the ancestral
temple); while there were these conditions, there could be no intermarriage, even after a hundred generations. Such was the rule of Chou.
(2) The T'ang commentator said:
"As the branch-surname which arose separated ... could marriage
be contracted between parties?" is a question made by the author of
the "Great Treaties", vyho supposed that the marriage could be concontracted after the fifth generation in the Shang dynasty.
(3) In fact, not only the author of the "Great Treaties" did not say that
marriage could be contracted after the fifth generation, but also the
Han commentator did not say so, although the latter sometimes tended
to say what was not of Chou then was of Shang.
(4) The T'ang commentator was affected by the bad habit of the Han commentator, and thus made this mistaken commentary. I'
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Although instances of exogamy disappearing at the fifth generation have been reported by modem field workers of African tribes, it was not recorded in the Chinese
classics. In fact, the question in the "Great Treaties" is simply a question asking
whether or not marriage could happen between the ta-tsung and hsiao-tsung or, for
example, between Duke Yin and Chan shih, since the bond of kinship between them
seemed to be at an end under the rule of (Confucian) mourning system. But the author
explained (to the rest of the Confucian students) that it was the rule of Chou that
marriage between them was still prohibited. On the other hand, supposing there was a
mourning system in the Shang dynasty, its features were necessarily different from
those of the Chou (Confucian) system, because collateral lines were not able to be immediately differentiated from the main descent line. (The existence of to-tzu-tsu reveals this characteristic.) In other words, the Chou (Confucian) mourning system, a
hierarchical arrangement of one year-nine months-three months for first-secondthird-fourth collateral line could not exist in the Shang dynasty. Thus it was not
necessary that the author of the "Great Treaties" ask that question on the basis of the
Shang mourning system. The preceding review on the hypotheses of Granet and LeviStrauss has been made mainly on a sinological basis.
III. The Bestowal of Hsing
I have translated the first sentence of the second paragraph of the Tso Chuan quotation immediately above as "the Son of Heaven in establishing the various te," but
Legge translated it as "the Son of Heaven would enoble the virtuous. "15 Legge was
incorrect in understanding the term te 1lIi as "the virtuous." Te here should be understood as the te in the Taoists compound term tao-te ~1lIi , so that the relationship
between te and hsing l!<t can be immediately observed. Donald J. Munro has presented
us with a good interpretation of the meaning of tao-te:
A Unity, Tao, underlies and is presented in the many particular things in the
world. Being a Unity, Tao cannot be more or less present in one thing than
another. When individual objects come into being, Tao is found in each
one as its te, the principle that determines what a thing is like and what
changes it will undergo. 16
In short, Tao is the universal category, while te is its sub-categories. The relationship between te and hsing was once discussed by Ssu-k'ung Chi-tzu j§J~*,? , an aristocrat of the 7th century B.c. His discussion has been preserved in the Discourses of
the States (dated the 4th-3rd century B.C.) as follows:
Ssu-k'ung Chi-tzu says,
Those of the same hsing are brothers. The Yellow Emperor had 25 sons,
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but only two of them shared the same hsing-Ch'ing-yang (A) and Yi-ku (B)
were of Chi. A was the sheng, (son) of (a woman qf) Fang-lei shih, and B the
sheng, of ( a woman of) T'ung-yii shih. Those of the same birth but of different hsing-the sons of four mothers-were differentiated into 12 hsing:
the Chi !l!:!, Yu ~, Ch'i jjlfl , Ssu B , Chen Jlll; , Jen fE , T'eng /It., Sun W, Hsi
{I!, Chieh ~t , Huan {t, Yi It(. Only A and Ts'ang-lin (i.e., Yi-ku) were of
Chi.
It is so difficult to share the same tel Previously, the Shao-tien shih
married from Yu-ch'iao shih and had the Yellow Emperor and the Red
Emperor. The Yellow Emperor established himself with the territory of the
River Chi, the Red Emperor the territory of the River Chiang. After they
had become established, they were differentiated in terms of teo Therefore,
the Yellow Emperor was the Chi and the Red Emperor, the Chiang. Two
emperors encountered each other with anns, because of the differentiation
of teo Those who are differentiated in hsing, are then differentiated in te;
those differentiated in te, then differentiated in category. No matter how
closely (related to each other) are those of different categories, they (i.e.,
men and women) mutually touch to bring forth population. Those who are
of the same te, then of the same soul, then of the same will. No matter how
distantly (related to each other) are those of the same will, they· do not
mutually touch each other for fear of defiling reverence. To defile reverence
gives rise to resentment. Resentment and chaos nourish disaster. Disaster,
thus born, destroys the hsing.
Thus in marriage, one avoids marrying a woman of the same hsing, for
fear of disaster. Therefore, for those who are of a different te, they may
unite hsing; for those who are of the same te, they may unit i (the right
conduct). I gives the way to the coming of Ii (benefits) which nourishes
hsing. Hsing and Ii mutually alternate; after they have become established,
they never move. Hence they can consolidate and protect one's lands and
houses. '7
The purpose of presenting this passage is to draw the conclusion that a four classes
marriage system was one of the issues in bestowing hSing. Because at the beginning of
the Chou dynassty a single hsing (clan name) such as Chi or Chiang, might be granted

to those with the same grandfather as the hsing (clan name) of their individual shih
(i.e., here referring to a first class shih),'8 clan endogamy was thus brought to an end.
But the double descent rule still remained after the Chou conquest, and bilateral crosscousin marriage happened on an inter-clan level. As a result, those aristocrats might
analytically constitute themselves into four different categories, for example, (1) Chi
of Lu, (2) Chiang of Ch'i, (3) Chiang of Lu, (4) Chi of Ch'i (i.e., Chi, Chiang were hsing
(clan name); Lu, Ch'i were first class shih.) Hence their marriage pattern was a pseudoKariera type (or a four classes system).
By this marriage system, in a close elite society (closed to outsiders by birth
status) such as early Chou, the aristocrat class might thus maintain its existence, or in
fact, recruit its new components. However, the more explicit issue of bestowing hsing
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was simply that a power structure on the basis of ta-tsung vs. hsiao-tsung was brought
into being. For instance, Chou-kung, the brother of King Wu, was the common ancestor of Lu, Chiang, Fan, Mao, Tso and Hsing. (See Fig. VIII.) In 561 B.C. when the Viscount of Wu, Shou-mung (of the Chi clan) died, the Duke of Lu, says Tso Chuan, was
of the Chi hSing and wailed in the Tsung temple in the capital ChOU. 19 In other words,
the ducal house of Lu being the lineage segmented from the royal lineage was counted
as one of the independent lineages of the royal Chi clan, just as the state of Wu, whose
first ancestor was Chung-yung, the brother of King Wen's father. This situation could not
happen in the Shang dynasty because the Duke of Lu was affiliated with the living king
through the Small Temple, while the Viscount of Wu was affiliated through the Great
Temple. It was mentioned at the very beginning of Chapter IV that Band B-tsu were
the hSiao-tsung relative to A and A-tsu, as well as affiliating to A through A's grandfather. Those who affiliated to A through A's father were members of A-tsu. Supposing
B was Chan shih and A was Duke Yin, we learn that in the Spring and Autumn period
it took at least four generations to produce a ta-tsung vs. hsiao-tsung chain. But in the
early Chou it only took two generations by means of bestowing hsing. Obviously the
motive of this action was to differentiate the main line and the collateral line at ego's
second generation, and its result was precisely to bring the existence of to-tzu-tsu to
an end. (Many Chinese scholars believe that the collateral inheritance is still observable
in the relation between King Wu, his brother Chou-kung, and his son King Ch'eng.)
After all, the clan confederation politics reached its zenith by the time of King Ch'eng;
the process of power centralization was accomplished in the form of the dictatorship
of the Chi clan. Now let us go back to the quotation from the Discourses of the States
to clarify certain ambiguous points about hsing, te and marriage rules.
The theme of Ssu-k'ung Chi-tzu's discussion is that "those who are of the same
hsing are brothers (i.e., siblings)," In order to discuss 'the significance of hsing, he
presented certain historical facts first (which can be defined as legendary by us).
Secondly he associated hsing with te, and then started his discussion of the chain
relationship of hSing-te-lei-hsin-chih /l'Ett!5I!i'IIL,;;t.
According to Ssu-k'ung Chi-tzu, if a man is of A hsing (clan name); he is of Ate,
A category, etc.; if a man is of B hsing, B te, B category, etc. A man of A can marry a
woman of B. People within A perform the "right conduct" together. We also learn
from him that at the time of the Yellow Emperor, the hsing could be assumed by a
man through his residence. A hsing thus assumed might be the name of a tribe wherein
more than one tsung might be involved. However, according to the Tso Chuan, at the
beginning of the Chou dynasty, a single hSing (clan name) could be bestowed to several
individuals as the hsing of their individual shih. Moreover, a man did not use the hsing
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as his and his descendants' family name; he used his shih (no man was recorded in the
Tso Chuan as having Chi, Chiang or Tzu as his family name). But a woman used the
hsing (clan name) as her family name. Thus a man belonged to a certain hSing through
the shih he belonged to, but a woman belonged to a certain hstng (clan) directly: a man
was not allowed to marry a woman of the same hsing (clan name) of his shih. Ssu-k'ung
Chi-tzu did not ask whether after a man of A clan had married a woman of 13 clan or a
woman of C clan their children were A or B of A, or C of A, but the answer to this
question was extremely crucial to him. For the purpose of Ssu-k'ung Chi-tzu to present
his argument was to persuade Kung-tzu (duke.;;on) Ch'ung-erh 'i:1l to marry the
daughter of Duke of Ch'in, who was the abandoned wife of Duke Huai of Chin, the son
of Chung-erh's half-brother (i.e., brother of the same father by different mother).
The situation was as follows. Ch'ung-erh had been exiled in the state of Ch'in and
wished that the Duke of Ch'in might help him to take over the ducal pOSition of the
state of Chin from Duke Huai, who formerly had stayed at Ch'in as a hostage of Chin
and had married the daughter of the Duke of Ch'in, but broke this alliance when he
secretly returned to Chin a year before Ch'ung-erh's arrival. Ch'ung-erh did not want to
marry Duke Huai's abandoned wife. Moreover, he was impolite to her after the Duke
of Ch'in had sent to him. But she was not able to bear his impoliteness, and inquired of
him the reason for his conduct. Her action made Ch'ung-erh go to the court of the
Duke of Ch'in and apologize for his misbehaviour. The Duke of Ch'in said to Ch'ungerh that he had married his daughter to him because he loved her, and that if this girl
made him (Ch'ung-erh) unhappy, he could send her back to her father. Ssu-k'ung Chitzu was one of the aristocrats following Ch 'ung-erh in exile; he knew that the only
chance for his master to become the Duke of Chin would be to have the help of the
Duke of Ch'in, and that sending back his daughter simply meant the end of this
chance. Thus with the argument in the Discourses of the States that I have quoted, he
reached the conclusion that Duke Huai was a "stranger" to Ch'ung-erh. 2o "Stranger",
of course, refers to people of different hsing-te-lei (category)-hsin (soul)-chih (will)
according to him. In other words, Duke Huai was not considered as Ch'ung-erh's
"brother's" son. Ch'ung-erh accepted this argument and married the abandoned wife of
Duke Huai. Because Ch'ung-erh's mother and his half-brother's mother were of different hsing, thus they belonged to different categories. Hence if A married B, their
children would be B of A or A of B, but never A or B; if A married C, their children
would be C of A or A of C, but never A or C. B of A and C of A, or A of B and A of C
were people of different categories. The X-sheng2 or X-sheng, personal naming system
is further evidence of this kind of classification, which obviously was a manifestation
of the matrilineal descent rule. Thus with reference to the discussion of bilateral cross-
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cousin marriage in Chapter III, I suggest there was a four classes marriage system in the
Chou dynasty. Furthermore, since bilateral cross-cousin marriage happened between
the two moieties of the Tzu c11l.l1, say M and N, and consequently their descendants
continued to be M of the Tzu or N of the Tzu and'married each other constantly, I
suggest there was a two classes marriage system in the Shang dynasty. After all, when
we separate the political and marital implications of the hSing 11'1: , we are coming close
to the truth.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

If we explain the Shang system by means of Chou terminology, we would say that
the Shang hegemony was a conglomeration of various units of hsing-tsung-tsu /&-*
-11ii . The clan endogamy met the need of internal solidity of the Tzu clan; the cl<ln
exogamy the solidity of the Shang conglomeration. It is interesting to see that by bestowing hsing, collateral inheritance, clan endogamy, and the to-tzu-tsu system were
brought to an end after the Chou conquest, although some of the changes had already
taken shape during the late Shang times.
The term collateral inheritance used in this paper refers to four different ways of
kingship succession in addition to that of from ego to ego's son, namely (I) from ego
to ego's male sibling, (2) from ego to ego's classificatory brother, i.e., uncle's son, (3)
from ego to ego's classificatory son, i.e., brother's son, (4) from ego to ego's classificatory nephew, i.e., father's brother's son's son. The to-tzu-tsu ~'f-11ii was the manifestation of this inheritance with regard to lineage organization. In short, the Shang
kingship was passed among various segmented as well as localized patrilineages of the
royal lineage of the Tzu clan by means of the above four methods.
The clan organization of the Shang or Chou dynasty has been examined on the
basis of the ancestral temple system. The clan temple was named Ta-tsung (Great
Temple) according to the Shang inscriptions, while it was called Tsung-miao *~
(Lineages' Temple) according to the Tso Chuan. (A clan is composed of several lineages,
which are not segmented lineages to one another.) The lineage organization could be
found from the existence of the Hsiflo-tsung (Small Temple) or the TSU2-miflo mil. \iii
both referring to the temple of the common ancestor of certain living people. The
paternal temple was prepared for people of the same localized lineage. It should be
added here that according to traditional history, there were another seven generations
preceding the first predynastic Shang king, and 20 generations preceding the first
dynastic Chou King (King Wen). There were mythologies which contributed to these
earlier ancestors. The ancestors of pre-dynastic Shang kings were excluded from the
annual quinquepartite ceremonial sacrifice of the royal Shang, but randomly received
some sacrifices from the Shang kings. What happened to the pre-dynastic ancestors of
the royal Chou with regard to their tablets or scarifices is not known. It may be true
that ancestral temples are dualistically laid out in the Anyang Shang site as modem
archaeologists think. In fact, the discussion on the dualistic layout of ancestral temples
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together with cross-cousin marriage and the rule of alternate generation by modern
scholars is one of the biggest academic issues in the field of ancient Chinese study. So
far, we have pointed out certain mistakes involved in their discussions and presented,
hopefully, a new understanding.
It does not suffice for me to comment on the clan organization prior to the Shang
dynasty, although some information has been preserved in the Discourses of the States.
And yet it will be helpful to mark clearly the later usage of the terms hsing, tsung, and
tsu since their modern definitions are quite confusing. Actually, the clan organization
composed of several independent lineages no longer existed in Chinese society after the
2nd century A.D. (Han dynasty), except for the imperial houses such as the Mongolian
and Manchurian houses. After the 2nd century A.D., there was no clan temple for
those of the same hsing. People of one hsing dispersed all over the country and did not
necessarily have kinship ties with one another. In short, the term hsing ceased to possess
one of its meanings (i.e., clan), but it still meant "name" (hence, surname). However, it
is often observed that in China from the 3rd century to the 5th century A.D. people of
the same hsing (surname) living in the same locality were relatives to each other, but
not to those of the same hsing (surname) living in another locality. For example,
during that period the Wang (i.e., the hsing, surname) shih of the Lang-ya province JlliI
m:E~ who was descended from Wang Chieh, a bureaucrat of the Han dynasty, was
not related to the Wang shih of the Tai-yiian province :t:1il\:E~.1 The term shih, formerly referring to a corporate group whose basic component was people belonging to
one single localized lineage, could .still appear in the surname (hsing, e.g., Wang) plus
shih style in the texts of the 5th century A.D., but it referred to the families or extended families of the surname having financially independent (or dependent) households. Moreover, the surname plus shih was always preceded by a geographical name in
order to identify or to be identified. Feng has used the term "sib" (i.e., clan) referring
to both the Chi hsing organization of the Chou dynasty and the organization such as
the Wang shih of the Lang-ya province existing throughout the 3rd to 5th centuries
A.D.2 Obviously he is wrong; the Wang shih of the Lang-ya province constituted only
one lineage and its segmented as well as localized lineages.
The preceding discussion on the double descent system of the Shang dynasty has
been based mainly on the ancestral tablet system and the existence of female ancestor's
templ!ls, and that of the Chou dynasty on the male ancestral temple system and matrilineal classification of descendants. The problem of descent pertains to the counting of
one's kinsmen and is independent of the problem of inheritance. It would be methodologically incomplete to ascertain, say, patrilineal descent simply by citing patrilineal
inheritance, although descent and inheritance may be patrilineal at the same time. The
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archaic Chou Chinese way of counting one's kinsmen was conceptualized in the speech
of Ssu-k'ung Chi-tzu, and the character of the kinsmen thus determined was discussed
by him too. I have simplified his main points as follows: hsing-te-lei-hsin-chih 1I'f.-:cIi!
- J1!i - Ie" - t; .During the Chou dynasty, hsing functioned as a criterion in marriages,
but it was not carried by a male nobility-who bore his shih-it was carried by a female
nobility. This Chou rule also.reflects a system of double descent, in which that of
patrilineal seems to regularize the rules of succession, while that of matrilineal the rules
of marriage. Such a situation can be applied also to the Shang double descent system.
The kinship term, sheng" and its derivatives have been our forcus of attention in
the preceding discussion on Shang and Chou bilateral cross-cousin marriages. Both
hsing and sheng, derived from sheng,. Hsing retained the origin meaning of sheng,ego's child, but sheng, became to mean primarily sister's son. This change took place
when the Shang intra·dan bilateral cross-cousin marriage transformed into a Chou
inter-clan variety, and the implicit meaning-sister's son-of the word sheng, had to be
independent and became explicit. Thus the radical nan was added to sheng, to create
the new word, sheng,. We have already seen the continuities and discontinuities in the
Shang and Chou marriage as well as lineage institutions. In fact the legend about the
relationship among T'ai-po, Chung-yiing, and Chi-Ii would certainly lead us to consider that before the conquest, the Chou people 'also practiced the so called collateral
inheritance.

FOOTNOTES

'foilitJ't, LianjfChinNan-peHs'ao Shih-tsu Cheng-chih Chih Yen-Chiu iiPj'lif
i¥l:lI:li'Jl±1mil&tt;Zli/f'fE (Taipei, 1966) I, pp. 48-63. Dr. Mao has analyzed the origins of 50

I. See Mao Han·kwang

individual cases, among them the Wang shih of the Lang·ya province and the Wang shih of the
Tai-yuan province.
2. See Feng Han'yi, "The Chinese Kinship System," p. 175.
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CHAPTER VII
THE KINGSHIP

The supreme ruler of the Shang dynasty was called wang :E , king. The Shang
inscription wang is a pictograph resembling a great man "standing on a line representing the territory that he possesses. "1 This title was first secured by two Shang royal
ancestors, Wang-hai :E1>: and Wang-heng:Em ,around the seventeenth century B.C.,
approximately one hundred and fifty to two hundred years before the Shang dynasty
was founded. These two men were brothers and the "fathers" of Pao-chia $ilEj3 , the
first pre-dynastic king, who made the Shang people strong and prosperous. 2 The oracle
bone inscriptions show that Wang-hai was also given the rank Kao-tsu IilJIl. , High
Ancestor. 3 These spirits of the High Ancestor might possess a kind of power in between those of ancestors and the gods. Their position was higher than those of later
ancestors and yet their relation to the Shang people themselves was remote. Colorful
legends surround the lives ofWang-hai and Wang-heng. 4 Therefore I shall classify them
as legendary kings of the Shang people. Pao-chia and the rulers of the next five generations are Classified as pre dynastic kings. Tang the founder of the Shang dynasty, and
the subsequent Shang kings are classified as dynastic kings. It should be noted here that
the title wang was not used exclusively by the Shang; it was also used contemporaneously by rulers other than those of the Shang. S
I.
The Authority of the Shang King
The Shang king was definitely the highest authority of the state. He controlled~
insofar as we can tell from the inscriptions~political, military, and even economic
activities. He frequently consulted the oracles as to whom should be delegated responsibility in certain missions. Sometimes, officers mentioned by category were ordered by
the King to carry out certain work. For instance:
(13) Divination on the day kuei-hai. Asked: "Should the King order many
Yin officers to work on the fields in (the area of) Yii?"
~1>:J':l : :E4\-~~~E!rf~?
(Jen 2363.)
(14) Asked: "Should not the King order Ch'ing to take the Multitudes and
attack the state of K'u?"
J':l: :Em4\-~'J1l\'tf:lt tJ.f? (Hou 1,16,10.)
(IS) Divination on the day hsin-ch 'ou, Asked: "Should the King order Wu to
take Tzu-fang and establish a Tien settlement at (the place) Ping?"
'i"'H:J':l: :E4\-~.I?HJ.f~T#?
(Hou 2,34,3.)
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The Yin 'jt officers, as seen in other divinations of the King Wu-ting period, were also
sent to engage in royal construction projects or to manage military parades.· The
person Ch'ing here was a Ya .<lli officer, while Wu bore the official title Hsiao-chi-ch'en.

'Hit?

.7

The King would also send persons to honor royal guests, to make preparations for
sacrifices, to transport herds, and to do many other types of work. Indeed, he was so
involved in managing the state's affairs that they appeared to be his personal enterprises. The simple phrase ku wang shih i!l:E$ (to fulfill the king's affairs)8 supports
this poin t as seen below:
(16) Divination on the day yi-wei. Diving Ch'u asked: "Will not Wu be in
trouble while fulfilling the king's affairs?"

z:.* r ' tI:lt{ : ~ i!l:E$~[2;J ?

(Wen 621.)
(17) Divination on the day chia-shu. The King asked: "Should I order Chiaofu to fulfill my affairs?"
EflJ3(; r .:E : ~4l-fifJliiiii!l~$?
(Yi 15.)
(18) Divination on the day chi-mao. Diviner Yiin asked: "Should the to-tzutsu be ordered to associated with Ch'iian-hou in attacking (the state of)
Chou. (would they) fulfill the king's affairs?"
c,9P r • itt{: 4l-~+Wi1t;J(:fR~m • i!l:E$?
(Hsft 5,2,2.)
In Divination 17,the King used the phrase ku chen shih i!l~$, "to fulfill my affairs,"
without noting the actual specifics of the work that Chiao-fu would possibly be ordered
to do. In Divination I 6 ,Diviner Ch'u used the phrase ku wang shih i!l:E"lt , "to fulfill
the king's affairs;" but he did not specify what Wu was doing at that particular moment. In Divination 18,we observe that attacking the state of Chou was potentially the
actual means of fulfilling the kin~'s affairs. The phrase to "fulfill the king's affairs,"
occurring quite frequently in the inscriptions of the King Wu-ting period, might be
used in the divinations concerning either specified or unspecified work. It merges the
public affairs of that time with the King's affairs, and suggests that those responsible
for fulfilling these affairs were all men in the King's service.
The oracle bone inscriptions also provide evidence of the king's control of the
state's military machine. Such things as the proclamation of war, the selection of a
general to fight a war, and the distribution of military forces during the war were all
presented to the oracles by the king and his diviners before any decision concerning
such was reached. It was also common in the Shang dynasty for the king to personally
lead a military expedition. For instance, during the war against the states of Pa B and
Hsia-wei T~ , King Wu-ting appointed Chih-ka irl:J: to attack Pa and Wang-ch'eng 'if!.
~ to attack Hsia-wei; the King then divined whether he himself should associate with
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Chih-ka or Wang-ch'eng in the war! The actual result of this divination is not known,
but we do have the following divination:
(19) Divination on the day hsin-wei. Diviner Cheng asked: "Fu-hao will
associate with Chih-ka in attacking the state of Pa. Should the King
attack Kuo from the east and set a trap at Fu-hao's position?"

The word ~ is read as M , a trap or to trap, and)L as {:\L , position.!O Possibly the King
wanted to ambush the enemy with the forces of Fu-hao as a trap, after he had
destroyed Kuo, another state involved in the war.
During the invasion of the states of K'u ~ and T'u ± , which was perhaps the
biggest war during the reign of King Wu-ting, Chih-ka and at least four other persons,
Shih P'an ~ ~ , Yii ~ , Ch'ing ~ , and 1. , were all appointed as generals." Ch'ing was
ordered to lead the Multitudes, and Yii the people from Ko .:li:. The types of forces
led by Chih-ka and these other people are. not known. Besides these generals, the King
also sent many (.(1, many Ch 'en g! , and many Shih !it!. officers to participate in the
war.! 2 It was the king who gave the order to mobilize the Multitudes. The king's
control of the military does not seem to have weakened during the Shang dynasty. It is
evident from the late Shang inscriptions that the king was still the Commander-inChief of the Shang military. He personally led a large number of aristocrats and officers
while fighting against the states of Yii !i and Jen A. .13 From the day the King left the
capital until the day he returned the latter campaign lasted about twelve months.!' In
fact, the tradition of command of the military by the king existed not only during the
Shang dynasty, but also during the early Chou dynasty. The eight armies at Ch'engChou and the West Six armies were each under the direct control of the Chou king. At
times, he would command the forces and march with them to the places where battles
were fought, at other times, he might appoint generals to fight the battles for him. The
divination below is yet another important piece of evidence:
(20) Divination on the day ting-yu. Asked: "Should the King establish the
Three Armies-the Right, the Middle, and the Left?"
T@'t'i: : :EI'F':::: g, ;fi, ¢ , tr.? (Ts'ui 597.)
From the particular style of writing, we know that this divination was made during the
reign of King Wu-yi or King Wen-ting, about sixty years before the fall of the Shang
dynasty. Scholars heretofore have quoted it as evidence of the probable existence of a
standing army during the Shang dynasty. It is merely for convenience of discussion
that I have separated the military machine from the administrative machine in this
chapter. In fact, an overlapping of the two did occur; for example, offices such as Yailli,
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Shih!t , and Shih

i!

concomitantly carried both military and administra-

tive functions,
Both archaeological artifacts and the oracle hone inscriptions also suggest royal
management of the state's economy. In 1928, more than 1,000 "stone knives" were
excavated from a single pit at Anyang, a capital of the Shang, and, in 1932, about 444
pieces of "stone knives" were unearthed in the same manner!' As additional knives
and other types of stone implements were dug up, their functions were gradually
recognized. These stone knives were used by the Shang people in the harvesting of their
crops. I. From the fact that so many stone knives were found in the same pit, scholars
have deduced that they were the property of the Shang royal government, which
implies a collective farming system under the control of the king. Such speculation is
supported by the oracle bone inscriptions:
(21) (Asked); "(The King) grandly orders the Multitudes and says, "Cultivate
the fields together! Will we receive a (good) harvest?"

C:E) *~lI't;\.Bi.tr:H ' :J:t'it~p

(Hsil 2,28,5.)

(22) Divination on the day wu-yin. Diviner Pin asked: "Should the King go
and take the Multitudes to plant millet at Ming?"
i:JZ~ ,... ,1.R : £a}'tll't*'flBl ?
(Ch'ien 5,20,5.)
"The Multitudes" is a direct translation of Chung'lI't or Chung-jen lI't;\.. Scholars have
two different interpretations of the specific status of Chung or Chung-jen. One group
argues that Chung were free plebeians, while the other group believes they were slaves. 17
However neither party disputes the fact that Chung constituted the bulk of the Shang
population. Hence, from the above two pieces of divination, we may be sure of the
state's practice of collective farming under the management of the king.
The following divinations provide information on other aspects of this collection
farming system:
(23) Asked: "Should Hsiao-ch'en (officers) order the Multitudes to plant
millet?"

.R : i8'N~~lI't~?

(Ch'ien 4,30,2.)

(24) Divination on thd day kuei-hai. Asked: "Should the King order many
Yin (officers) to open new fields at Yii?" Divination on the day
yi-chou. Asked: "Should the King order (Yin officers) to open new
fields at Ching? At Hsiin, to open new fields?"
~~.R::E~~'ff'~r:HT~?G~.R::E~C~'ff')

(Jen 2363.)

~I33T~?T)ftr:H?

The meaning of Divination 23 is quite clear. Divination 24, with its three questions,
reveals that the King was trying to decide whether the Yin officers should be sent to
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open new fanning fields at Yu, Ching, or Hsiin. From other similar divinations, we
see that the Killg was divining whether to order Yung 1* to open new fields at
and Ch'iian Yen:*: 1Il: at Lu IS: , and Ch'ing ~ at Ching. IS Ch'ing ~,a Ya officer, was
once the candidate to inspect the granaries, and the one who led the Multitudes to
attack the state of K'u. Ch'iian Yen perhaps also bore an aristocratic title, Hou. 19 Since
Yung, Ch'iian Yen, and Ch'ing were prominent figures, they probablY supervised or
were responsible for the agricultural programs at the places noted by the King. Questions such as where to plant what kind of crops or whether the capital and the four
quarters would receive a good harvest, were presented to the oracles by the king and
his diviners. When crops had been harvested, the king would hold ceremonies in
which he invited his ancestors to taste the new grains}" Agriculture was the backbone
of the Shang economy, and it is evident that the king was quite involved in its management.
The king also directed the state's urban building planning. According to the
studies of modern archaeologists, one of the more important discontinuities between
the neolithic culture and the Shang culture was the mature "urbanism" of the Shang
culture, Chang Kwang-chih has a very fine discussion of this point:

t,

Because the term "urbanization" is somewhat arbitrarily defined in the
archaeological literature, we must carefully characterize the nature of city
life of the Shang dynasty in North China. The foremost feature of the Shang
sites is that individual villages were organized into inter-village networks in
economy, administration, and religion . . . . There was a political and ceremonial center (a walled enclosure in the case of Cheng-chou), where the
royal family and the nobles resided. It apparently served as the nucleus of
the group and when the capital of the dynasty was located there, as the
center of political and economic control of the whole kingdom. Surrounding
and centripetal to this nucleus were industrial quarters with high degrees of
specialization, and farming villages. Goods apparently circulated among the
various villages, with the admini;trative center serving also as the center for
redistribution ... the Shang capital sites performed all the essential functions of a city, indicating a definite break from the Neolithic community
pattern,2l
There were two kinds of i ES "city" as seen in the oracle bone inSCriptions; the
great city, the second one i. As the Shang people called their capital
first one ta-i
Ta-i Shang, ta-i would be the name for the kind of political, economic, religious center
described above. /, composed of an upper element P, a square enclosure, and a lower
element ~ , a sitting man, was an ideograph symbolizing a certain type of settlement. 22
Chang Kwang-chih notes the Shang sites "showing a similar urbanized structure but
without a concentrated aristocratic complex extend to Western Honan as far as Shan
Hsien, Southern Hopei as far as Ch'U-yang, and Shantung as far as Chi-nan."" An i was

*6 ,
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possibly this type of settlement. The following divinations show that the construction
of an i or a ta-i was planned by the King and his diviners:
(25) Divination on the day chi-hai. Diviner Nei asked: "Should King make a
Yu-shih ceremony in the northeast of Lu, and build an i here?"
"ShoUld King make a Yu-shih ceremony in the northeast of Lu, and
build an i here?" "Build an i at Lu?"

c:1( f- • Vq~: 'E ~E • tEl!:ltm: ·1'F!5'fZ?
'E~E' tEl!:ltm: ·1'F!5'fZ? 1'F!5'fI!?

(J 3212.)

(26) Asked: "If the King built an i, will Ti agree?"
~

: 'E1'F!5 • ';'/i;j!'f?

(Tieh 220,3.)

(27) Asked: "Build a ta-i at the land of T'ang?"
~

: 1'F*!5'f~± ?

(Chin 611.)

The Yu-shih ceremony, as in the first divination, is part of a religious procedure involved
in the city-building plan. The above three divinations reveal two points: (1) an i or a
ta-i was to be built in a -place decided upon by the king and his diviners. and (2) the
will of the highest god, Ti. was to be consulted. Kunio Shima has collected 44 pieces
of divinations about i building. The contents of these further support these two points. 24
Such planning of "urbanization" by the king also existed with the Chou people before
their conquest of the Shang: King Wen built the city of Feng, King Wu, the city Hao.25
One of the most important elements in an urbanized settlement was its specialized
industrial quarters. We may assume that the establishment of these quarters was part of
the king's city building plan. These industrial complexes generally included bronze,
pottery, and bone workshops. It is highly probably that the Kung I (literally, Artisan)
officers were in charge of these industries. In fact, in the Shang sites at Cheng-chou,
there were above ground stamped-earth-houses-the symbol of social and political
prestige-built into these industrial quarters, perhaps as quarters for Kung officers. 26
Moreover, it is particularly clear from the late Shang sites that each workshop's function was limited to the production of one or two types of goods. Archaeologists on the
mainland of China have deduced that in addition to self-consumption, a certain portion
of the products produced by these workshops was for trade. 27 It is extremely unlikely
in a city built up by the king, with its industrial complexes managed by his royal
officers, that the problem of the distribution of the city's wealth was not of the king's
concern.
II. Royal Techniques of Control
In order to make sure that the men in the royal service were carrying out their ad
hoc missions or long term duties in a satisfactory manner, the king would periodically
make inspection trips around the countrySide paying personal attention to cattle,
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granaries, and housing. The following divinations may give a few glimpses into such
royal routines:
(28) Asked: "Should the King make an inspection at (the area governed by)

Tzu..:hing?"28
(T'ieh 95,1.)
(29) Divination on the day keng-shen. Diviner Ku asked: "(During) this

spring, should the King inspect (the affairs about) attacking the state of
T'u?"
'"""" L : ~~..,
n"-'" : ~""I/"'''''±t?
, .... ::cEI-"O /J

E":"", I'

(L'In 1, 27 , 11 . )

(30) (Asked:) "ShOUld the King go forth for an inspection?"
:Eililfl'~ ?

(Ping 21.)

(31) Asked: "Should not the King go and inspect cattle at Fa?"

& : :EWtt.'~tt:Tt ?

(Yi 4.)

That the king personally appeared before the men in his service and examined the
areas for which they were responsible was of both practical and psychological significance. Since officers personally received orders from and reported to the king, they
would be anxious to appear worthy of the responsibility given to them. Thus, in this
way, the king enforced his orders, while the officers could appear conscientious in the
performance of their work and thereby gain the confidence of the king.
Such royal inspection trips were always one of the most important aspects of the
Shang kingship. Since these trips were sometimes coincidental with or incorporated
within royal hunting expeditions, it is impossible to gain a thorough understanding of
them without a full treatment of the royal hunts.
Hunting was a well developed and commonly practiced royal sport in the Shang
dynasty. Officers of Dogs were established in various localities to manage hunting
affairs. For days, and even months, the king would make a tour from one place to
another hunting wild animals. His favorite hunting grounds were at the Hsing-yang I,e,
~ area near the Yellow River and at the foot of the Tai-hang :t:fi' Mountains.
Methods of the hunting included shooting, chaSing, trapping, and netting; sometimes
the brush was set ablaze to drive the animals out of hiding. Deer, wild boar, and birds
were the common game, but, occasionally tigers, rhinoceroses, bears, and elephants
were hunted. King Wu-ting is recorded to have caught 348 wild animals on a single
hunting trip. Evidently, hunting was an exciting and celebrated event, on a considerable scale. Game also provided meat and fur, and antlers and bones became the raw
materials for tools.
Besides sport and practical needs, hunting was, in addition, utilized for military
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and administrative purposes. The pre-Ch'in classics reveal that in ancient times the
seasonal hunts held during the intervals of agricultural productivity enabled the
common people to practice their military skills. This issue has been widely studied by
both traditional and modern scholars. Yang K'uan suggests that that was because the
weapons used in war were used in hunting as well, and also that the disposition of
hunting was quite similar to the disposition of battle. Consequently, people could be
trained to fight through participating in hunting parties. 29 He also points out that
when coming to the Spring and Autumn period the military parade, or Ta-shou
ceremony, previously a part of the seasonal hunt, had become purely a military parade
and did not have a hunting party to carry it out. 3.

*.l[

So far as the Shang sources are concerned, the relationship between hunting and
military rehearsal is quite explicit:
(32) On the day ting-ch 'ou. The King divined and asked: "Should (we)
parade the troops and go for a hunt at Yii; would there be no disaster
when (we) go and return?" The King examined and said: "Auspicious".
TR'E~A:~~~'~~T~'tt*L~?

E<5El:'5

o

(Yi 971.)

The term (~ should be read as cheng lU jJN~ , to parade the troops.31 In
annotating restored specimens of Shang inscribed tortoise shells, Professor Chang Pingch'iian points out that when King Wu-ting wanted to appoint Ts'a Chih-hua il3 'J tt
and others to attack the state of Fang, the King ordered the Yin officers to manage the
Ta-t'ien *Ell (the Great Hunt) ceremony so that the soldiers and the equipment for
the war could be reviewed and a military drill made.32 Li Hsiieh-ch'ing also thinks that
the royal hunts had the nature of a military rehersal; he refers to the fact that when
King Lin-hsin was hunting in Mai, Li, and ~, he had Ma-ya .~il2 , Shu EX;, and Chung
~ under his comand, and that Ma-ya, Shu, and Chung were those who were participating in battles. 33
Hunting, as previously mentioned, was not always an independent activity; it
could be a part of the Icing's inspection tour. According to the "Daily Schedule of King
Wu-ting" as reconstructed by Tung Tso-pin, in August of the 28th year of the King's
reign, the King decided to make a trip to Fa. In January of the next year, while the King
was hunting rhinoceroses, he and Prince Tzu-yang both fell from a chariot driven by a
Hsiao-ch 'en officer. This was on his way to Fa. In March, the King divined whether he
sould inspect the cattle in Fa. This then was probably the reason he went to Fa. He
was then in Fa for at least two months, leaving in JUly. In August, he again hunted at
Pi-Iu frt~ .34 During his stay in Fa, both Diviner Ku and Diviner Cheng recorded that
in May officer Fu "arrested" five Ch'iang :1e men. 3S Then, possible because of the
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mounting threat from the states of T'u and K'u, the King decided to return. The invasion of these two states was first reported to the King in March by Yu-chiao and Chihka from different places. The King then divined to levy 5000 people to counter-attack
T'u. But again in June from Tzu-cl1'ai '?~f and if! July from Ch'i-jan t-d;, reports
on damage inflicted from these two states reached the King. The King thereupon
ordered Chih-ka and Wang-c.h'el)g to return to the capital immediately, and he himself
later followed them.'6 (Both Chih-ka and Wang-ch'eng were important generals at that
time.) We observe that on this trip there were several diviners, princes, royal retainers,
officers, and aristocrats accompanying the King. During the trip, the King was met by
messengers from various localities who reported on the current situation. The King
though did not cease in the least in the performance of his royal duties; on the
contrary, he sent down orders to mobilize the Multitudes and appointed persons to
deal with other problems. He appeared to be much at ease, as on his way home he
enjoyed yet another hunt. It seems that the governmental machine worked well even
when the king was away from the capital periodically.
The hunting tour and the inspection trip were so incorporated into one event that
in the Chinese Classics they both were simply referred to by one term, hsfm-shou ll\.<l'f •
inspection hunting. In the Western Chou period, the kings frequently made inspection
hunts into the territories of the feudal lords. So too, the Shang kings took trips into
the territories of the Shang aristocrats. Tso Chuan says that "the Son of Heaven, if not
for the purpose of displaying justice, will not make an inspection hunt. ,,37 This is
more or less the case in the Shang dynasty as well as reward and punishment are implied by inspection. Our reasoning here is supported by evidence: a bronze of the late
Shang period records the following:
The King came for a hunt. From Tou-Iu, he arrived at Hsi-shih. The King
offered a wine banquet. The King bestowed five strings of cowries upon Tsai
Miao. Tsai Miao thereby made this precious tripod.
::£31(J'1' • §L\l.~ • ;(Ulflili' £i@!l@. £**~ 9l.EJlJl·
fflM!f~
(Shan-tai 8,19,1.)
We do not know why Miao, a Tsai officer, was rewarded with cowries, but, it is evident
that this event was related to the King's hunting trip. The royal banquet, after which
Tsai Miao received the present, is another inseparable part of the royal institution; it
deserves our careful study.
In the oracle bone inscriptions hsiang M~ is the word for "banquet" it is a pictograph of two men faCing each other with a food vessel between them. The court
banquets in ancient China were not generally held simply for the purpose of epicurean
delights. On the contrary, there were fine rituals to regulate such feasts. For instance,
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in the Spring and Autumn period, many court banquets were held among states at
times when significant events occurred. The parties involved in the feasts would quote
from the Book of Odes; by this means, they communicated with one another. Sometimes, a diplomatic dispute was resolved due to the propriety of one's behavior, or,
sometimes, the problem of the succession of a ruling house was clarified by the arrangement of the seats. In many cases, the banquets were held in order to settle serious difficulties. Thus, Kuo-yu says, "The reasons that the kings and lords had banquets were
for discussion of affairs with a view toward attaining excellence, as well as for establishing those with great virtue and displaying the grand articles."3' As observed from the
oracle bone inscriptions, the king's relatives, certain officers, and other prominent individuals would be guests at a king's banquet. The articles displayed at the banquet
were also of concern to the king.
(33) (Asked:) "The grand kuei? (Should the King) give a banquet to the

many Yin officers?"
(Chia 752.)

In commenting on this divination Ch'u Wan-Ii says, "Kuei is the kuei vessel usually
seen in the classics ... this was to divine whether the grand kuei should be used in the
banquet given for the many Yin officers."39 The royal banquet could also be a meeting
for planning military action:
(34) Asked: "The state of K'u has been encroached upon. Should the King

give a banquet?" (In) the eleventh month.

J1:

:a l:I:l ' t~? +- '"

(Ts 'un 1,549.)

It is evident that the invasion of K'u induced the King to consult the oracle. As I have
mentioned, the King was still away from the capital in August. We are not sure whether
the King returned to the capital or not in the eleventh month, but, it is evident that the
banquet that was held would have been held in order to deal with the problem of defense. Without a doubt, there had to be a certain kind of arrangement of the seats so
that the honored and the important were not confused with those less prominent.
The original meaning of hsiang was then preserved only by adding the word shih
tit beneath the original hSiang. The original hsiang came to mean ch'ing 9IIJ , minister, or
hsiang ~ , village. Some scholars suppose that in the Shang dynasty, hsiang did have
the additional meaning of "minister". This probably was not the case. 4 ' Numerous
traditional scholars have thought that there were certain relationships between the
Ch 'ing officers and the local administrative system in the Chou dynasty. 41 Yang K 'uan
further suggests that the six Ch'ing officers of the royal Chou originated from the six
hsiang (village) local administrative and military units, and that this institution evolved
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•
from the banquets held by the elders of each hsiang (village) in the remote past."2 It is
hard to judge whether in the Shang dynasty there was such a connection between hSiang
and ch'ing, as hSiang probably did not contain these meanings. Another meaning of
hsiang, as found in the oracle bone inscriptions, is "to accomplish". This hsiang appears
in the phrase, k'e hsiang wang shih R;!@II'E!J ,which means "to be able to accomplish
the king's affairs.""3 This meaning of hsiang probably came about due to the fact that
at a court banquet participants were supposed to "discuss affairs with a view toward
attaining excellence." On the basis of Western Chou bronze inscriptions, Professor
Creel points out that the term Ch 'ing-shih ~$ usually denotes a group of officers."
Therefore, if hsiang shih means "to accomplish affairs" instead of Ch'ing-shih officers,
as I have discussed, then, the term Ch'ing-shih, as an official title, may have been
derived from the Shang hSiang shih. The meaning of the term could simply have
changed from specific action to the men carrying out such an action. Now, we can
deduce four probable aspects of the political significance of the royal banquet: (I) to
discuss affairs of state, (2) to display the hierarchial arrangement of the kmg's subordinates or relatives,. (3) to develop a body of administrative assistants for the king, and
(4) "to establish those with great virtue," remembering Tsai Miao's being rewarded
after a royal banquet.
Shang diviners occasionally presented the oracle with the question of whether or
not the king should hsun fI/t, interrogate judicially. Unfortunately, there are no divinations to give us the slightest idea regarding the cases and persons involved in each inquistition. Among the divinations available to us at the present time. only the following three pieces provide us with further information toward reconstructing a partial
picture of the royal judicial process:
(35) (Asked:) "Should the King 'measure' the chiefs of the two states at

Shih-x?" "At Southern Gate measure?"

:Eltgr.=.JJla'Fg Ii? 'Fm~~Ili?

(Ning 1,441.)

(36) Divination on the day chi-yu. Diviner JlP asked: "Should (the chiefs of)
the two states be used (as an offering)'?"
c.~ r ,j'P;l{:~.::1J Cia) Ifl? (Chia 1130.)
(37) (Asked:) The chiefs of the two Ch'iang states, would (they be) used (as

offerings) to Tsu-ting?"
(Ching 4034.)

The above three divinations were made during the King Lin-hsin period. The term
"measure" as in the first divination is the translation of tu I~ a pictograph showing
two hands measuring with some kind of stick. Thus, it means to measure or a mea-

,
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sure. The Shuo-wen interprets tu as fa-chih I:t;f!jfJ ,law, which might be a derivative
meaning. 4S These three divinations show that the Shang king first chose a place to try
these two chiefs, and that they were evidently sentenced to death-to be treated later
as offerings to Tsu-ting ij[ T , a deceased Shang king. Nearly the same judicial pattern
is also observed in th early Chou. A bronze of that time notes that after interrogating
captive enemy chiefs, king Ch'eng of the Chou had them decapitated.'6 We should
understand that this legal procedure represents only one aspect of the royal administration of justice at that time. In fact, as seen in the reliable early Chou sources, Shang
kings, except for Ti-hsin *$ , were all lauded by royal Chou for their meticulousness
in executing punishment. After the fall of the Shang dynasty their penal system was
partially inherited by the Chou ruling class.47
In addition to inspection-hunting, multi-purpose banquets, and the execution of
justice, the king's control also extended to the state's educational system. We have a
piece of broken shell on which the King was divining whether to establish a chiao !!fI: ,
academy, at a certain place.'s Of great interest, is the fact that this school was quite
similar to the Chou Circular Moat, the royal Chou academy. A divination says:
(38) Divination on the day keng-yin. Asked: "On the next hsin-mao, the
King would fish in the chiao. Will there be no rain?"
m:li< f- • it : ~$~P:Efi.\l,!!fI: ·;;r;m?
(Chia 3510.)
Thus, there had to be a pool or some kind of moat at the Shang royal academy. We
also see from several places that the diviners divined whether the King should chiao,
teach.'9 The following two pieces of divination are of greater significance:
(39) Divination on the day ping-tzu. Asked: "The (royal) 'many-sons' would

go for schooling. Would not they meet rain on their way home?"

f>gi'- f- • it : ~i'-:Jtf.t.<i!! • j.&;;r;l.m? (Lin 2,25,9.)
(40) Divination on the day ting-yu. (Asked:) "Should (the King) call upon
the young men and the petty retainers of various states and educate
(them)?"
These may indicate that the royal "many-sons" (i.e., the children of the Kings and the
King's collaterals) and noble descendants of foreign states had the opportunity to
receive educations at the King's academy. Unfortunately, we have not obtained any
further information about this school from the Shang inscriptions. An early Chou
bronze records that a young man of the Chou ruling class who did wen at the Chou
royal academy was then appointed to an office by the Chou king. 50 I believe such
events occurred in the Shang as well, as many of these young men educated in the
royal academy were then serving the state. In fact, education had a much greater
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impact than inspection or the judicial process as the latter two could only prevent
people from doing what the king did not want them to do, and the former might
induce them to behave according to the royal code. Early Chou rulers not only praised
those Shang kings who were able to used persuasion, but also followed their examples
closely.SI

III. Royal Secretaries and the Process of Royal Decision-Making
The process of divination making reflects the decision making process of the king.
No matter how small an order or action might be, the king would consult the oracles
before a decision was reached. Shang divinations were made on tortoise shells or on the
bones of either oxen or sheep. Making divinations was an elaborate ceremony. First of
all, the raw bones or shells had to be dealt with by specialists. The preparation consisted of scraping and polishing the bones and shells, cutting them into standard shapes,
and gouging holes in their back sides while leaving their front surfaces unbroken. A
diviner would apply a twig with a flaming point to these holes in order to make stress
cracks on the front surface of the bones or shells.52 Next, these treated bones or shells
had to undergo a purifying ceremony before they were ready for the actual divination.
Participating in the divining process were various types of diviners and the king. These
diviners presented the questions to be divined about and applied the burning twigs to
the bones or shells. Each individual question was usually divined several times, and
each time a crack was produced on the front surface. Hence, when one question was
asked several times, there was a set of cracks for that question. 53 The diviners would
usually assign a number and record certain remarks for each crack. Finally, though not
always, the king would read the cracks and their relative remarks, determine their
meanings, and sometimes make predictions. Furthermore, the outcomes of the predictions were occasionally recorded on the bones or the shells by the diviners. For instance:
(41) Divination on the day kuei-ch ·ou. Diviner (Cheng) asked: "From today
to the day ting-ssu will we defea.t the stilte of Chou?" The King examined and said: "We will not defeat (Chou) on ting-ssu. We will defeat
(Chou) on the coming chia-tzu. .. After eleven days, on the day kuei-hai.
Ch'e did not succeed in defeating. But from that night till the next day
chi<l-tzu. (we) succeeded in defeating (Chou).
~:B: 1--' (~) ~: §4-~rTel'lG~'iE ?:£.5B :TBl'IGjjJ::Jt~·
r*Efl.f-J'j., 1lJ:x. - B~J( • :ij[!IIl~. Z7'~Efl.f-ftAo
(Ping

I.)

(42) Divination on the day jen-shu. Diviner Chung asked: "Should Hsin be
ordered to work on the millet?" The King divined and said: "Auspicious. Should be Hsin."
(Ts'un 2,60.)
In the second divination, the King determined the meaning of the cracks, while in the
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first divination he made a prediction on the basis of those cracks which was then
totally fulfIlled. It seems that the appropriateness of the appointment of Hsin to work
on the millet and the defeat of Chou were hidden facts of the future revealed by the
secret language of the cracks which could only be understood by the kings and a few
diviners.
There were always diviners accompanying the king to whichever place he wentfor inspections, for hunting, or for military expeditions. They were evidently part of
the Shang ruling class. Ku i\1.., one of the most important diviners in the court of King
Wu-ting, has left us several bronze vessels bearing his personal emblem." Huan B , of
the same period, appears to have been the chief of the state of Huan. Pin 'i" , Ni fit; ,
P'eng l'B , and many others had individual localities named after them. 55 It seems, however, that most of them were limited in the range of their functions to make divinations, and that only a few of them had a chance to be appointed as the king's ad hoc
commissioners. Some diviners were more important than the others. Importance can
be detennined on the basis of the quality and quantity of the questions they asked
during the process of divination. The remarks made by them were simple phrases, for
instance, "top auspicious," "great auspicious," "small auspicious," and SO on. There
were technical tenns some of which are totally impossible to understand. In order to
detennine how such tenns were assigned to cracks, Professor Chang Ping-ch'llan has
made a comprehensive study of the cracks and their respective remarks. He found that
there were no objective rules. Among the cracks with the same angle different technical tenns were assigned. With reference to the records in the "Biographies of Diviners"
in the Shih Chi, Professor Chang argues that it was possible that an agreement was
made by the diviner and the tortoise shell or the bone as to which degree of the crack's
angle represented which consequence before the crack was produced; that is, each time
before the diviner applied the burning twig to the shell or the bone, he would pray,
probably in this manner: if such a result then a crack of such a degree. s6 Even if this
were not the case, these remarks would automatically serve as references with which
the king could make predictions. It was thus probable that the divine~ were influential
in the king's decision-making process. The king, however, did not read every crack nor
make predictions on every question. These diviners' remarks then in such cases became
the only answers to the questions. In fact, many of these questions were actually the
proposed plans which only needed confinnation from the oracle:
(43) Divination on the day chi-ch 'au. Diviner Ku asked: "ShOUld (the King)
order Han (?) to come and say, Han (?) attack the state of K'u?"
c.il:,.. .1iU:;: : flo!
4. r¢ f:JG~:1J?
(Chin 525.)

*B :

(44) "Should the King greatly order the Multitudes and say. 'Cultivate the
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fields together,' will (we) receive a harvest?"
(Fu, shui 5.)
:E*~lftAE34f8·:Jt~$?
These questions were almost the same as the essence of the king's orders. It seems
probable, however, that the Shang kings did not entirely rely on the oracles to solve
their day to day difficulties. As I have pointed out, when the king was away from the
capital, there were messengers from various places reporting to the king on what was
currently happening. In ordinary times, I believe, such a practice also existed. Moreover, the king and his followers could sit down and discuss problems during the banquets.
Indeed, inasmuch as royal decision-making was conducted with their participation, the Shang diviners' position in the government was very special. While the king
ultimately had the right to make decisions, these diviners could give advice to the king
through their art of scapulimancy. In addition to war, agriculture, administrative personnel, the royal household, and other socio-political and economic questions, the
subject matter of Shang divinations also pertained to rites, gods, astral bodies, mountains and rivers, and other culture specific or supernatural affairs. Some of the diviners
were probably well informed in one or the other of these areas. Approximately one
hundred and twenty diviners, belonging to the reigns extending from Wu-ting to Ti-hsin
(nine kings), in a period of two hundred and eleven years, can be seen from the Shang
inscriptions. 57 It seems that some of them were entrusted with divinations concerning
political or economic affairs, while other made divinations concerning sacrifices or
other special events. This does not mean, though, that the areas of their duties were
clearly divided, on the contrary, we see that those who make divinations concerning
political events, for instance Diviners Ku and Cheng, sometimes made divinations concerning other kinds of events. Because the king sometimes asked several diviners to divine the same problem, the chances for a single diviner to become a dominant figure in
the royal Shang court were small. However, when the king always consulted the same
group of diviners-for instance Ku, Cheng, Wei, and Pin in the court of King Wuting-they became the dominant diviners under the King. It would be improper to
defme the diviners as being exclusively secular councilors or as secretaries of state.
They were the king's assistants whose positions were established on the basis of the
king's religious authority, which was hardly separable from the king's secular power.
Some scholars have thought that these diviners were the Shih l!: officers of the Shang
dynasty responsible for the royal archives and proclamations of the king's orders. 5 •
But our evidence suggests that Shih officer in the Shang dynasty was a kind of military
and administrative official. We may define the Shang diviners more safely as the king's
religious assistants, though they might have political influence of a certain degree.
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There is an obvious decrease in the number of diviners after the reign of King Wu-ting.
They also were gradually prevented from making divinations especially relating to the
state's administrative affairs. In the final thirty years of the Shang dynasty, the king
almost entirely took over the diviners' responsibility of presenting questions.'· Thus,
though divination was still practiced, the role of the diviners in the king's decisionmaking process was reduced to an insignificant one.
Coincidental with the decline of the influence of the diviners was the rise of the
Tso-ts'e I'Ffllt , Maker of the Bamboo Tablets, in the late Shang dynasty. Tso-ts'e
officers made tablets pertaining to at least two types of documents-the royal sacrificial records, and the decrees or orders of the kings. During the mid-Shang dynasty, the
role played by Tso-ts'e office in the government is very vague, and, the function of this
office seems to have been limited to the making of bam boo tablets and recording the
above two kinds of documents on bamboo tablets. It seems that the people who held
this office were relatively obscure and insignificant in the royal court. However, in the
early Chou, this office was held by high ranking officers who acted as royal secretaries;
some of them were even appointed feudal lords. 60 If this office originated in the Shang
dynasty and the corresponding Chou office was merely a copy, then there should have
been considerable expansion of the responsibilities of this office' during the late Shang.
Direct evidence of this institutional expansion is not available to us at the present
time, yet several late Shang bronze vessels made by Tso-ts'e P'an I'Ffllt~ provide us
with certain hints. The inscription on the first vessels says:
On the day kuei-hai, the King visited (?) the new temple of Tso-ts 'e
P'an. The King conferred upon Tso-ts'e the [eng cowries; the Great-son
bestowed tung-ta cowries. (Tso-ts'e P'an) thereby cast the precious tripod of
Father~hi.

~~'~~(?)Tl'Fffl~~*'~.l'Fffl~~'

*i'-Imlll*~ ,ml'F3(C'.Jf~ ,
(Hsueh 10.3.)
Possibly the new temple of P'an was constructed for P'an's recently deceased Fatherchi. The King and the Great-son, bringing the cowries as a gift, might have come to the
temple for a mourning ceremony. The second bronze vessel records:
The King (used) Wu-mao (?), (the chief) of the Jen state, in an I sacrifice. When this was done, the King conferred cowries upon Tso-ts'e P'an.
(Tso-ts'e P'an) thereby cast the Father-chi vessel. Coming of tablets.

UA:1Jlmt!(, Fot' ~.l'Ffllt~~ , ml'F3(C'.fto
(Shan-tai 5, II.)

*ffl o

In Shang and Chou times, a common custom was to offer captive enemy chiefs as sacrifices. In it I ceremony was usually introduced. From the above bronze inscriptions, we
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know that Tso-ts'e P'an was involved in the execution of Wu-mao (1). He probably
acted as some kind of secretary. Thus, he then received certain tablets, but, it is not
clear whether these tablets were the record of the event, which would have been put
under the charge of Tso-ts'e P'an, or if they were of some other nature. On the third
vessel, the inscription reads:
The King ordered P'an to (offer a) Chu-mi ceremony at Hu. (The King
bestowed upon P'an) two"1j ~ . (P'an) thereby made a Pin sacrifice to
Father-chi. Coming (of tablets).
:E43-~~*'fjl,1j 1;

=.

FIl'il:S(c.

0* COO)

(Hsi-ch'ing 32,11.)

These tablets that came to Tso-ts'e P'an were probably related to the ceremony of
Chu-mi. Making a conclusion from the inscriptions on these three vessels, we may say
that P'an was an officer of considerable social prestige and an intimate of the king and
the Great-son. The Tso-ts'e office held by such a man definitely must have been an
office of considerable importance by this time. Indeed, when the power of the king's
religious assistants began to wane, the rise to prominence of the king's secular secretaries is predictable. Again, the office of Tso-ts 'e was gradually replaced by the Shih ~
office in the Western Chou and finally fell into oblivion at the close of the Western
Chou period. But this another story.
It is important to note here that neither the Shang diviners nor the Tso-ts 'e
officers took charge of the promulgation of royal decrees. Proclamations of the king's
orders in the Shang dynasty were often performed by the king himself. According to
the oracle bone inscriptions, on several occasions they took place at the Gate of 1.
There is a vivid picture in P'an-keng 'IlI'5\! of a scene in which the Shang people and
their officers gather in front of the palace and listen to instructions from King P'ankeng. 61 The king at times when he so desired also appointed others to announce his
edicts. In the inscriptions of the King Wu-ting period, at least five persons were once
chosen to announce the royal decrees. Two of them held aristocratic titles (Po f8 and
Hou fi11 ), one was a royal wife, and one was a Shih g officer. The status of the remaining person was not recorded. These persons were Hou-kao ~ , Chih-ka ill:!!!: ,
(who was also called Po-ka f8!!!: ), Fu-mu lIlIf§ ,Shih P'an Il ~, and Mu rt;. Chih-ka, a
subordinate of King Wu-ting, was the chief of Chih. When the state of T'u invaded the
eastern frontier of the Shang, Chih-ka, who probably served as a frontier general,
reported on this to King Wu-ting. 62 He was then ordered to make a counter-attack
against T'u. At the beginning of the battle, he was the one "raising the tablets" (ch 'eng
ts'e .1100) on which the King's announcement of the war against T'u was undoubtedly
inscribed. 63 To whom Chih-ka raised the King's decree was not recorded in the inscriptions. At the end of the war, when T'u was subdued, Chih-ka was again the one ap-
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pointed to "announce the tablets" (ts'e ts'e l!!t flfI). This time, the state of T'u, the one
that received the decree, is clearly documented. 64 As to the others, it is not clear under
what conditions Hou-kao and Mu were chosen to raise the tablets.In the case of Fu-mu,
it is said that she was assigned to announce a decree to a certain man, Hua it .65 Shih
P'an was probably ordered to first raise the tablets in the Northern Land and then to
return to the capitaL 66 Obviously, the statuses and the backgrounds of these five persons were not the same, nor were they the personnel of one signle bureau. It suffices to
say that there was not a bureau or an office which was established for the purpose of
announcing the king's decrees.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION

The Shang state had the king positioned at the top of its goVernment making
decisions, giving orders, commanding the military forces, and doing many other sundry
things - he was even personally involved in managing the state's agriculture. From the
previous discussions, we see that he was surrounded by a group of people who answered
to his orders and helped him in dealing with day-to-day affairs. About these people,
some of them bore titles indicating the nature of their official functions; for instance,
Kung I (Artisan), and She JM(Archer); while others bore titles indicating status; such
as Tzu T (Royal Son), and Fu fIlil (Royal Wife). More than twenty of these official as
well as semi-official titles have been found in the Shang inscriptions.
Previous studies on the Shang administrative system by experts on oracle-bone
inscriptions are not satisfactory. In 1956, Ch'en Meng-chia classified Shang official
titles into three categories: ch 'en-cheng E2:iE, wu-kuan Jit'§ , and shih-kuan .'>I'?'§ ; he
said that his classification was made only for the sake of convenience.! I find it extremely inconvenient however. First, he gives no explanation of the meaning of his first
category. Ch 'en-cheng is a term first found in the Shang inscriptions, and it has not yet
been discussed by scholars. 2 Second, the third category immediately raises questions.
By shih-kuan does he mean "official-historians"? If so, why does he put Artisans and
Administrators (Le., Yin Jl') under this category?3 If by shih-kuan he means
"administrators", why does he suppose Artisans, diviners, and Makers of Books belong
to this category?4 While he has made good points in many other places and brought to
our attention many significant references, the problem of handling the organization of
the Shang government still remains unsolved.
Two years later, the work done by Kunio Shima was published. Shima has made
a systematic study utilizing the classic diVisions, i.e., the nei-fu V<iij~ and wai-fu 7'j.ij~
(literally, internal-service and external-service). However, the hierarchy depicted at the
end of his discussion is not an official hierarchy. He has not differentiated official titles
from the names of individual persons or from non-official agents like tsu 11ii; he simply
arranges them all together in a superior-inferior relational chart. 5
In view of the shortcomings of these treatments, I have come to the conclusion
that it is necessary, first, to carefully analyze the meaning of each official or semi-official title and study the records of those who held these titles. Then, the question of the
division of labor in the Shang government, and of the relationship among these persons
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laboring in the government, can possibly be handled. In this chapter, I shall deal with
those offices and persons relative to the Shang central adminstration. In the next
chapter, I will investigate the formation of the state's administrative districts as well as
the people involved.
Here, I shall begin with Yin jIl" ,one of the most important types of officers
during Shang times. The founding of such an office can be dated as far back as the
beginning of the sixteenth century B.C. Traditional history records that T'ang, the
founder of the Shang dynasty, appointed Yi Yin fjljIl" as his "prime.minister", and
that Yi Yin had helped T'ang in the struggle to ultimate power. 6 The records concern·
ing the loyalty of Yi Yin to the new king Ta.chia after the death of T'ang are contro·
versial;7 however, the Shang inscriptions are a testimony to Yi's special position in the
dynasty. The sacrifices made to Yi Yin by King Wu·ting were as frequent and luxurious
as those to the kings. 8 There are references to eight deceased officers found within the
sacrificial records of the Wu·ting period. 9 The offerings to Yi Yin far exceed those to
these others, and were made sometimes together with offerings to the kings. 'O Another
deceased Yin officer was ca\1ed Huang Yin jIl", who was perhaps the son of Yi Yin."
Yin was a high ranking office. In the previous chapter, I quoted one divination
concerning the selection of grand kuel vessels to entertain Yin officers at a royal
banquet; I also quoted one in which the King ordered Yin officers to "make" the Great
Hunt military exercise. '2 Yin officers could be put in charge of the cultivation of farm·
ing fields and royal construction projects. 13 It seems that they functioned in matters of
public affairs and acted as managers of various types of work. At times, the King simply
referred to them as to· Yin ~jIl" (i.e., many·Yin).
Actually, the word yin itself, when used as a verb, meant "to have charge of."

t

t

t

Along with to· Yin, we have found a special kind of Yin, the
Yin. The word
per·
haps meant a certain kind of supply.14 it Yin thus can be read as officer in charge of
l' . After the Shang dynasty, there carne into being a\1 sorts of Yin officers, who had
their common title Yin preceded by a word or two indicating the place, the work, or
the resource that they were put in charge of."
The second type of officer we are going to deal with here is the Shih it! officer.
The Chou Shih officers along with their records of activities have been carefully
studied by important scholars of our time. According to Professor Creel, Shih officers
in the Western Chou government "performed a wide variety of functions, some of
which were no doubt scribal; but some shih were clearly secretaries in the sense of
being trusted with the performance of important and perhaps confidential missions.,,'6
There were continuity and discontinuity between the Shih officers of the two govern·
ments. Although important scholars like Wang Kuo·wei, Bernhard Karlgren, and Kuo
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Mo-jo, who did research on Shih officers before Professor Creel, have pointed out that
shih !I:! , Ii JI'!:, shih flI! , and shih • were originally one word rather than four.'7 one
still finds people today who identify Shih officers as official-historians without realizing that these four terms have a single derivation.
There is a tendency for the word shih to appear in two forms on the oracle bones,
i.e., 'l1 and III , but on the whole these two forms were interchangeable and used
without a clear distinction by Shang diviners.'s We shall treat these two forms as one
word rather than two. The word shih had the sense of "affairs", as in the phrase ku
wang shih it'E$O (to fulfill the king's affairs). However, the word sometimes would
refer only to sacrificial affairs; for instance, the shih in the phrases "Grandfather soand~o's shih," or the shih of a certain deceased individual.'· When used as a verb the
word shih meant "to send". We notice that Shang kings would divine whether they
should shih someone to some place. People sent out by the king were also called shih.
Professor Creel points out that the word had the sense of "functionary, one commissioned by the ruler to perform certain specific tasks. "20 This definition not only implies
the word's first meaning, "affairs", but also the word's second meaning, "to send",
when the word is used to name a type of Shang officer.
Shang kings sometimes made divinations as to when their shih would return to the
capital, or whether they had encountered any difficulty on their missions.2l Most of
these shih were sent on ad hoc missions to foreign states or to places governed by Hou
lords or Po 10rds. 22 Evidently, the word shih already had the sense of "envoy" at this
time. However, we also find that people who held titles like Pei-shih :It !I:! (Northernshih), Hsi-shih i1!i!l:! (Western-shih), and Tung-shih *!I:! (Eastern-shih) were localized,23
a fact that suggests a routinized basis of their positions. One divination says:
(45) Asked: "In Pei-shih have (we) captured the Ch'iang people?"

J'i: : .tE :ft!l:!ffJi5'il ?

(Ping 29.)

The King was asking whether the Shang people had captured the Ch'iang people in the
area governed by Pei-shih. It is not at all surprising that Shih here could refer to the
highest local administrators. The reason behind this was that Shih were supposed to be
royal commissioners, and some of them were aSSigned to stay in the countryside
representing the king in dealing with problems that occurred there. Evidence shows
that the establishment of a Shih office within the Shang territory required mobilization
of the Shang Multitudes:
(46) Divination on the day hsin-hai. Diviner Cheng asked: "Shall we raise the
Multitudes and establish the Grand Shih in (the territory of) She-po of
the Western Tien?"
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(Lin 2,11,16.)
24

Tien was a term for a type of Shang local administrative district. The Multitudes, the
fundamental social force of the Shang dynasty, were always called upon for military
activities or for public works. It is possible that they were needed both for the creation
of the Shih office and for their military services. Another divination shows the power
of the Shih officers to utilize the state's manpower:
(47) Divination on the day chi-wei. Diviner Chung asked: "Our three Shih
send people?"

(/7797.)

In view of the fact that this divination was made by the King's diviner, these three Shih
-perhaps, the Eastern, Western, and Northern Shih" -were indeed entrusted with the
royal power to work on certain projects. Interestingly enough, the word shih sometimes
was written with its lower element, a hand, holding a ~ type of ensign'· -in this case,
it is perhaps a symbol of royal power.
In the Shang dynasty, there were two persons, Jen 'f: and Chia jI;~, who held the
title Grand Shih. Our sources show that their activites in the court were no more than
making sacrifices." However, no matter how little information we have about them,
there is reason to think that they are functionally distinguishable from the Grand Shih
established in the Western Tien.
Professor Tung Tso-pin suggested that Shang diviners (i.e., chen jen .ti(A ) were
shih-kuan Je'l'l.'8 By shih-kuan, one means "official-historians" or "official-scribes",
who, however, do not relate to any type of Shang Shih officers that I have discussed.
The official scribe of the Shang dynasty was Tso-ts 'e I'Fffl, Maker of Books, whose
position has been mentioned in the previous chapter. According to the studies of eh'en
Men-chia, the Tso-ts 'e were gradually replaced by the Nei-shih 0! Je and other types of
Shih officers during the mid-Western Chou period." It is quite doubtful that Shih
officers could be identified as historiographers or official-historians before this point.
Among the titles of officers who fell into the official category of Ch 'en Iii. .. Hsiaoto-ma-Ch'iang-ch 'en 'J\~ .~5Yi1ii. ,Hsiao-chi-ch 'en 'J\fWlii. , and Hsiao-Chung-jen~h 'en
IJ\~AIii. can be regarded as individual official titles. The Shang king would appoint a
certain person to hold such a position:
(48) Divination on the day chi-hai. Asked: "Order Wu to be the Hsiao-chich 'en?"
(Ch'ien 6,17,6.)
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(49) Asked: "Whether Wu should be ordered to act as Hsiao-Chung-jench 'en?"

(Ts'un 2,476.)
50) Divination on the day ting-hai. Diviner Pin asked: "Whether Yii should
be ordered to act as Hsiao-to-ma-Ch'iang-ch 'en?"

(Ch'en 116.)
Judging from the titles themselves, Hsiao-chi-ch 'en would relate to the state's agriculture; it literally meant Small-tilling-ch 'en; whereas HSiao-Chung-jen-ch 'en, (literally,
Small-Multitude-ch'en), related to the state's population administration, and Hsiao-toma-Ch'iang-ch 'en, (Small-various-Ch'iang-chariotry-ch 'en), to a special type of military
force.
Was it possible that these three officers were HSiao-ch 'en ,N:! (Small-ch'en) as
well? We have not yet seen a man's personal name attached to these three titles, and
we do not know whether Wu and Yii might have held these titles at the time. However,

Hsiao-ch 'en Chung ,"1ii1jJ , Hsiao-ch 'en Ch'ing 1]\1ii. , Hsiao-ch 'en Ch'iang 'J\Iii~tt '
Hsiao-ch 'en Wu 1]\1ii ~ , and many other Hsiao-ch 'en have their personal names
mentioned after their titles. 30 These Hsiao-ch 'en drove the Icing's chariots, followed
the king in military action, worked on the sanctification of the oracle bones, made
prayers in the central chamber of the royal palace, and even sent royal orders to the
Multitudes to plant millet. 31 Several Shang bronzes record the occasion of a Hsiaoch 'en's being rewarded by the king with cowries and other honorable articles. One of
them reads:
The King conferred (gifts) on Hsiao-ch 'en Tzu. They were conferred in the
living room. (Hsiao-ch 'en Tzu) hence made a Grandfather-yi vessel, Yao kan.

(Hsu Yin 1,86.)
The inscriptions reveal where the conferring took place-the King's living room. We also
find the vessels with the personal names of Hsiao-ch 'en inscribed on them were often
the property of the palace, or were made for use in the palace. It is not entirely
impossible that some of these Hsiao-ch 'en were eunuchs, and it is highly probably that
they were the king's domestic servants.32 Ch 'en might be used as an appellation for a
kind of slave-the word was a pictograph of an eye of a surrendered man, or of a captive. 33 Also, we have found that Shang kings divined about chasing runaway Ch 'en. 3'
Third, in the early Chou bronze inscriptions, we see that Chou kings gave the households of Ch 'en to their followers as well as to their relatives. 3S
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Instances of slaves being first trusted with confidential tasks by their master-rulers
and then becoming influential political figures can often be found in other ancient
regimes. It is not necessary, however, to insist that anyone who was called Ch 'en in the
Shang dynasty was a slave in origin, or that he had been elevated from his humble
status to being the king's entrusted servant. Actually, the ruler of the state of Chih was
addressed in the royal divinations as Ch 'en Chih, on the other hand, he also held the
title Shih t! . (This Shih should not be confused with shih 5t.)
The word ch 'en-perhaps original1y meaning a kind of slave-became an appel1ation of courtesy, and was adopted as an official title in the Shang dynasty. The term,
ch'en-cheng E2.iE, found in the Shang inscriptions, supports my speculation." The
word cheng is the archaic form of cheng J/il( , meaning government. Hence, ch 'en-cheng
meant ch 'en-administrator. As a matter of fact, the Sma1I-Multitude-ch 'en, Sma\1-tillingch 'en, and Small-various-Ch'iang-chariotry-ch 'en satisfied the definition of ch 'en-cheng
perfectly; they were public servants rather than domestic servants.

*

perhaps were domestic servants of the king. UnfortunaLike Hsiao-ch 'en, Tsai
tely, we do not have records of their activities; we have only a few words on a piece of
bone tablet about a certain household utensil conferred upon a Tsai named Feng by
the King." "Intendant" is Creel's translation of the word Tsai, and "attendant",
Karlgren's. '8 Later in China, Tsai became the title of a prime minister, but the process
in which Tsai seize state power was already taking place during the Western Chou."
Treasurer and treasury alike were ca\1ed Ch 'u 'T' in the Shang dynasty. There were
and Ch 'u Kuo 'T' ¥ holding the title
three persons, Ch 'u P'eng 'T' 1, Ch 'u Nien'T'
Ch 'u during different reigns. Among the inscriptions of the King Wu-ting period, we
can see in several places that the King divined to order to-Ch 'u ~'T' (manY-Ch 'u) to
make sacrifices with ch 'ang 'I't , millet wine, and with many other things.'o But we do
not find any evidence to show whether they were clerks, cashiers, or even accountants.
As to Ch 'u P'eng, we know only that the King once consulted the oracle about his
health.41 "Ch'u Nien ju" 'T'~A (Ch'u Nien presents)-these three words are a\1 we
know about Ch 'u Nien 42 The divination in which Ch 'u Kuo was mentioned can hardly
be deciphered."
Nevertheless, there are still several reasons for reading ch 'u as treasurer or treasury.
First, the word ch 'u ~ was a pictograph of a certain kind of depository; its derivative
form I!T was created by adding the element pei ~ , cowrie, to specify the nature of
such a depository.44 Cowries were articles of value at that time. Both ch 'u and its
derivative form are seen in the Shang inscriptions; they also were interchangeable.
Second, there were actual ch 'u built in different parts of the country; for instance, in
Po.t- ,in Shih Ii< , and in the place of Tzu:\ljc:

*",
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(51) Diviner Cheng asked: "Order the chi and millet wine of Po ch 'u?"
'J> ~ : ~,*'T'¥'f?
(Chih-hsu 189,)
We do not know exactly what this word with chicken as the upper element and with
cowrie as the lower element really meant, It might be a type of cowrie, Po was one of
the capital cities of the Shang dynasty, The other two ch 'u were called Shih ch 'u and
Tzu ch 'u, just like Po ch 'u, 4S The wealth of that time was mainly expressed in terms of
the kinds of goods instead of in monetary form, Therefore, the nature of the Shang
treasures also would be very different from ours, These Ch 'u, at the least, were put in
charge of the royal treasuries,
There were two deceased Kung I (literally Artisan, but probably Officer in
Charge of Artisans) called Kung Jen I:E and Kung I Il. to whom King Wu-ting
offered sacrifices,'· Jen and i were celestial stems, which were constantly applied by
the Shang people as posthumous names, It seems that a Kung office had been set up in
the northern part of the country during the time of King Wu-ting:
(52) Asked: "Order to raise the people in the Northern Kung?"
~

: ~{£:ltI:#iA

?

(Ts 'ui 1217,)

Perhaps, this divination was made because some public works were to be carried out in
the Northern Kung, The King once divined whether to order a person by the name of
Kung ~ , perhaps a royal prince, to take charge of the Artisans:
(53) Asked: "Whether Kung is to be ordered to ssu (i.e" have charge of)
Kung (i.e" Artisans)?"
(Ts'un 1,70,)
In later dynasties, the term ssu kung was adopted as the title for the director of public
works,
There were two types of official dancers: ~ and 'iB ,47 Their dances were mainly
for the purpose of inducing rain:
(54) Divination on the day jen-shen, (Asked:) "Various li!l dance, Would not
it rain heavily?"
(Yeh 1,40,5,)

+'

nl,

As to functionaries such as to Yin, ~
to Fu ~
and to,.1 ' we do not have
enough information for a conclusive study,'· Hence we shall pass them by and discuss
those concerned with the state's military,
A late Shang bronze records wang yin to ya 'EfX~.ill! (the King offers drinks to
various Ya officers)," Among the mid-Shang inscriptions, we have found five persons,
Ya Ch'ueh.ill!1t< , Ya Ch'ing .ill!~, Ya K'e .ill!R: , Ya P'ang .ill!5'l' , and Ya Chih5l! M.,
holding the title Ya so Ch'ueh was very active in the court of King Wu-ting; at different
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times he was ordered to attack more than ten different states. 51 During the campaign
against the state of Chi, he had both the King's tsu and Prince Tzu-ching under his
command.s1 He was also asked to make sacrifices to the Yellow River, and to the
rising and the setting sun." Possibly, he was one of the King's relatives as the King
divined whether to make a yii sacrifice to Mother-keng in order to ask for the latter's
protection of Ch'iieh. S4 Both ·Ya Ch'iieh and Ya Ch'ing made sacrifices to royal
ancestors. 55 It appears that Ch'ing was even more active than Ch'ueh. Ch'ing was
ordered to command various Po lords, the King's tsu, the Multitudes, and Archers to
carry out different activities during different situations. ,. He seems to have been either
the commander of the Royal Central Army or the commander of the Central
Chariotry." Information about the other three Ya officers is lacking. Two of them
seem to have had functions related to the state's military.
In the Chou sources, Ya was mentioned in connection with the feudal lords, as in
the terms hou ya ~illi an4 chu hou fa ya ~~*ill! . Hou of Chou times can be
construced as "marquis"orasan all-inclusive word for "feudal lords". Hence, the above
two terms can be translated as "lord Ya" and "various lords great Ya." T'ang Lan and
Ting Shan, two of the prominent scholars on inscriptional studies of our time, refer to
these and other Chou sources and consider that Shang Ya might well be ranked among
Hou or Po as yet another type of "feudal lord" in the Shang dynasty.'· But hou ya
and chu hou ta ya can also be read as hou and ya, and chu hou, and fa ya respectively.
In other words, the validity of their evidences for their theory is still open to debate.
Apart from being used as an official title, the word ya was also used as both a
personal name and as a place name, as can be seen in the Shang inscriptions. Its most
interesting usage, however, was to' refer to the area where ancestral temples, as well as
graves, were located. 59 It is possible that the title Ya derived from this meaning and,
thus, referred to temple guards. In view of the fact that Ya officers were frequently
leaders of the king's tsu, and also, of the fact that one's tsu-composed of one's closest
kinsmen-might either serve as one's bodyguards or as one's private force in ancient
China,·o it appears that Ya officers functioned in the Shang dynasty in the same way
as palace guards functioned in later times.
The Shang people employed the term shih g to denote both their military forces
and their commanders. The Chou people followed accordingly. The project of establishing three shih, armies,in the period of Kings Wu-yi and Wen-ting is known to us through
the following divination of that time:
(55) On the day ting-yu. Asked: "Should the King establish three armies, the
Right, the Central, and the Left?"
TWJlt : £{'J;=: B' 13, ¢ ,tr.?
(Ts'ui 597.)
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Actually, in the time of King Wu-ting, the great-grand-father of King Wu-yi, Shang
armies had already been called shih F. . Divinations such as "our shih was not defeated,"
or "shih marched for defense," or "call upon the shih in such and such places" are
found among those divinations dated to King Wu-ting's period. 61
Two of King Wu-ting's officials, Shih Ka ~ J. and Shih P'an 13 ~, were called by
their titles plus their personal names. Shih Ka was one of the major commanders
during the campaign against the states of T'u and K'u; he also acted as a special commissioner of Wu-ting in announcing the war, as well as in proclaiming royal edicts to
the peoples of T'u and K'u when the war was about to end·' He was also a Po lord
and ruler of the state of Chih and had been called Po Ka, Chih Ka, and Ch 'en Chih; he
was appointed by the King as a Shih. As to Shih P'an, our records show that his functions were connected more with the state's defense strategy than with its actual military operations. He did mostly patrolling, fortificatjon, and other works supplementary
to these:
(56) Divination on the day kuei-ssu. Diviner Chung asked: "Order Shih P'an
to march to the east of the Yellow River?"
~B I-- • 'f jl{ : ~g ~i!J;tt--iPJJlt?

(Cho 23.)

(57) (Asked:) "Shih P'an takes people to the garrison in the Northern Tien?
(Takes) people to the garrison in Ling? To the garrison in Ch'u?"
~)/)'A T:lt~ 11 ? AT;~ iI? T'of (p

(Hou 2,24,1.)

Here King Wu-ting was trying to decide upon a place for Shih P'an's mission. As with
the Chou usage, in the Shang inscriptions shih also had the sense of "to garrison" or of
"a garrison ".
Among the inscriptions of the mid-Shang dynasty, we have found a series of place
names with the word shih appearing before each of these place names; such as, Shih Hsi
g :g, Shih MaoS ~ , Shih Liaog
Shih Shang ~ ~~ and so on. 6 ' My observation
is that this place-designation method continued to be used during the time of King
Wen-ting or King Ti-yi, but that it was revised during the time of Ti-hsin, the King who

t,

surrendered the Shang dynasty. The revised designation was formed by utilizing shih's
complex form lit . There was, however, an intermediate method of designation. In the
divinations dated to the Ti-yi and Ti-hsin periods, we find that the place I if was also
written as ~ 11 .64 In other words, X-shih was the intermediary between Shih X and Xcomplex form shih. In the Western Chou bronze inscriptions, we frequently read that
someone is at X-shih. Professor Creel points out that they were large, permanently
fortified places; he says, "such military camps must have had a good deal in common
with the Roman castra, built by the legions of garrison the empire. A number of British
towns originated as Roman camps. The name of the city of Chester derives from castra,
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as do the endings of such names as Lancaster, Manchester, and Worcester. Chinese
cities, too, must have sprung up about the sites of such garrisons. ".s As evidence, he
has discussed the founding of the eastern capital of the Chou people-the city of
Ch'eng Chou-and has pointed out that before the Chou had a city in this area there
was a garrison, a fortified military town called Lo-shih.'·
The foundation of the Shang castra was under the supervision of Shih !g, and
other types of officers, or even the king himself. They were often the king's stations
during his inspection-hunting trips. There, he might even set up a court to try rebels.
But they were also the targets of enemy attack:
(58) On the day yi-ssu The King asked: "Ch'i exclaimed, and reported and
said that the state of Yii raises people up to go out and attack ~ -shih.
Should Kao be ordered to meet (them) in the east?"

z:,B • 'Ei{ : @:'¥~13 : M;ltA:ttI±l~ 1\ 8 • iliilt~*It? (Lin 2,25,6)
Sometimes, the distance between two shih was only a one or two day trip, but
sometL'lles the distance took more than a week. Chariots were commonly used for
transportation.
The Shang charioteers or chariotry were called Ma ~ .• 7 Chinese archaeologists have discovered two undistrubed chariot burials from the Shang sites. Shih Changju, a field worker and expert on Shang-Chou archaeology has made a report, which I
have summarized below:
Five chariots as one unit were found both from the site at Hsi-pei-kang
and from Cemetary C of Hsiao-t'un. There were altogether five of them at
Cemetary C, and twenty-five at Hsi-pei-kang; five chariots composed a small
unit, while twenty-five composed a large unit. The small unit in both sites
divides itself into three parts: three chariots in the middle, the fourth one to
the right and the fifth one to the left. There were three men and two horses
for each of the three chariots in the middle parts. The right and the left
chariots had three men and four horses each. In each of these graves of five
chariots, a horse-whip had been put in the center, a bow in the back right
side, and a dagger-ax in the back left side. Hence, the driver was in the
center, the archer on the right, and the dagger-axeman on the left. (Near
these chariot graves,) there were twenty-four persons buried evenly in eight
graves, and another six persons in one grave. These thirty persons were the
charioteers who were divided into five groups. Thus, there were six persons
in two shifts for each chariot. There were ninety-five persons buried in
eighteen graves. They were foot-soldiers following the chariots.··
Thus the organization of Ma chariotry was: five chariots for a small unit, twenty-five
chariots for a large unit; six persons were divided up into two shifts for each chariot,
the driver in the center, the archer on the right, and the dagger-axeman on the left, plus
foot-soldiers. A Shang divination says:
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(59) Asked: "
people?"

1\

takes thrity Ma. Will (they) surely seize the Ch'iang
(13381.)

These thirty Ma charioteers made up exactly a small chariot division. Another divination says:
(60) Divination on the day ping-shen. Asked: "Establish the Ma chariotry-

the Left, the Right, and the Center-persons three-hundred?"
j7g$ r' ~: iiE.~ftti¢t, A=:s?
(Ch'ien 3,31,2.)
These three-hundred persons were just the number of charioteers required for fifty
chariots, which would constitute a chariot battalion. It is evident that the archaeological and inscriptional sources concerning Ma correspond to each other.
There were three types of officers related to the Ma chariotry. Ma-hsiao-ch 'en ~
INa might either be royal hsiao-ch 'en who supervised the chariotry or those who
drove the chariots of the king. 69 Ma-ya ,~ill.i appeared in the divinations much more
often than Ma-hsiao-ch 'en; they might be Ya officers in the chariotry.70 One divination
says:
(61) Divination on the dayyi-hai. Asked: "OrdermanyMa-ya to meet Ke and
inspect the granary at illii: reaching (the area governed by) K 'uang-hou
by way of aJ river, and (the area governed by) Wu-hou?"

l.,.1i. r ' ~ : ~~,~ill.if,t"~1!I1l,l;1l ' ~=f§;i* '
~I!l Jlllilli* ?

(Ts'un 1,66.)

Hsiao-to-ma-Ch'iang-ch'en IJ\~,~3'tE2. probably was the officer in charge of Toma-Ch'iang ~ ~3't. 71 I have mentioned before that King Wu-ting appOinted Yii to be
the Hsiao-to-ma-Ch'iang-ch'en. It is necessary to solve the problems about the Ch'iang
people's pOSition relative to the Shang dynasty before we can properly define To-maCh'iang. we will deal with such problems later.
There were chariotries of different tsu-perhaps, the localized branches of the
royal house-and there were also chariotries called shu rna BG~.72 garrison chariotry.
Chariotry that preceded the king's chariot was called hsien-rna 5t,~ , which in later
dynasties became an official title too. 73
Probably, three-hundred archers constituted an archery detachment. Archers, She
1M, usually engaged in royal hunting and in the defense of the state's security. There
were two She officers called She Ts'a 1M ~13 and She ~. 74 However, we also notice that
the king could order other types of officers to lead the archers:

(62) (Asked:) "Should not Ch'ing be ordered to take the three-hundred
Archers?"
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(17661.)

(63) Asked: "Wu takes the Archers?"
(Ching

(64) Asked: "Order Ch 'uan Yen to take the new Archers?"
J'l: : 4l- A'l!l: lji' ~ M ?

1524.)

(K'u 1027.)

Ch 'uan Yen was a Ch 'uan officer; Ch'ing, a Hsiao-ch 'en; Wu, a Hsiao-chi-ch 'en as well

as a Hsiao-Chung-jen-ch'en. She officers themselves might also engage in other kinds of
activities. For instance, King Tsu-chia once made a divination as to whether She Ts'a
was to be ordered to offer a royal banquet to a person called Ping ;';.2., who was a
trusted high dignitary of the King. 75 Unless She Ts'a was ranked equal to Ping, it is
unlikely that he would have been sent to honor Ping, the King's commissioned inspector
of granaries and commander of the Multitudes. 76 It is extremely difficult to judge the
relative positions between any two officers simply on the basis of their official titles.
Among the Ch 'uan ;I( (literally, Dog) officers in the Shang dynasty, we know
three by name: Ch'uan Yen ;l(l!1:, Ch'uan Kuang ;i(J'G, and Ch'uan Chung :Kr:j:J .77
Dogs were of great use at that time. Modern archaeologists have found a dog's skeleton
underneath each and every important building in the Shang ruins. 78 Perhaps the Shang
people considered that dogs were their watchful friends both during life and afterwards.
Our records show that dogs were utilized to chase wild animals as well as run-away
slaves and rebels:
(65) Divination on the day jen-shu. Diviner Ku asked: "Order various Ch 'uan
officers to trap deer at the place of Nung?"
Divination on the day jen-shu. Diviner Ku asked: "Bring dogs and order
to trap deer at the place of Nung?"

'f:J'X: r .1&J'l: : 'I'-~:Kml.!ll'fM ?
:f:J'X: r • ~J'l: : l{)(:K'I'-ml.!ll'fil!?

(I 5329.)

(66) (Asked:) "Would not dogs (or Ch 'uan officers) chase Huan and catch
him?"
(Ho 302.)

Officer Ch 'uan Chung once served as the King's hunting attendant:
(67) Divination on the day wu-ch 'en at Hua. (Asked:) "Ch 'uan Chung reported deer. Should the King shoot? Now disaster? Will catch (deer)?"
Jj(;~

r ·.fE1t • :Kr:j:J~1.!ll • E:J:tM? t:~?~?

(Ts'ui 932.)

However, like many other prominent officers in the Shang dynasty, Officer
Ch'uan Yen acted not only within the sphere of duty prescribed by the official title he
held, but he was also ordered to take up missions which did not correspond to his offi-
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cial duty. He was ordered to make sacrifices to deceased kings, to attack a certain state,
and even to bring his kin to cultivate fields. 79 The following divination is particularly
interesting:
(68) On the day keng-ch'en asked: " ... Fang (state) came and discussed
issues with Ch 'uan Yen ... "
.~~Jl:

: 1Zl:n*IlJlll>'T::kftJ: ?

(Nan, fang 4,41 L)

This divination tells us that, with. the knowledge of the King, Ch 'uan Yen might discuss
issues with a foreign state. He was certainly not an ordinary Officer of Dogs.
Li Hsiieh~h'ing, a scholar who specializes in Shang geography, has pointed out
that the king had set up Offices of Dog in different parts of the country. He has cited
Yil Ch'uan %::k, ~ Ch'uan, and Sheng Ch'uan 1!i::k as examples. 80 Shu EI<: was
another type of military office. War and garrison duties were its chief functions. Two
people, Shu Yen El<:ftJ: and Shu lI'. , held this title in the time of King Wu-ting; Shu Chia
El<:Ef3 had it in the time of King Lin-hsin. 81 However, the office of Shu was also held by
tsu: Shu Ho El<:fPJ , Shu Shui BG~ , Shu iB.:J , Shu ;Y, and Shu i< together were called
wu-tsu-tsu .li1tREI<: .82 They appeared in the divinations dated to the period of King
Lin-hsin. A tsu was-as we can conclude both from the records in the classics and from
those in the inscriptions-a localized lineage, i.e., a group of families related to each
other through a common male ancestor at least two generations from themselves; a
tsu in the Shang dynasty had its own Yin officers and Ma chariotry. 83 These five tsu
were neither wang-tsu :E1tR nor to-tzu-tsu 37~1tR , both of which were composed of
king's kinsmen. 84
Although episodes celebrating meritorious officers such as Yi Yin, Kan P'an 1f~ ,
and Fu Shuo 1f~ in the Shang dynasty have been mentioned from time to time
together with the deeds of other well known ministers throughout Chinese history.8S it
seems that in the Shang dynasty, the heart of central administration was the king. It
d()es not seem that the king entrusted the central administration to a prime minister or
to a cabinet. The earliest occurrence of a prime minister type of central administration
in the Chinese history can only be dated to the early part of the Eastern Chou period,
when the Chou king's power had greatly declined. 86 (One might suggest that the Duke
of Chou appears to have been the prime minister in the early Chou, however it is more
precise to consider him as a regent at that time, for he returned his power to the King
when King Ch'eng came of age. It is possible to regard the Duke of Chou as a quasiprime minister, inasmuch as he was commissioned to govern the eastern capital, while
the King stayed in the western capital. It is also significant that the usurpation of royal
power on the part of the Chou feudatories, which came along with the Chou king's en-86-

trusting the central administration to a prime minister, i.e., a Chou feudal lord, eventually reduced the king to a minor political figure.
From the Western Chou inscriptions, we notice that the king issued orders in
miao ~ (temples) and in kung g (palaces)." These temples and palaces together
constituted the royal court in the Chou dynasty, and are termed ming-t'ang ~1lt
(bright halls) in traditional records.·· The style of the ming-t'ang's physical construction has been one of the most discussed issues among scholars, traditional as well as
modern. According to Wang Kuo-wei, the ming-t'ang was graphically a ya 5]i form of
building, that is, one square room in the center with four rooms on the four sides of
the center room.·' It is highly probable that this type of court construction was a
Shang derivative. The symbolic ya type of pits in the royal tombs, says Kao Ch'ii-hsiin
rIlJ'*{\\: , a prominent Shang archaeologist of our time, suggest the existence of the ya
type of palace or temple constructions in the Shang dynasty, even though evidence
from Shang archaeology still remains to be seen. 90 The Shang inscriptions show that
the Gate of I and certain halls were where the Shang kings gave their orders, but there
is no further information available for our study of the relation between the ming-t'ang
and these court-like places. Without doubt, in the Shang dynasty there had to be a
court, and perhaps the Gate of I and the halls mentioned in the inscriptions were part of
it. After all, the court was where the king issued his edicts and listened to the reports
from his officers. However, because of the Shang kings' habitual inspection-hunting
tours, the court was not necessarily identical to its physical location. The king could
hold court-meetings whenever and whereever he desired.
We may have been surprised by the fact that a Shang office could be held by a
tsu, i.e., a localized lineage, as in the case of wu-tsu-shu. Actually, it was common in
Shang dynasty and in the early Chou for the king to order not only an officer but also
this officer's tsu to join his service. (We have quoted the case of Ch 'uan Yen and the
case of Duke Mao's son above.) we might also be surprised by the fact that an officer
could be commissioned to do various tasks not corresponding to the official function
as indicated by his official title. Such a con tradition might be due to the custom of
using ad hoc commissioners on the part of the king. The founding of different types of
offices on the basis of their functions in the Shang dynasty had the effect of routinizing the official duties of the king's officers. And yet it was indeed difficult to carry
such a routinization to its fullest degree, especially when the system of ad hoc commissioners was still practiced.
We notice that among the officers of the same type, some were more prominent
than others. For instance, only a few of them could have personal names mentioned in
the royal divinations. These people were often the ones ordered by the king to be
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responsible for certain missions. Most officers, however, were simply called, for
instance, to-Ch 'en (many-Ch 'en), to-Yin (many-Yin), or to-She (many-She). Evidently,
the Shang official titles could not decide one's official rank; or else, everyone should be
euqaIly regarded in case the same title was held. It is also practically impossible to draw
a hierarchy among the offices mentioned above. Perhaps. one many suggest that the
Yin or Shih or Ya offices were higher in rank than the others on the basis of their
functions. But the overlapping of official functions rules out the validity of a possible
hierarchical table on the basis of official functions. In short, Shang officialdom was still
in a process of development, and it was still many centuries before the beginning of
Chin ese bureaucracy.
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people), from which we can see where the King sent his envoys. See Shima, Souri, p. 421.
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CHAPTER IX
LOCAL AND SEMI-LOCAL ADMINISTRATIONS

In the course of its five hundred year history, the Shang dynasty had made itself
the greatest power in northern China, controlling most of central China. The T'ai-hang
mountains lay as its natural boundary in the west. The influence of Shang culture
reached the Shantung peninsula. It appears that the dynasty did not encounter serious
threats from the east, perhaps because the east was the fonner home of the Shang
rulers, and where they had started their career.' Several barbaric states were located on
the north and in the neighborhood of the T'ai-hang mountains. Scholars tend to think
that the people there were forefathers of the Hsiiing-nu m!1J( and the Jung tit barbarians. 2 Although there were some emergencies brought to bear on the. capital by
inhabitants in the "Southern land," yet it seems that Shang kings raised few large-scale
military expeditions against the South. As the power of the Shang was penetrating
southeastwards into the lower Yangtzu valleys, however, Shang suffered a fatal attack
from the Chou people behind the T'ai-hang mountains, thereby bringing this timehonored dynasty to an end.
Reliable early Chou sources indicate that there was a clear-cut division between
Shang administration at central and local levels. For instance, an early Chou bronze,
Ta-yu ting *;fu:W'~ says:
I have heard that the Yin (i.e. Shang) lost their mandate, for the reason that
the Hou and T'ien on Yin's frontier, and the hundred officers in Yin's center
all indulged in intoxicating liquid.
~OOJl9:~1fI;, 1ljtJl9:j§~B3 ' ~Jl9:.iEBil¥'$~TIi'li 0 3
(Liang-k'ao 34a)
The Chiu Kao ,\"l,lil; also says:

In the times of those anicent sage kings of the Yin .... no one dared to seek
leisure hours for himself. ... In the External Service, the Hou, Tien, Nan,
Wei, Pang-po, ... in the Internal Service, the hundred officers, various Yin,
Ya, Fu, Tsung-kung, hundred surnames, and Li-chu dared not indulge themselves in in toxicating liquid'
1£1*Jl9:5t11f:E ......~J\j( El ~El ~ .... ··;Jl&fE?l-ij~ , ~ , jjJ ,
if] 'wi' IBfa' ~~m,j 'Bill ,~jIl", mill' ' mm,j
I'~B!!'tll!m,l'CIJ\j(ilJijTIi'li°

'*

Sources dated after the Spring and Autumn period, such as Chou Ii, Kuo Yu, and Yil
Kung, however, record a system of the "Five Degrees of Service." According to the
studies of Mo Fei-ssu and other scholars, this system was contrived to support the
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traditional interpretation of Chou feudalism, and was the twin of the theory of the
"Five Degrees of Ranks. "5 Mo points out that there were only the External and Interior
Services in ancient China, but the records on this system were relegated to an obscure
position while the theory on the "Five Degrees of Services" prevailed. 6
The External Service or the concept of Yin's frontier in the above records is, in
the context of my discussion, the "Local and Semi-local Administration." Thus it is
not sufficientlly precise just recognize the External Service as a synonym for local
administration. The concept of semi-local administration has to be added to cover the
Hou §Ii, Tien ~ , and T'ien B3 .
institution involving the Po
During the Shang dynasty, the Great City Shang was taken for granted as being
the center of the world. In the king's mind, the state was divided into four parts-the

is .

Eastern, Western, Southern, and Northern lands. This division, however, does not seem
to have the organizational implications, such as the terms t'ien B3 ,and tien.~ suggest,
Outside of the Shang territory, there were various fang 15 states. The word fang can
have many meanings, such as territory, region and quarter. However, I shall adopt the
meaning "state" in this paper.? In the course of time, some of these fang states had
been subjugated by Shang kings, while others lost their iildependence-entirely or
partially-to the Shang. The subjugation of neighboring states and the formation of
administrative districts, though they were closely connected events, actually involved
different types of processes and personalities and therefore resulted in different types
of local administration. They constituted one of the main themes in the Shang history.
l.
Semi-local Administration:
The Subjugation of Fang States
.8 He was usually referred to in the
The ruler of a fang state was termed Po
Shang inSCriptions as an X-fang-po-x (the first X indicating name of state, and the

is

second, his personal name). He might also be called Po-x without speCifying his state, or
X-fang-x, X-po-x, X-x, or simply by mentioning his state or personal name"
War frequently occurred between Shang kings and these Po. Below is the record
on the result of a war between the Shang king and these Po .
. . . . Hsiao-ch'en Ch'iang followed (the king) to attack. (We) capture the
rulers of the states) Wei and Mei. ... 20, people four, erh (decapitated heads?)
1570, chi lOa .... ,chariots two, shields 183, quivers 50, arrows .... (We)
sacrificed Yu-po-Iu to Ta-yi, Sheng-po-yin to .... , chi to Grandfather-yi,
Mei to Grandfather-ting .... jan kan ching . ... bestowed ...
IN:2:~~' ~fG;' ~ ..... it' AI"l' rm'f.tLst+ ".s .. ·, fti=i'Pl,li!ls
i\+=, ~.tL+, 'k"·ffi3ZiS.~T*z:., ffi'li@'1J .. ·r~Til.z:.' ffi~Til.T'~
1t:ij;: ... , ~ /21

1.

The above text is inscribed on a broken bone tablet. Since there were recorded, on the
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other side of this tablet, one third of the sixty combinations of cyclical characters for
the Shang day-count system, we may assume that we only have one third of the record
of the whole event. From this inscription and other similar sources, we can vaguely see
that some of these states were relatively small, probably able to gather an army of
only a few thousand soldiers.
However, wars in the Shang dynasty sometimes were of considerable size, for
several states might become involved on both side. For instance:
(69) On the day ting-mao. the King divined and asked: "Now practicing the
wu-chiu-yao. Should I associate various T'ien and many Po to attack
Yii-fang-po-yen? Should not (I call a) Yin meeting, and march (our
forces) tomorrow?"
TJ)p • 'E H'l:: 4'0lz,gtv~ • ~:JtJ:t~EET~1BlEfuIj'{B ~.
~1!1t. ~BZJ7?
(Chia 2416.)
Evidently this divination was made when King Ti-yi (ca. 1098-\089 B.C.) decided
to unite various allies and march on the enemy. The fate of a defeated Po , if he were
captured alive, was, in many cases, to be sacrificed to the king's ancestors. Such incidents have already been noted in preceding passages. We will deal with the T'ien,
another kind of local lord, later.
How did the Shang people carryon their overruling enterprise? Was war its only
course? Insofar as we can tell from our sources, military actions were indispensible, but
there were still plenty of incidences of non-violent settlement. We have two cases in
point. The first case is the homage made by Pao 4- to the Shang king Wu-ting. It has
been reconstructed on the basis of some thirty pieces of divination, some of them
recorded on the same pieces of shells, others scattered among broken pieces of bones
or shells. ll Usually the time sequence of certain events is self-evident when they are
inscribed on the same plate. Here we have to deduce for ourselves the time sequence of
those events which appeared on different pieces of bones or shells.
The reconstructed story is as follows: \2 Pao, the ruler of the state of Chi £ ,
deCided to pay homage to King Wu-ting in order to end the war between the Chi and
the Shang. The King then ordered his son Tzu-t'ai to honor Pao with a court banquet.
However, before the banquet, the King demanded that Pao contribute a certain amount
of grain or provisions to support royal forces. Later on, Pao appears to have become
the King's subordinate, receiving orders from the King.
Giving homage to the king was practiced by other fang rulers. Ch 'en Meng-<:hia
says that divinations like "whether so and so would come to ch'en fa (i.e., to be
subservient)" or "whether so and so would come to wang :£ (i.e., to pay a homage to
the king)" affirm what the Shang Temple Songs recorded:
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None dared not make offering to him,
None dared not to acknowledge him their king,
Saying, "Shang forever." 13
Of course, this song overstated the real situation, but no doubt at the time there
must have been much homage paid to the Shang kings, This practice was also part of
the royal etiquette in the Chou dynasty. Traditional Chinese histories reveal that
vassalage might be created between the Chou king and a noble during such an occasion.'4 We do not have this type of information in the Shang inscriptions. However,
one thing that is certain is that through homage to the Shang king, a fang ruler might
render himself the king's subordinate.
The second case took place under similar circumstances, when the King (King Ti-yi
or Ti-hsin) was at war with four enemy states. This time the King conferred several i ES
(city or settlement) on one of these four statesY In this manner, the King's enemies
were reduced to three. The conferring ceremony was held in the Shang capital, since it
was in the Great City Shang that the King consulted the oracle about this affair. (Note,
there was another person to whom several i were also given at the same time.)16 Unfortunately we do not know whether such conferred i served only as some kind of
bribe, or as a kind of fief.
It appears that the submissive or friendly relationship between the Shang and
these fang states was not entirely stable or institutionalized. We see the state of YU,
once sending envoys to the royal court and for two or three generations being a place
traversed by the king's entourage, turning into a serious opponent that the king had to
rally his allies to oppose. I? Similar revolts also broke out in the states of Kuo .f., Huan
JOt, Chou j;Iij and many other states 18
The story about the state of Ch'iang ~t may give us a suggestion on the relationship between the king and these petty state rulers. We notice that one of King Wuting's diviners, Pin, divined whether to order the Shang Multitudes to enter Ch'iang and
work in its fields. 19 But interestingly enough, in another inscription, Diviner Pin was
asking whether to sacrifice Ch'iang-po-ming ~!l,{~ 1.. in a certain Shang ancestral temple. 20 We have no information about the time sequence of these two divinations, but
checking with the inscriptions later than the King Wu-ting period, we find that the
state Ch'iang appeared to be continuously engaged in war with the Shang 21 The
Ch'iang and the Shang were thus possible friends at the very beginning, so the former
asked the latter for help. At some point, however, the King entered Ch'iang and captured its ruler. Evidently, the King failed to command a firm control over the Ch'iang
so that its ruling class soon regained their position and sought retaliation against the
Shang.
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This event reminds us of the story of Ko-po
recorded in the Mencius. Ko was a
neighboring state of the Shang in the time of T'ang, the founder of the Shang dynasty.
Seeing that Ko-po was reluctant in making offerings to the spirits, T'ang sent people
over to Ko to ask the reason. Ko-po replied that it was due to a lack of sacrificial provisions. T'ang then offered the Shang Multitudes to help Ko-po work the fields. Evidently
Ko-po disliked the idea and made a raid on the Shang youth who were carrying food to
the Shang workers in the Ko fields. This made T'ang furious, and he immediately
mobilized his troops and destroyed the state of Ko. According to traditional history,
this was the first battle fought by the Shang people in its campaign to overthrow the
Hsia dynasty. 22 Evidently there were similarities between the cases of Ch'iang and Kopo.
The oracle bone inscriptions also provide us with information on how a fang
might have lost its independence to the Shang. A divination says:
(70) Divination on the day hsin-hai. Diviner Cheng asked: "Should (we) raise
the Multitudes and establish the Great Shih office in the (territory of)
She-po of the West Tien?"
$1!:" . ~Jll: :;Jt~A \L:k~Tjijj~J'j,{S?
(Lin 2,11,16.)

Tien ~ was the term for a kind of Shang administrative district. (See below.) She-po
was the Po of the place She. Occasionally, we observe that a Shang diviner mentions a
person's name when refering to the place governed by this person. This is especially
common with the names of individuals composed of a place name and a status word."
It is quite evident from the above divination that She-po's territory had been subjugated
by the Shang and woven in to the Tien district.
We have already pointed out that Shih officers were the king's commissioners,
who might be appointed either for ad hoc missions or for long-term duties, and that
they might become localized when their missions required them to do so. Judging from
the tendency of mobilizing the Multitudes for the establishment of a Grand Shih office
in She-po's region, considerable official duty would be imposed upon such an office.
She-po might even have surrendered his authority over internal affairs partially to the
Shang Grand Shih. One divination reveals that the king would appoint a person to be
responsible for the establishment of a Shih office in the region governed by a Hou local
lord too:
(71) Asked: "Should (the King order) Ch'ing to establish a Shih office in
(the territory of) Ya-hou?"
(Hou 2,4,3.)
Ch'ing was a prominent figure in the court of King Wu-ting and was entrusted with
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many importan t responsibilities. We have already mentioned his name in several places
above. Hou was another kind of local lord in the Shang dynasty; its modem translation
"marquis" derives from the Chou usage. The Shih officer might be a supervisor sent
out to Ya-hou by the Shang king.
The existence of fang states within the Shang territory can be seen from other
divinations as well:
(72) Divination on the day wu-wu. Asked: ''Whether or not (there is) destruction? Disaster in the Southern Land? Report the affair?"
Divination on the day wu-wu. (Asked:) "Whether (the state of %) will
conquer Pei and Hsiian-the southern boundary states?"
Divination on the day chi-wei. (Asked:) "Whether the state of
conquer Pei?"
rx; q: f- • >ll: : ~:1 :;f m•-l'£i¥i ± rB • i!; $ ?

rx;q: f- : §5R:~ • iii· i¥i:f.:1J?
f- : ft-t:1J:JtR:~ ? .

c.*

-t will
(Chia 2902.)

These three pieces of divination and several other divinations relating to the attack
of the southern boundary states by the state of ~ were recorded together on one shell.
The term nan-feng-fang i¥i:f.:1J, which I have translated as southern boundary states,
can also be translated as southern-enfeoffed-states, because the word feng had the sense
of "to enfeoff" or that of a "fief".24 But no matter whether they were southern
boundary states or southern-enfeoffed-states, it is clear that they were located in the
Southern Land, and that the Shang king was their overlord.
II. Semi..Joca/ Administration:
The Hou Lord.
Loosely speaking, the ways that a Hou was referred to were similar to those of a
Po. X-hou-x (the first X a place name and the second a personal name) appears to be
the most detailed way of naming a Hou. Such types of appellation as X-hou and Hou-x,
were also freely used. There is one important distinction between Hou and Po. No Hou
had a name in "X-fang-hou-x" form like the "X-fang-po-x" type. (Unlike the place
name preceding the word po, the place name preceding the word hou seldom related to
a fang state in the Shang dynasty. This is an interesting phenomenon, one that suggests
that a Hou might differ from a fang ruler.) Nonetheless, the Shang inscriptions speak of
"I-hou-ku's pi W~i!J@Il " and of "in Yu-hou-hsi's pi, Jung .t£1~~:g@ll* ."25 Pi @Il
meant "territory" or "country". Vi, Yu, and Jung were i B, city. From these and
other sources, we may say that a Hou had his own realm in which several i were included. The Shang inscriptions also reveal that a Hou had his own officers:
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(73) Divination on the day wu-shu. Diviner Ku asked: "Should the King thus

order: Hou-hu return! I will not give a banquet. Take all your Shih
officers and return?"

(Ch'ing 7.J
It appears that Hou participated in a much wider range of royal activities than did

Po. Shang kings ordered Hou to be responsible for such public works as farming, herding, hunting, construction, and transportation. Some of them served as the king's
generals, ambassadors or commissioners, while other held offices in the capital and
became the king's trusted ministers. 26 Among the Hou seen in t)J.e Shang inscriptions,
only three broke relations with the king. The first one was ~ -hou, who was arrested
and sacrificed to the king's ancestor.27 The second one, ",'J<.. -hou, and the third one,
Chou-hou, were attacked by the king,28 but we do not have any records of the outcome of these events. There were numerous royal divinations made about the health of
Hou. No doubt, the king's relationship with the Hou was a very close one.
Perhaps, in the early Shang or in an even earlier time, Hou might appear somewhat similar to the first century comitatus-"free warriors who had taken service of
their own free will under a chieftain, and fought with him on his behalf as a band of
close comrades."2. This point, which concerns the origin of Hou institution, is made
in light of the ancient Hou ritual. This ritual is traceable both from the records in
Chinese classics and from the word hou itself. We can even see the actual scene of this
custom from decor patterns on ancient vessels.
an arrow and r a certain target board. Apart
The word hou had two elements,
from meaning vassals in general it had two other different meanings: (I) Bull's eye,
(2) to wait or to serve. It also referred to those who held the Hou title as well as
those who guarded the frontiers 30 The Hou ritual was practiced, according to Chinese
classics, by people of different levels of society. There were no basic changes in the
features of this ritual whcther the ritual was sponsored by a ruler or by a noble. The
Hou ritual was actually an archery contest. In this contest, the sponsor would let
young men and inferiors contest in archery first, and then the sponsor and his honored
guests shot arrows while the young men or inferiors served them. 31 It was said that the
second round of the archery contest was repeated once with the music which accompanied it. The contestants had to act according to the rhythm of the music. n Such an
archery contest was usually practiced in the Chiao ti: , which I have rendered as
"School".33 Through such a contest, the archery skill of the young men or inferiors
was improved and their ability recognized. It is reasonable to suppose that the superior
selected the most able men to serve as his bodyguards Or offered them opportunities in
a military career, and that they were called Hou.

k
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A careful examination of the case of Ching-hou if i* may answer in part our
question on the nature of Hou in the Shang dynasty. Ching-hou was a contemporary of
King Wu-ting; he was once ordered to join the campaign against the state of Ssu. 34 We
have two pieces of royal divination relative to his first establishinent as a Hou in the
place of Ching. The first one is:
(74) Asked: "Should (we) gather Ching's people to reside in Ching?"
~ :~ ftA<1:;f!fi?

(l5906.)

"Ching's people" refers to the people associated with Ching-hou, including the
members of Ching's family and those under his command. It is not likely that the term
"Ching's people" referred to the natives of the place Ching, because it would not have
been necessary for them to be gathered by the King and resettled in Ching. It was because the King had recently appointed Ching-hou as a royal Hou in Ching, that Chinghou gained a name as such, and that his people-now referred to as Ching's peopleneeded to be transported from a certain previous hometown to the place Ching. Nearly
the same situation occurred with the people of the Earl of Shen in the Chou dynasty.
The Book of Odes tells us that King Hsiian of the Chou gave charge to Shao-po to
arrange the residence of the Earl of Shen in Hsieh-the place where the future capital
of the Chou feudatory state Shen was to be located. 3s Following this, a royal order
was sent to a steward to transport the people of the Earl of Shen to Hsieh. The Earl
previously held Shen as a fief from the King. He was moved from Shen to Hsieh because of the royal intention that the feudatory state should serve as a buffer against the
southern barbarians. 36 In contrast to the Marquis of Wei who was the Marquis of K'ang
before he was moved from K'ang to Wei, the Earl of Shen did not discard his old title
after moving. 37 This was because the Earl still held Shen as a fief from the King. The
case of Ching-hou is studied in light of these two instances. Unfortunately, our knowledge about the background of Ching-hou before he became established in Ching is
limited.
The second piece of royal divination relative to Ching-hou's establishment is:
(75) Asked: "Should (we) go forth to tien in the place Ching? Should not
(we) lien in the place Ching?"
~ : 'ftHH:i ? m'fT~ ?
(l5330.)
Usually a Shang diviner would ask the same question twice, once in positive and once
in negative form, so the above inquiry was made only for a single purpose. The word
lien If was a pictograph of a vessel sitting on a line or on a certain surface. It meant
"to establish" or "to found", but the word was also used to refer to a kind of Shang
administrative district. 38 Hence "to tien in the place Ching" would mean "to set up a
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Tien settlement in the place Ching:" By "Tien settlement", I mean the kind of settlement subjected to the Tien administration of royal Shang. In order to understand the
connection between the issues involved in this divination and the first establishment of
Ching-hou in Ching, we must first know more about the Tien institution.
III. The Tien Local Administrative District
When the state of K'u encroached on the Shang state, Ch'a and Ch'ang-kou, reported to the King that four i in the outer Tien were destroyed by the K'u people. 3 •
Such terms as "Yun Tien Ho i L::lti"J13", i.e., the Ho i in Yun Tien, also suggest that a
Tien might include several/-town or city.40 So far we have found only two Tien with
place names preceding them. The others were East, West, South, and North Tien. It
appears that Yun Tien and Chih Tien, the two Tien with place names preceding them,
had Yun and Chih as their capital i. From these various Tien, cattle and grain were
collected and transported to the Great City Shang, probably as royal revenues.41 The
king's garrisons were stationed in some of these Tien. The following divinations are
related to the founding of a Tien settlement.
(76) Asked: "Should the people ofCh'ang tien in ,}?"

J'l::

~AT'l~?

(Chin 507.)

(77) Asked: "Should the King order Wu to take Tzu-fang to lien in Ping?"

J'l::

:.E~UJ.-f-jj ,7J~T#?

(Hou 2,36,3.)

(78) Asked: "Should Ch'ing take Hua to tien in Shu?"

J'l: : ~ J2.tlFf!ll 7J :It?

(Chin 349.)
The people of Ch'ang were the people of Ch'ang-po; they were sent to tien in ,1. The
ins<;riptions above also show that the King might appoint an officer to take charge of
the foundation of a Tien. Such a practice would have corresponded to the Chou case,
in which Shao-po was nominated by the King to arrange the details of the residence of
the Earl of Shen upon the latter's investiture.
Now it becomes clear that not only a Hou but probably a Po or a royal Tzu
could be made into a semi-territorial-ruler through the tien process. Although Po started
with the status of a state ruler, they may have encountered the same situation as Hou,
with their territory located within a royal Tien. I have cited the case of Ch'ang-po,
whose people were moved to lien ~1. She-po in the West Tien was another instance,
because apart from ordering the establishment of the Great Shih office in She-po, the
King appointed Ch'ing to tien in She:
(79) Asked: "Should the King order Ch'ing to tien in She and to return?"

(Ts'ui 1059.)
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However, this divination can also be interpreted to mean that the King would send
Ch'ing to incorporate the already existing She state into the West Tien, i.e., to annex
the state She. In this case it would not involve the immigration of people nor the
opening up of a new area.
In short, the Hou and Po institutions derived from different origins, but by the
time of the mid-Shang dynasty, with the installation of the Tien system, they had
become similar in certain respects. The congruence of Hou and Po was such an overwhelming phenomenon in the Chou times that some modern scholars hardly care for
the distinction between the two.
IV. Other Local lords and Other Administrative Districts
Apart from Hou and Po, those who fell into the category of local lords were Nan
~, Tzu 'r- , and T'ien IE . There are only six occurrences of the word nan in the Shang
inscriptions. Scholars have not yet been able to reach a common agreement to read
this term as a status word." It is doubtful that any significant result will come from
an investigation of these pieces of information. We have dealt with Tzu in the previous
chapter, and we have pointed out: (I) the word tzu meant son, and it was used to refer
to royal princes, (2) Tzu-x was the standard name for these princes, (3) a great many of
them served in the royal court, and some of them became localized, according to the
tsu lineage principle, as well as having charioteers and other subordinates of their own.
Divination 77 cited above reveals at least one of the official procedures through which
these princes became localized. We have also pointed out that Liang-tzu-kung was a
royal prince localized in Liang. Unlike other Shang royal princes, Mi-tzu-huang, though
having the same type of name as Liang-tzu-kung, was perhaps the ruler of the state Mi,
and
-tzu, the ruler the state
43 It was possibly because a royal prince, tzu,
could be a local ruler, and so the world tzu also might be used by other people to refer
to chief of another locality. The latter usage of tzu can be seen frequently among the
Chou inscriptions, but rarely among the Shang inscriptions. Here by "Tzu local lords",
I mean localized royal princes, and "Tzu lord", a state ruler by the titte Tzu.
Records concerning the T'ien IE local lords are few, and the contents are limited
to their military service. For instance, these T'ien local lords were called upon to fight
together with various Po during the campaign against the state Yil. (See Divination 69.)
The word t'ien IE or
was a pictograph of a plotted field. From the Western Chou
bronze inscriptions, we see that Chou kings bestowed t'ien upon their vassals and
officers. The inscriptions read "bestowed upon so and so t'ien, ten t'ien," or "fifty
t'ien" in such and such places." T'ien was also a unit of measure for farming fields in
Chou times. Unfortunately, we have not found from Shang inscriptions that this was so
in Shang times. The Shang t'ien, however, appears to be territorial unit comparable to
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i. One fragment of a Shang inscription says. "the state T'u invaded our eastern piiilf("
and destroyed two i; the state K'u grazed at our t'ien in western pi...45 Both i and t'ien
were included in the pi.
It is easily assumed that t'ien had to be attached to an i, since the evidence for
such an assumption can be found from the Western Chou sources without too much
difficulty. Few people would consider that a t'ien might contain several i, but this does
not mean that such a situation did not exist. In 711 B.C., the Duke of Cheng traded
jade for HsU-t'ien i;:F-EB with the Duke of LU. 46 HsU-t'ien was a place where the Duke
of Lu stayed while he was paying homage to the Chou kings. 47 The Kung- Yang Chuan
comments that HsU was actually an i, but because in HsU there were more t'ien than i,
i.e., more cultuivated fields than human settlements, the place was thus called HsUt'ien. 48 A place where there were more human settlements than cultivated fields, says
the Kung-Yang Chuan, was called an i.49 One may find from HsU-t'ien and many other
X-t'ien type of place names the archaic usage of the word t'ien.
In Shang inscriptions T'ien EB should not be confused with the word'tiim !i\J , or
the Tien ~ district; although in the Chinese classics, t'ien EB appears to be interchangeable with the word tien !i\J which was interchangeable with tien ~ . so Those who held
the T'ien EB title were still ranked among the king's vassals in the early Chou period. sl
Probably after this period, the T'ien title gradually fell into disuse, and by the time of
the Warring States period, it was almost completely forgotten. The fact that the title
T'ien EB corresponded to t'ien fIl ,the cultivated field, would certainly lead us to conclude that such a title was first adopted for those who held "cultivated fields" from
the king.
V. From State Confederacy Toward Empire
Shang bronze inscriptions and early Chou records provide further basis for analyzing
the political history during the later part of the Shang dynasty. A state-wide meeting
was recorded on a late Shang bronze:
On the day ting-mao, the King ordered I-tzu to meet the western states in
the place Sheng. (The King) returned. The King conferred upon Shu X two
strings of cowries. (Shu X) therefore cast (this) Father-i tripod.

HP • =Hlr"§:'f'~ iffi:15'F cJl:l • Dlj!& , £"l:B1: IiJ J'l.=AA • III

1'Fx:z:.liio

(Shan-tai 4,7,2.)

Neither the causes for this meeting nor its events were recorded. I-tzu, a Tzu lord, was
appointed to take charge of this meeting, while Shu X, the Shu officer, probably stayed
with the Kingand acted as his escort. The first occurrence of such a state-wide meeting,
according to Chiao-chU ,jJj(lI!, may date back to the Hsia dynasty. In 538 B.C., when
King Ling of the state of Ch 'u intended to follow the example of Duke Huan in be-
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coming the chief of the Chou feudatories as well as the other Chinese and barbarian
states, Chiao-chti-one of King Ling's ministers-cited a series of such meetings, ancient
as well as modern, in order to convince King Ling that he should conduct himself
according to Ii ~ , proper procedure, instead of presenting a pure display of his wealth
and power during the meeting of allies sponsored by the Ch'u state.52 This was because
this chief had the right to rally the allied force-one that was supposed to maintain the
status quo of each of the allied states and to guard them against assault from either
without or within this alliance. 53 In other words, the autonomy of each allied member
was to be respected, and harmony cultivated among them. If the chief failed to fulfill
this requirement, members of this alliance would eventually pay no allegiance to it.
The incidents cited by Chiao-chti served his own purpose, and were colored by the
contemporary political environment. Those cited from Hsia and Shang times, however,
cannot be considered historical without further corroboration.
In fact, in Chiao-chti's time, the royal Chou had already been reduced to a small
powerless state, although the King was still considered to be the Son of Heaven. About
five hundred years before this time, when the Chou people were faced by a great revolt
on the part of the conquered Shang people and others allied with them, King Ch'eng of
Chou issued his "Great Announcement", in which he appealed to the supporters of the
Chou to rally and crush the rebels. He said:
I tell you, the princes of my friendly states, and you, the directors of
departments, my officers, and the managers of my affairs-I have obtained a
favorable reply to my divinations. I will now go forward with you from all
the states, and punish those vagabond and transported ministers of Yin
(Shang).S4
~1SflI;;~u~;g
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Upon encountering the term yu-pang-chun :;ja~;g (the princes of friendly states) here
and in important early Chou records in other places, Wang Kuo-wei, a leading scholar in
the field of Shang and Chou inscriptions in the first quarter of the twentieth century,
commented that no institutional change had been so huge in scale as those happening
during the Shang-Chou time, in which the yu-pang-chun institution finally gave way to
centralized power.55 Indeed, after the great revolt had been subdued, the rulers of
those petty states once allied with Shang were allowed to keep their dwellings but
were forced to submit themselves to the jurisdiction of the Chou. 56 King Ch'eng of
the Chou said to them, "We, the sovereigns of Chou, will greatly help you and confer
rewards, selecting you to stand in our royal court. Only be attentive to your duties,
and you may rank among our great officers .... "57 The King appointed those allied
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with Chou to be his feudal lords or conferred lands upon them, and selected them to
serve in the royal court. In his recent publication, Professor Creel writes about the
Chou as a "feudal empire".'· In fact the Chou empire was China's first unifier; it accomplished a deed long in process from Shang times-placing the various fang states
under a single authority.
Perhaps a comparison of Shang policies with those of Athens after 445 B.C.
would throw some light on our questions. 13otsford and Robinson in their time-honored
study say:
The agreement reached with Sparta under the Thirty Years' Peace (445
B.C.) freed Pericles' hands to complete the transformation of the Delian
League into an empire. This maritime confederacy, outlined by Aristides and
developed by Cimon, had enjoyed a leisurely expansion and depended in
part on Athens' successes elsewhere. One by one the states of the League had
been reduced to subjection, till only Lesbos, Chios, and Samos remained
autonomous. They paid no tribute, but furnished naval forces, whereas the
other states had been compelled to pay tribute and often to adopt democratic
constitutions. The synod of the League no longer met, the treasury had been
removed to Athens in 454 B.C., because of threatened danger from Persia,
and the League's officials, the Hellenotamiae, were of course, Athenian
magistrates .... In 454 B.C. there were about 140 contributing cities in the
League, with a total tribute of about 350 talents .... The assessment of 443
B.C. recognized by name for the first time the five tribute districts-Ionia,
the Hellenspont, the Thracian district, Caria, and the islands .... The Athenians exercised more and more control over their allies without giving them
any participation in the great decisions. There was no thought in Athens of
offering Athenian citizenship to the allies and it is unlikely that it would
have been accepted had it been offered. A true federal governmen t was even
further from men's minds.'·
Developing from confederacy toward an empire-by means of conquest, establishment of overlordship, and of transforming the lands of Po into Shang local administrative districts-was indeed the main theme of political history from Shang to early
Chou times. One by one these petty states were reduced to subjection in the same
manner as Athen's allies were subjected to Athens. Shang kings not only had a claim
over the labor, livestock and military service of these petty states, but also exerted
.their authority over internal affairs. And in a state-wide meeting these petty states
never enjoyed an equal footing to the Shang; they were there to listen to and to carry
out Shang kings' orders. Divination 69 quoted above is a typical example reflecting
such a situation. After all, had the Shang people crushed the Chou revolt, they would
have built the first Chinese empire during the eleventh century B.C.
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CHAPTER X
THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE SHANG GOVERNMENT

Modem anthropologists point out that government exists among stateless societies;
most of them would suggest that it is unnecessary to argue that government has to be
carried out within the state.' According to their research and studies, there are
governments among tribal societies, or among "nations" and "political communities",
in which nothing is more decisive than blood relationship.2 They have also pointed out
that at this level of civilization force is sometimes a legitimate resort for the redress of
wrongs rather than an instrument of dominating others. Their arguments against the
theory that sovereignty came as a result of social contract are sound and supported by
evidence from field reports. 3 It is also true that the genesis of government is not
necessarily only in conquest Of" in the initial seizure of power by a privileged or dominating group.' One of our contemporary political scientists has gone so far as to
advance the theory that the family is the breeding ground of government. This theory
appears to be another logical construction rather than one that is historlcally true.'
But at any rate, it is beyond doubt that blood relationship is a fundamental factor in
the formation of government in history.
Henry Maine thought that the change from the tribe based on blood relationship
to the state based on local contiguity was one of "those subversions of feeling which
we term emphatically revolutions. "6 Frederick Engels, in his study of the rise of the
state in Athens and in Rome, also gave considerable importance to the rille played by
a common place of residence. He said:
Thus in Rome also, even before the abolition of the so-called monarchy,
the old order of society based on personal ties of blood was destroyed and in
its place was set up a new and complete state constitution based on territorial
division and difference of wealth. 7
However, in the Shang state, the tie of blood did not give way to local contiguity; on
the contrary, the two united and gave birth to a unique type of socio-political entity
which I call "local common descent and common residence group." Most of the Shang
people were members of this type of group. It constitutes one of the essential factors
for the basis of legitimacy for the Shang government.
I.
The Tie of Blood
The fact that the tie of blood maintained its predominance during the Shang
dynasty can be verified from the Shang ancestral worship system, especially from the
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Shang ancestral temple system.
A great variety of names for ancestral temples have been found in the Shang
tsung
and many types of shrines, some of
inscriptions. Pao fIl ,ya 52 , sheng
which are dedicated to individuals-a deceased father or grandfather-or to several
ancestors of the same posthumous rank, while others are given different attributes on
the basis of their locations, their status, etc., make the system of Shang ancestral
temples appear to be extremely complicated. 8 Etymologists agree that the word pao
was a pictograph of a certain stone construction, where the Shang people located the
tablets of Pao-chia fIllfl , Pao-yi fIlz:. , Pao-ping fIlplj , and Pao-ting fIlT, the four predynastic kings posthumously named with "pao"! Perhaps both pao and ya temples
were termed according to their architectual style or materials. As to the nature of
sheng, it is even more difficult for us to make a "learned guess". The common usage
for temple, however, was tsung, a house (,.,) for a tablet (jf;). Perhaps, the pao and ya
models were gradually replaced by the tsung model, a point which we can suggest
from the appearance of pao-tsung as well as ya-tsung. 10 The models of temples, however, are not our concern here; it is the individual tsung dedicated to individual
deceased kings, II as well as the two collective tsung, Le., the Hsiao-tsung (Small Temple) built for deceased dynastic kings, and the Ta-tsung (Great Temple) built for predynastic kings as well as deceased dynastic kings. 12
The meaning of tsung in the Shang inscriptions still retained its pictographic
sense-temple. As I have demonstrated in Part I, Chapter IV, the word tsung came to
mean, in the Chinese classics, "lineage", in the strictest sense of the modem anthropologists' terminology. In fact, the Shang ancestral temple system gives the term "lineage"
a most concrete flesh. Regarding the definition of lineage, Robin Fox writes:

*,

*

Such a group, which has perhaps a name, property or ritual, or some
activity in common, will be a descent group; a group formed on the basis of
descent from a common ancestor. Where the actual relationship between
members in such a group can be demonstrated, ... and is not simply assumed, the group is called a lineageY
Radcliffe-Brown suggested the "polysegmentary" structure of certain lineages, he said:
A lineage of several generations in depth, Le., back to the founding
ancestor or ancestress, will normally be divided into branches. In an agnatic
lineage of which the founding ancestor has two sons each of them may become the founder of a branch consisting of his descendants in the male line.
The two branches are united by the fact that their founders were brothers.
As a lineage continues and increases the branching process continues, resulting
in a large and complex organization ... A lineage of any considerable size is
usually divided into branches, which are themselves small lineages, and these
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again may be subdivided."
In the Shang dynasty brothers might succeed each other to the throne, and there
were temples built for kings after their deaths. When a king died without having his
sons or grandsons become Shang kings, in other words, when the throne went to his
brother or his brother's sons and never returned to his descendants, this deceased king
became the founding ancestor of a branch of the royal lineage and his temple became
the ritual center of this branch. These individual temples symbolized the existence of
the branches of the royal lineage. So too, the Small Temple where the tablets of all
deceased kings were kept, symbolized the existence of the royal lineage. 15 While
sacrifices were made to deceased kings collectively in the Small Temple by the living
Shang king, the relationship between the king and the branches of the royal lineage
was cultivated and the tie of blood was also refreshed. The Small Temple thus functioned as a device to unite the royal descendants who had branches out from the royal
house.
Perhaps a brief observation of Cleisthenes' (ca. 600-560 B.C.) refonns in Athens
will shed light on our understanding of the Shang system. According to Aristotle,
Cleisthenes' first step "was to distribute the whole population into ten tribes in place
of the existing four, ... he divided the country into thirty groups of demes, ten from
the districts about the city, ten from the coast, and ten from the interior. These he
called trittyes; and he assigned three of them by lot to each tribe, ... "16 The four old
tribes founded on gentile constitution and having their origin back in the heroic period
were destroyed fmally by Cleisthenes, the lawgiver: each of these four tribes used to
consist of three phratries, while each phratry numbered thirty clans.17 Cleisthenes also
"made the Council to consist of 500 members instead of 400, each tribe now contributing fifty. "18 This was the organ governing the Athenian state. In Part I, Chapter
IV, I have demonstrated that the Great Temple actually served as a temple for the
members of a clan. In other words, a ruling clan was fonned in time through the royal
ancestral temple system. Before we go into this point, it is necessary to define what a
clan is. Robin Fox says:
Higher order units often consisting of several lineages in which common
descent is assumed but cannot necessarily be demonstrated, are most often
referred to as clans (after the Gaelic clann, meaning offspring or descendants).
There are other usages which cause considerable confusion. Morgan established gens for patri-clan and clan for matri-clan, with no generic tenn.
American writers often use sib as the generic tenn with parti-sib and matrisib as the sub varieties. This is quite wrong.... But then clan is not accurate
either. . .. This tenn has now been appropriated to mean only unilineal
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descent groups.... Here I will use clan and lineage as the terms for higher
and lower order descent-groups of whatever variety.19
We observe that the Shang kings made sacrifices cOllectively to deceased kings and
the six pre-dynastic kings in the Great Temple?O These six pre-dynastic kings, four
classified pao and two classified shih ;if-; , might well be fictitious figures, as Hsii Chinghsiung, a young scholar and expert on the Shang quinquepartite sacrifice, points
out.21 For they were named Pao..:hia, Pao-yi, Pao-ping, Pao-ting, Shih-jen, Shih-kuei,
and chiao yi, ping, ting are the first four ordinal numbers of the ten celestial stems, while
jen and kuei are the final two ordinal numbers of the celestial stems. These celestial
stems were applied by the Shang people to designate their dead for cermonial purposes
since they also designated days with these stems. It was a common phenomenon in the
Shang dynasty to make sacrifices to a deceased on the day shown by his stem. (The
posthumous names of a deceased Shang person usually consisted of two words, the
first word showing his status, for instance, father, grandfather, great, small-although
there were certain exceptions-and the second word always a celestial stem.)22 It
should be noted that the stems borne by the deceased dynastic kings never followed
the ordinal sequence. Thus it is possible to suggest that the six predynastic kings were
invented for the purpose of relating the kinsmen not belonging to any branches segmented from the royal lineage (whose founding ancestor was the first dynastic king),
and thus rendering them descendants of pre-dynastic kings. The Great Temple was then
the ritual center for them plus the descendants of the royal lineage, i.e., members of
the ruling clan.
Such a situation is not reconstructed by pure imagination. First, as I have shown,
each deceased king had a temple for his tablet which served as the ritual center for the
branch in which he was the founding ancestor. Second, the Small Temple, starting with
the tablets of the first dynastic king and including all the deceased dynastic kings,
clearly marked the ritual center for the descendants of dynastic kings. Third, it is
impossible that the first dynastic king built up a dynasty by himself; there had to be
his kinsmen. It would be incredible if a dynasty founded on the basis of blood ties
ignored the relatives of its founder, as well as their descendants. Fourth, the Great
Temple included the six pre-dynastic kings plus the members belonging to the Small
Temple, which meant that Shang kings recognized relatives descending from the six
generations ahead of the founder of the dynasty. As the six pre-dynastic kings were
fictitious figures, a common descent relationship was traced through them for the
relatives of the founder, because their relation to the living king could not be concretely
demonstrated, that is, with a real historical figure, as is the case with branches of the
royal lineage. Fifth, lineage structure was likely to have existed among the king's
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kinsmen not descending from the royal lineage, but descending from pre-dynastic
ancestors. (See discussion on local common descent and common residence groups
below.) These lineages together with royal lineage and their branches constituted a
clan.
It is interesting to see that in classic Greece, the lawgivers destroyed the clan,
phratry, and tribal system, but in Shang China, the practice of royal sacrifices gave rise
to a ruling clan. Perhaps, we would find more of a resemblance in a comparison of the
Greek lawgivers to the Chinese "legalists" throughout the Warring States period, since
both of them endeavored to subdue the existing gentile rules to constitutions based on
impersonal relationship.

II.

weal Common Descent and Common Residence Groups

It is true that most oracle bone inscriptions are royal divinations and that it is
difficult to study organization, social or political, at the local level. However, some

light on organizations at the local level may be. gained on the basis of two phenomena:
(I) the identity of personal and geographical names in the oracle bone inscriptions, and
(2) the identity of pictorial symbols in Shang bronzes with the personal as well as
geographical names in the oracle bone inscriptions.
In 1967, Professor Chang Ping-ch'iian collected 173 cases of personal names
identified with geographical names in the oracle bone inscriptions; he divided them into
two groups, Simple Identities and Complex Identities.23 In Simple Identities a word,
for instance i g , appears to be used both as place name and personal name:
(80) Divination on the day kuei-hai. Diviner Chung asked: "On the next
chia-tzu day, will I come?"
(Ning 3,25.)
The word i was used as a personal name, while in the other divinations it was used as a
place name. In Complex Indentities, geographic names such as Ch'ij8, Yang $(or Yang
fang $15 ), Sung,* , etc. were postfixed with a status word, for example, hou iiJi! , tzu
'f, po {S , and resulted in the following personal names: Ch'i-hou, Yang-tzu, Sung-po,
etc. These people were the rulers or governors of each place, as we have already discussed.
In 1968 Minao Hayashi, a young scholar in the Kyoto University Research Institute for Humanistic Studies, made a study of more than 200 pictorial symbols cast on
Shang bronzes. These symbols were actually pictographs in a realistic style, for instance,

V , ~,~, ft ,ff

V'

,

whose oracle bone transliterations were
~
~"
,if? ' respectively. Hayashi has determined that out of the 200 odd
symbols, about 32 occurred both as place names and personal names in the oracle bone

,.a
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inscriptions, about 63 were Shang place names, and the rest can be found as personal
names in the oracle bone inscriptions. 24 He comments that these symbols served as the
names of individual shih-tsu J:l;;Jti1 in the Shang dynasty; he uses the Western an thropologists' terminology "localized lineage" to be more precise about the organization he
means. 2S In Part I, Chapter IV, I point out that pre-Ch'in shih and tsu were structurally
the same-both were localized Iineages-except that a shih was also an economic and
political entity, while a tsu was a kinship organization.
The Shang bronzes on which the pictorial symbols were cast provide evidence on
the existence of kinship organizations identical to that of the royal Shang among the
people who had such symbols as their names. Given the case of Wei -Ii for example:
the pictorial symbol wei -'-' was cast above the appellation "Father-kuei" £~ on a
Shang bronze. 26 Whereas the word wei occurred in the oracle bone inscriptions as a
personal name and a place name:
(81) (Asked:) "Should Wei be ordered to manage affairs?"

"MI,pjI?

(Ping

150.)

(82) Divination on the day kuei-mao. Diviner Ku asked: "Should Kung be
ordered to go to Wei by way of Ch'eng?"
~!ln

r-' iW:j{ :'¥~tt'f1iliOIi!?

(Ping 155.)

Possibly the bronze on which the bird symbol wei was cast was a sacrificial utensil
dedicated to the Father-kuei of the Wei house in the place Wei. It was a Shang practice
to name the deceased with celestial stems for ceremonial purposes. Father-kuei, Grandfather-hsin, and many other such types of posthumous names are found cast under or
beside the pictorial symbols-the names of Shang dignitaries and their residences-on
the Shang bronze vessels. 27 We do not know how far back the pedigrees of these
families ran. But as long as sacrifices to ancestors were held, and ancestral temples were
constructed, their lineages continued. We have found a piece of Shang bone on which
the geneology of a certain family was recorded:
Erh's fore ancestor was called Ch'ui; Ch'ui's son was called Yao;
Yao's son was called Yen; Yen's son was called Ch'iieh;
Ch'iieh's son was called I; I's brother was called Ch'i;
I's son was called Shang; Shang's son was called Yang;
Yang's son was called Hung; Hung's son was called Yii;
Yii's younger brother was called Shih; Yii's son was called Tz'u;
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Tz'u's son was called Ching?"
5i'.5tiji!jE3~. ~rE3 *·l1I<rE3~. iHE3$' $rE31f.
~~E3~·~E3~·~rE3 • • •rE3m·mTE3~.
~'fjE3 it.~ ~'fE3f;x

'llXTE3

~0

(K'u 1506.)

All together twelve generations were involved in this geneology.
In the early twentieth century three Shang dagger-axes were unearthed. They
were tenned the "Three Dagger-axes of the I Province" according to the locality where
they were found." Wang Kuo-wei suggested that they probably belonged to local lords
to the north of the Shang capital. 30 The inscriptions cast on the bronze dagger-axes
also provide evidence of the existence of a kinship structure similiar to that of the
royal Shang. The inscriptions on the "Six Grandfathers Dagger-ax" read:

*

.fUl.l!
SSSl!
C.Tz:.S
o

,

,

c.

l!l!'

SSl!

c.JJitS
•• T

Big-grandfather day chi; grandfather day
ling; grandfather day yi; grandfather day
keng; grandfather day ting; grandfather day
chi; grandfather day chi.
(Shan-tai 19,20.)

Those on the "Six Fathers Dagger-ax" read:
Grandfather day yi; big-father day kuei;
big-father day kuei;
middle-father day kuei; father day kuei;
father day hsin;
father day chi.
(Shan-tai 19,20.)

Those on the "Six Brothers Dagger-ax" read:

1/.1/.*
SS1/.

~=f:S

• • c.

.5i'.1/.'
SS1/.
P'9~S
o

•

J:JG

Big-elder brother day chi; elder brother
day wu; elder brother day jen;
elder brother day kuei; elder brother
day kuei;
elder brother day ping.
(Shan-tai 19,22.)

These relatives' days (shown by the celestial stems chi, ling, kuei, etc.) were the days on
which the owner (or owners) of the dagger-axes made sacrifices to his (or their) deceased
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brothers, fathers, and grandfathers. Like the Shang kings, the owner (or owners) called
his (or their) father's (or fathers') brothers "father".31
In addition to the records on Shang inscriptions about common descent groups at
the local level, some information in the Tso Chuan is also applicable. According to the
Tso Chuan, during the early Chou enfeoffments, the Chou king once gave six Shang
tsu 1ti€ (localized lineages) to the Duke of Lu, and seven Shang tsu to the Marquis of
K 'ang; the King ordered the Dukes to lead the heads of each individual lineage to collect their branches, and to guide the members of each group in serving the king. 32
Among the names of these tsu groups, several can be found as place names in the Shang
inscriptions. 33
Piecing together the above information, the picture we have is probably as follows:
A large portion of the Shang population at the local level was organized on the basis of
common descent and common residence. The pedigrees of individual groups, and their
sizes, varied, but their gentile constitution was quite similar to that of the royal Shang.
Their names were often identical with the names of the places where they were located.
The individuals who were called by these names, perhaps, were the heads of these
groups, and among them Hou, Tzu, Po, and other Shang officers. Indeed, they and
their common residence groups played a most fundamental role on the Shang sociopolitical stage.
III, Social Stratification
Although blood ties provided the means to frame the social hierarchy and to
sustain the rule of royal Shang, military force was indispensible; it was the tool for
defence and for conquest, and it was also a decisive factor in forming and characterizing
the social order. Our sources indicate that, at least until the mid-Shang times, the structure of the Shang society does not seem to have changed greatly as a result of the
prolonged military activities incurred by the Shang kings. A policy of human sacrifice
more than that of slavery was directed towards war captives, especially from the western
frontiers. 3' Thus two of the most important roles in the Shang society, i.e., soldier
and farmer, remained to be played by the Shang Multitudes who organized themselves
in local common descent and common residence groups.
A. The Ch 'iang People
There were a group of people in Shang China called Ch'iang 5\'; . Many of them
became captives caught in war and during the royal hunts.'s Some of them were even
tribute sent to Shang by neighboring states.'" The Ch'iang people had a state, which
apparen tly made war with the Shang people throughout the mid-Shang and late Shang
times. 37 Shang inscriptions mention the term pei Ch'iang :It.5\'; , northern Ch'iang,
three times. 38 A divination records that King Wu-ting asked whether Ch'iang people
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were captured in the office of the Northern Shih ~t~ .39 Perhaps Ch'iangfang jfIjj ,
the Ch'iang state, was located north of the Shang capital. qut evidence suggests that
they might have appeared in the west after the time of King Wu-ting. 40
The ethnic origin of the Ch'iang is hard to determine. They might have been
barbarians, since the name Ch'iang was associated with western barbarians during the
Han and T'ang dynasties. However, the clan name Chiang ~ seems to have derived
from Ch'iang,41 and the state· built up by the leader of the Chiang clan after the
downfall of the Shang dynasty was a Chou feduatory with a clear heritage of Chinese
culture. Thus we also have some basis to consider them as Chinese, while we recognize
them as sineticized barbarians. Chiang-fu ~)( , the head of the Chiang clan, was a
major ally of the Chou people in the campaigns to overthrow the Shang dynasty.42
In fact, the Ch'iang people were helping a new friend to fight an old enemy.
Judging from the fact that the king frequently asked about the "coming of the
Ch'iang" from his commissioners, perhaps there was a long-range policy toward the
Ch'iang people. 43 It might include at least the following two issues: (I) utilizing the
Ch'iang as the major source of human-sacrifice, and (2) reducing them to servile servants
of the court. When the Ch'iang were first brought to the captial, the king would
personally receive them:
(83) (Asked:) "Should the King receive the Ch'iang at the Temple Gate?"
'E'f*~~j2'!j€ ?

(Chia 896.)

Another divination mentioned Ch'iang people being tu fit. , tried, at the Temple Gate.
Perhaps, this was where a ceremonial place was built for such situations.
In most cases, these Ch'iang people were used as offerings in the sacrifices to royal
ancestors. They were also offered to the Spirit of the Yellow River, or to the Spirit of
the Four Quarters in some cases. 44 They might sacrifice in groups often, thirty, fifty,
•
or one hundred, and be presented with other offerings, such as cattle, sheep, dogs, or
liquor:

yu sacrifice to T'ang, Ta-chia, Tating, and Tsu-yi with one hundred Ch'iang and one hundred sheep?"
Jl: :iIl!I ElIi1f • *EfI • *T • ml.2':. • a51'; • a .. ?
(Yi 873.)

(84) Asked: "Should (the King make a)

It is true that the Ch'iang people were the main sources for the Shang human

sacrifice ceremonies. Constantly, they tried to escape from their detention camps, but
the king would send out his officers to pursuit the runaways vigorously.45
We have fewer divinations about the servile role of Ch'iang people in comparison
with those on their role as human sacrifices. Only in one divination did the king ask
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about using them to cultivate the farming fields. 46 There are several other divinations
in which they were ordered to chase wild animals during royal hunts. 47 It is important
to know that both hunting and farming were generally carried out by the Multitudes,
Le., the Chung lilt orChung-jen lilt A. , and royal officers, rather than by Ch'iang people.
Interestingly enough, we have found three persons with the surname of Ch'iang:
Ch'iang-li *,1l. , Ch'iang-<:hih *,{lji , and Ch 'iang--..t .48 They appear to have performed
jobs of sanctifying the oracle bones~work commonly done by the king's consorts. 4 •
But on the other hand, it seems that some of the Ch'iang people were organized into a
type of royal chariotry, the to-ma-Ch'iang ~.~*' (various-hourse-Ch'iang), and were
commanded by a royal officer, the Hsiao-to-ma-Ch'iang-ch'en Ih~ ~fli: . Since the
royal chariotry force was releatively small, and the activities of to-ma-Ch'iang were
even fewer than the former, perhaps, only a small portion of the captured Ch'iang
people escaped being used as human sacrifices. so
It has to be noted here that the Ch'iang in Shang society did not constitute the
major production force, and that while some of them might have been kept alive to
serve the throne, the majority of them were used as human sacrifices. In short, to the
Shang people, their ceremonial value was far greater than their labor value.
There are few divinations about theHsi ~, Ch 'ieh~, and P'u &t ,who have been
thought to have been slaves in the Shang dynasty. Some of these divinations reveal
that they were used as human sacrifices. sl Perhaps, the situation of Ch'iang people in
the Shang dynasty was typical in the Shang system of treating war captives or petty
slaves.
The Shang Multitudes
Chung or Chung-jen contituted the most essential part of the Shang military and
productive forces. We can see this point from the divinations quoted above (Divinations 14, 21, 22, and 23). Chung or Chung-jen, which is translated as the Multitude,

B.

have been identified as slaves by scholars in Communist China to construct the system
of dialectical materialism in Chinese history. But according to my study, the Shang
Multitudes were not slaves. On the contrary, they might well have been part of the
Shang aristocracy, those who made up the Shang local common descent and common
residence groups.
Before we start to discuss the social identity of the Chung or Chung-jen, it is important for us to confirm the understanding that the term jen A. was a word meaning
"person" or "man" in general without any social or pOlitical implication. The term was
not concerned with whether such a person or such a man was a free man or a slave, an
alien or a fellow countryman. For instance, the king called himself yu-i-jen ~- A. "I,
the first man"; the diviners spoke of fu I~ (captives) as so many fu or so many jen. 52
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There are records of Ching jen .. A, Ch'ang jen oRA , Hsienjen 5tA ,ErhJen ~A ,
K'u jen Z A, etc. 53 The words preceding jen are place names; they modify the word
jen. These combinations can only be understood as meaning the people from Ching,
or the people from K'u; it is from the place names that we know whether such jen
were aliens or countrymen. We cannot say whether they were commoners or slaves. In
short, chung jen was a more detailed way to name Chung. Chung-jen could not be a
different type of people other than Chung; here, jen was just modified by the word
chung. 54
We cannot agree with Kuo Mo-jo's interpretation of Chung. He quotes a passage
from the Hu Ting !l JI'.I, a Western Chou bronze, upon which one Chung and several
other types of people were given by one party to another. 55 Scholars have already
pointed out that the information on the Hu Ting can only prove what Chung were in
the Western Chou, but cannot be confused with the Chung in the Shang dynasty. 56 Kuo
says that the word chung.m was a pictograph of a group of people working under the
sun, and that they were farmers, because the Shang inscriptions recorded th.eir farming
activities!? He insists that the original meaning of. chung was "farmers", and that the
sense "man&" was derivative from "farmers".S8 Then he adds that the meanings of
words like t'ung il , nung Ji, chung fill, nu IJJl. , and ju 1# were "mutually receiving"
;f1Jg with the chung J;'f!:, and the sounds of these words were interchangeable. 59 In
fact, when one opens any Chinese-English dictionary, one will be struck by the fact
that there are many different words with different meanings, but having identical
sound, not to mention words only sharing the same vowel or the same consonant. It is
unscientific to say that the meaning of chung was "mutally recieving" with the word
nu (slave) on the basis of their sound relation. The sense "many" was not derived from
"farmers"-an irrelevant meaning first assigned to chung by Kuo Mo-jo. (The Chung
also fought, thus according to Kuo's logic, the word's original meaning could be
"soldiers".) The sense "many" was conveyed by a crowd of people gathering in open
ground; hence, the pictograph was written with three persons standing together under
the sun. "Three" conveyed the sense "many".
After quoting a Chou source without discussing its validity, and misinterpreting
the original meaning of chung, as well as finding unscientific connections between
chung and other words, Kuo Mo-jo goes further into the Shang Documents, the P'ankeng. He isolates all other records about Chung in the same passage, but emphasizes the
point that King P'an-keng treated the Chung as ch 'u min ii~ , who could be killed like
domestic animals. 6o But again, he misinterprets the meaning of ch 'u as "domesticated
animals" rather than following the context properly and reading the word ch'u as "to
rear" or "to nourish". (See the text below.) Kuo quotes feng ch 'u ju Chunglf;iiTl;:J;'f!:,
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but keeps silent about the phrase' meaning-"served, reared you Chung. ,,61 Actually,
the relationship between the King and the Chung is evident in the following words
adressed to the Chung-which Kuo has skipped-in the P'an-Keng:
Formerly, the kings, my predecessors, and your forefathers and fathers,
shared together the ease and labors of the state ;-how should I dare to lay
undeserved infliction on you? For generations the toil of your families has
been approved, and I will not conceal your goodness. Now when I offer the
great sacrifices to my predecessors, your forefathers are present to share in
them .... Of old, my royal predecessors toiled for your ancestors and fathers.
You are equally the "people whom I nourish" (i.e., ch'u min).62
~~~~·m~@~~·w&~~·T~~ffl~~'
~~fi~.T~~fi~·~T*~T~~·fi~~~
~lj!: ...... ~~J§'; , m~~~~x:, it>;.Jtf'F~ti.B; 0

The fact that, in the P'an-keng, fathers and forefathers of the Chung could share
royal sacrifices has been emphasized by scholars in Communist China, who do not
think of the Chung as slaves. 63 Indeed, how could slaves' fathers, and forefathers share
royal sacrifices? How could royal ancestors have toiled for slaves' ancestors? King
P'an-keng was obligated to rear the Chung, since they were his people. Continuing his
words to the Chung, the King said, "But your conduct is injurious-it is cherished in
your heart. Whereas my royal predecessors made happy your ancestors and fathers,
your ancestors and fathers will cut you off and abandon you, and not save you from
death . . . . Your ancestors and fathers urgently represent to my kao-hou (i.e., high
deceased rulers), saying, 'Execute great punishment on our descendants.' So they
intimate to my kao-hou that he should send dOwn great calamities."64 It was after
such a persuasion that King P'an-keng instituted instruction about capital punishment
for the disobedient: But Kuo Mo-jo says that the King could kill them like domestic
animals; he ignores the fact that the King said, "How should I dare to lay undeserved
infliction on you?" It is noticeable that the above persuasion of the King fits into the
cult of wang-ti perfectly. (See Section IV below.)
King P'an-keng said, "My predecessors, and your forefathers and fathers, shared
together the ease and labors of the state." This is part of the reason why the ancestors
of the Shang Multitudes could share the royal sacrifices. Now, the point here is that the
Shang Multitudes had an ancestry as old as the Shang king's, they had a long history of
family organization. Evidently, these family organizations of the Shang Multitudes
were those local common descent and common residence groups, which I have just discussed. In the P'tin-keng, the King said that: "Of old, our former kings had it as a
principle object in their plans to employ the men of old families to share in the govern-119-

ment." To employ the men from old families is a common and unavoidable phenomenon in aristocratic politics. Thus when a Chung was appointed as an official by the
Shang king, his position would immediately be raised above his fellow members. However, since a Chung was a member of the kinship group, his status also depended on his
relative position in this group. Thus, a Chung might be a plain citizen, or the head of
a family, a royal official, or even a local lord.
A person named Wu was perhaps appointed to the office of Small-Multitude-ch'en;
perhaps he also held the office of Small-tilling-ch 'en.· 5 If he did hold both offices, he
would have been the person responsible for the fulfillment of the Chung's role in the
state's agriculture. However, the Multitudes were sent under the command of different
officers for public works and military missions. Even the king would lead them personally. (See Divination 22.)
The occurrences of the terms wang Chung :E.~ and Ping Chung !JlJ. ~ in the Shang
inscriptions support Ch'en Meng-chia's theory that not only were there the king's
Multitude but also the Multitudes of different localities governed by Shang dignitaries
(Ping was one of them).·· The following set of divinations are supplementary evidence:
(85) (Asked:) "Should (we) take the Multitudes and garrison Cheng? Should
people be sent? No disaster?"
(Asked:) "Should the King have the Multitudes garrison Cheng? Should
people be sent? "If people (are sent) from Lin-tu, (would there be
disaster?"
(Asked:) "Should the King order the Multitudes to garrison Cheng?
Should people (be sent)? If people (are sent) from Lin-tu and from Pu,
(would there be) disaster?"
~3J2J. ~F.J(;t- • >Jl:.A • t:.<\?

:E:Jt~B1:+.>Jl:.A.;a;;(±A~""?
:E:Jt'l'-~F.J(;~. >Jl:.A • ii~±A • &.

*" A~

(Yeh 3,45,6,
?

3,43,7.)

The king was thinking of having Chung garrison Cheng, but he was not sure of
whether or not there would be disaster if he sent people there. So he made the first
divination. Then he started to ask if he should send the people from Lin-tu to do this
task. Finally, he wanted to add the people from Pu to the mission, so he made the
third divination. Thus we observe that among people from different localities, there
were persons who might be called Chung. But very few divinations spoke of the Chung
from certain places; in most cases, Shang divinations only spoke of jen of a certain
place. Scholars familiar with Chinese classics would agree that the usage of a place
name plus the word jen is commonly seen, for instance, in the Tso Chuan, and that
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such a tenn always refers to a mixture of people, including the ruler, the aristocrats,
aIld their subjects from that particular place. 67 This usage of words can also be seen in
the Shang divinations:
(86) Divination on the day kuei-yu. The King asked: "From this kuei-yu to
the day yi-yu, would I jen take captives from the state of Chien?"

'Rl1'f r

. 'EJl::

§4-'Rl1'f~TZ.l1'f • ElA.:Jtw,:1J Jl ¥A?

(Wai 34.)

Obviously, I jen here referred to whomever from I was participating in the war, including
I, the local lord of the place 1. In much the same way, when diviners spoke of attacking
K'u jen they meant people of the K'u state, including its ruler. People from different
localities were ordered to take part in the state's military campaigns and public works.
Payment in kind was also demanded, for instance:
(87) (Asked:) "Order Ijen to contribute sheep and cattle?"

,],-ElA.tl:l$tj=.?

(Ping 333.)

Finally, the status of these local Chung or jen basically did not differ from one locality
to another. And yet the degree of nobility might change as the local leader's position in
the Shang government changed. Chung were always Chung, they just differed according
to whom they belonged!'
IV. Kingship and the Gods

"Like the Shang," says Professor Creel, "the Chou called their supreme ruler
Wang, 'King', but they also called him 'Son of Heaven'. "69 The Chou king was believed
to derive his power, in large measure, from Heaven and from his royal ancestors.
"T'ien", Heaven, as a deity appears to have been unknown to the Shang. It is the cult
of Ti 1'1f or Shang Ti J:1'1f that was a state religion in the Shang dynasty-in much the
same way that the cult of T'ien was in the Chou dynasty.
In 1969, 34 years after Professor Creel's initial study on the deity T'ien, I was
able to discuss with him certain Shang inscriptions in the fonns of ~ while he was
writing a chapter on the origin of the deity T'ien for his book on Western Chou government. 70 These few characters are about the only ones which might be transliterated
into the modem word t'ien j(. Some of them have been printed on unpublished
manuscripts not available to Professor Creel. But those few characters are just like the
other characters-collected by him-in the fonns of ~ , ~,'f, f ' etc., meaning
"great" or being used as a place name. 7 ! None of them can be said to refer to the deity
T'ien.
Among other scholars who have done intensive study on the Shang inscriptions,
Ch'en Meng-chia strongly argues that the deity T'ien was not worshiped by the Shang
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people, but was first worshiped by the Chou people. 72 Kuo Mo-jo began with the same
stand and considered the records of T'ien in the classic Shang Documents as not being
contemporary and not to be trusted, but then he changed his attitude toward the
Shang Documents and believed in the existence of T'ien in the Shang dynasty. In fact,
most Shang Documents have been clearly identified as late forgeries. Scholars would
suggest that certain real events might have been recorded in the P'an-keng, but no one
would think of it as a contemporary Shang document. It was retold by the descendents
of the Shang people. 73
In my opinion, the writing of P'an-keng perhaps occurred in early Chou when the
Chou people subdued the Shang revolt and enfeoffed an obedient Shang prince in Sung
to continue the sacrifices to his ancestors. That occassion involved the movement of
large numbers of people and corresponded to the situation that occurred in the time of
King P'an-keng. After all, it is permissible to apply the "argument by silence" to
conclude the non-existence of the deity T'ien in the Shang dynasty, especially when we
realize that Shang oracle bones are essentially "religious" records, and that there would
be no reason for a "religious" people not to mention one of their most important
deities in their "religious" records, unless he actually did not exist.
About the origin of the deity Ti, there are two well-known theories. The first
theory suggests that Ti derived from a kind of sacrifice called [iao ~ . The word liao
was a pictograph of a bundle of buring wood, quite similar to the word ti. This theory
was first propounded by James M. Menzies, a Canadian scholar, and Yeh Yii-sheng,
and was then elaborated by Professor CreeI.'4 Professor Creel cites the cult of Aryans
of India, in which the postion of the heavenly gods was gradually replaced by Agni,
the sacrificial fire produced during the ceremony to these high heavenly gods. Then
Agni's position of being the highest god was replaced by the sacred words recited in
the ceremony, the Brahman." Professor Creel says:
It is thought, then, that Ti was at first merely the name of a way of
sacrificing to the ancestors or other deities, but that gradually men confused
the sacrifice itself with the deity sacrificed to, and came to think of it as a
separate deity. 'u

The second theory was first given by Wu Ta-ch'eng, a famous etymologist in the
late Ch'ing dynasty and was then followed upon and developed by Wang Kuo-wei, Kuo
Mo-jo, and Lee Hsiao-ting. 77 They think that the word ti, sometimes written in the form
~ , clearly depicted the peduncle of a flower, and that ti was the ancient form of the
word ti om , flower's peduncle." Kuo Mo-jo says that the rise of the cult of Ti probably
can be dated toward the end of nomadism, when people started to form their gods
from the world of agriculture instead of from the animal kingdom, and that the flower's
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peduncle, which symbolized life and fertility might have been the residence of a
spirit. 7• Therefore the ancient Chinese called their god Ti.
Rich sources from Shang inscriptions about Ti indicate that Ti had supreme
control over the course of nature and the destiny of human beings. Ti commanded the
wind, clouds, thunderbolts, and the rain. He sent down blessings as well as calamity. 80
He lived on the high, so he was called Shang Ti J:'i'i'i , God on High. He had a heavenly
court: the Four Winds were His envoys, and the spirits of the Center and the Four
Quarters were His retainers. 81 Shang divinations show that sometimes Ti would pay a
visit to mankind:
(88) Asked: "Will Ti come down to the i settlement?"

(/653.)

f.l::'i'i'i~I5?

(89) Divination on the day kuei-hai. (Asked:) "On next day, hsin, will Ti

descend? Will (He) enter the great hall in Ch'iian?"
~$.:

t-' ~8'F'i'i'i~?:ttATJj£**?

(Ning, 1,516-17.)

Shang diviners always asked whether Ti would confer sufficient rain for the
"year".82 The word "year" is directly translated from the word nien
a pictograph
83
of a man carrying certain crops overhead, thus meaning harvest. It is from the harvest
seasons that the idea of year sprang forth.
The king had to consult the oracle about Ti's willingness before he could start to
build an i settlement Gust as the Greeks went to Delphi to obtain consent from the
oracle for their new colonization plans).84 The king also made divinations in order to
discover Ti's intention about the future of a certain i. 85 Sometimes enemy invasiol)s
were taken as disasters brought about by Ti. 86 Ti was awesome, dominating, and
almighty, but he was also the one who conferred upon the Shang people "years",
protection against the enemy, and even promises of various sortS. 87 The king's destiny
appeared to be controlled directly by Ti. He might bring assistance, fortune, and protection, as well as illness and adversities, to the king. 88

1" '

However, we have found that in the Shang inscriptions the word ti was also used
to signify deceased kings. Moreover, in traditional history the names of the final two
Shang kings were Ti-yi 'i'i'iz:, and Ti-hsin 'i'i'i'F. Ti here was used as a title quite similar
to the title Ti adopted by China's "first unifier"-Ch'in Shin Huang Ti JlHil§!:'i'i'i-meaning "emperor". These different usages cause confusion. Credit must be given to Hu
Hou-hsiian, who has brought new light to the relationship of the appellation of "Ti" to
the Shang ruling house. Hu's contribution can be summarized as follows: According to
the Shang inscriptions, the word ti was used to signify deceased kings, for instance, Titing for Wu-ting, Ti-chia for Tsu-chia, Ti-ting for K'ang-ting, Wen-wu-ti for Wen-wu-
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ting; a deceased king was called wang-ti 'f:ffi (kingly til and perhaps hsia-tzu Ti'(man-below) while Ti was called Shang Ti 1: 'ffi (God on High), and perhaps Shang-tzu
1::;' (Man-above) as well; the difference between Shang Ti and wang-ti was such that
the Shang people never demanded "years", rain, protection, etc., directly from Sh~g
Ti, but prayed to wang-ti who supposedly transferred the petitions to Shang Ti. 89
Perhaps the Shang people started to regard their deceased kings as Ti during the
time of Wu-ting, or of Tsu-chia, because we notice that none of the deceased kings
prior to Hsiao-yi or Wu-ting were so called"· Except for one pre-dynastic ancestor, Kaotzu Ho ""ifrIl.li'J , who had command over rain, none of the deceased ancestors appears to
have had command over nature's course, but they were quite troublesome-they might
make trouble concerning rainfall and the harvest as well as for people!! They had
power to send down blessings and calamity. The king constantly sought their protection and permission when something was about to be done. We notice that some of the
deceased kings would pin Ti J{'ffi , visit Ti; they acted as a bridge for communication
between the king and Tin
It has been suggested that Ti was actually Ti-k'u 'ffi fj\ , the fIrst pre-dynastic an-

cestor of royal Shang as recorded in the Shih Chi. 93 In other words, Ti was an ancestor
of the Shang people instead of a nature god. But this is not likely. Wang Kuo-wei suggested that K'u ~ in the Shang inscriptions should be the Ti-k'u known to us from
classical writings as well as from the Shih Chi. 94 In fact K'u was also called Kao-tsu
K'u "" ~1l. fj\ (High-grandfather K'u), but was not called Ti-k'u in the Shang inscription'" Ti and Kao-tsu or wang-ti were clearly demarcated in the oracle bone inscriptions. K'u was not Ti. But why Kao-tsu K'u was named Ti-k'u in Chinese classics? The
answer to this question can be found partially from a study on why so many legendary
heroes prior to the Hsia dynasty were suddenly titled Ti during the Spring and Autumn
period.
To call a deceased King Ti certainly added to the kingship some divine quality,
which it had not hitherto possessed. The Chou people, however, established a fatherson relationship with their highest deity, and called their king the Son of Heaven. Such
is one aspect of difference between the two cults. In fact, the Chou people assimilated
certain elements from the Shang cult, while disregarding those that appeared to be unsuitable. Perhaps one of the reasons for the Chou people to do so was the fact that the
cult of Ti was so deeply rooted in the beliefs of the Shang people. Professor Creel
points out that "of all twenty-fIve references to Ti or Shang Ti in the Western Chou
Documents, eighteen occur in the words of the Duke of Chou. And in all but four of
these cases the Duke is addressing the conquered Shang people. This is clearly a part of
the deliberate attempt by the Duke of Chou to assimilate the Shang people to Chou
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culture and make the two people one. "97 The Duke of Chou also identified T'ien with
Ti; he frequently used the two names as synonyms, and even made a combined name,
Huang T'ien Shang Ti 'il:~.tm ,which Professor Creel translates into "August Heaven
Shang Ti. "98
From the above discussion, it can be seen that the Shang people believed that Ti
was nature's ruler and the lord of human destiny. The spirits of the dead possessed
supernatural power. Man and Ti could not communicate directly, but only through
deceased kings and prominent high ancestors of the royal Shang. By sacrifices, man
pleased and served his dead and also asked for their protection and aid. It was through
divinations that the intentions of both ancestors and Ti were perceived. The king
established a monopoly through religious performances over the access to the lord of
the universe. Almost every enactment of the Shang government was supposedly carried
out in accordance with the intention of Ti, or with Ti's permission. The Shang government existed by working with divinations to ascertain that it had not gone against Ti.
We notice that Ti's orders were issued to the wind, clouds, thunderbolts, and the rain,
but never directly to the king or to an individual human being, even though he might
send down blessing and calamity to man. But the Chou deity T'ien issued orders to the
house of Chou directly. The Chou king even went so far as to proclaim himself the son
of his highest deity. But Shang kings were not the descendants of Ti; they were the
descendants of wang-ti, who had been the rulers of the Shang people before they died,
and who with their supernatural power were able to visit the court of Ti, asking "year"
and blessings for their descendants.
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CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION

The study of the Shang government has raised more questions than it has answered. This is because being divinations, chia ku wen do not intentionally provide the
information that we need. Repetitions of the same types of divinations asking about
such subjects as weather, sacrifices or harvests occur frequently on the bones and shells.
One can find only a small amount of information after going through a large amount of
material. Moreover, since most of these chia ku wen were royal divinations, persons or
events which did not directly concern the court or the royal house were seldom mentioned. Many essential questions about the Shang officers should be aksed. For instance,
were their offices hereditary or not? What were their salaries? How did an officer,
especially in the local or semi-local administrations, carry out his daily routine? And
what was his routine work? However, finding answers to these questions from the
Shang inscriptions is no easier than "fishing up a needle from the bottom of the sea"nearly impossible.
About the results of this study, first I have to point out that much of the disucssion is devoted to the government during the mid-Shang period. In several places, I discussed changes and development in the Shang government, but I find that I cannot
proceed with the discussion to a more satisfactory point. This is because a large portion
of the Shang divinations are dated to the Wu-ting period. Relatively few inscriptions
are of late Shang times, while almost nothing about the early Shang is available to us.
Nevertheless, our information on the Shang kingship system far exceeds that on
the other sectors of the Shang government. It should be clear from the discussions
above that the J(ing was the highest authority and the chief executive of the Shang
government. He appointed officers, directed the state's agricultural and urbanization
programs, commanded the military, and most important of all, acted as the chief priest
of the Shang people, who worshipped ancestors and Shang Ti.. We find that the king
spent a great deal of time away from the captial, making hunting and inspection trips
allover the country. He personally decreed rewards and punishments.
It appears probable that a royal academy was established for the king's sons and
the other noble descendants. Among the former, some became high officials in the
court, some became local lords. They held a wide range of responsibilities in the Shang
government. The queens too, had a chance to gain important postitions in the government. These king's sons and wives were not the only ones who shared royal power. In
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the early Shang, the king's nephews and cousins were just like the king's sons; they
even had the right to claim the throne.
It is true that our picture of the officialdom of the Shang central administration is
incomplete. Only two aspects of it can be seen from the Shang inscriptions: a system
of offices that were established on the basis of their functions, and a system of ad hoc
commissioners. In the fonner system, there were the Yin (Administrator), Shih (Functionary), Ch 'en (Retainer), Tsai (Intendent), Shih (General), Kung (Artisan), Ch'u
(Treasurer), She (Archer), Ch'iian (Officer of Dogs), Ma (Charioteer), Shu (Frontier
Guard), Ya (Ya Marshall), and so on. Each of these offices could be held by several
persons at the same time, who bore the names of the offices together with their personal names as if they were their surnames. Some of these offices might develop several
sub-offices. For instance, we have HSiao-Chung-jen-ch'en (Small-Multitude-ch'en) and
HSiao-to-ma-Ch'iang-ch 'en (Small-various-Ch'iang-<:hariotry-ch 'en) which developed
from Ch'en, and Ta-shih (Grand Shih), Hsi-shih (Western Shih), and Pei-shih (Northern
Shih), which developed from the Shih. These officers, however, might be assigned missions which sometimes did not correspond to their official functions. The king's ad hoc
commissioners could be an officer, a local lord, a queen, or a prince. The missions
could either be military, economical, or political.
By setting up the Tien local administrative districts and establishing the Shih
officers in the local areas, the court exercised its local administration. However, in a
Tien district, there might be Po lords, Hou lordS, and T'ien lords. Being the heads of
common descent and common residence groups, they had their own subjects and territories, as well as private armed forces. Among these local lords, some were established
by the king; however, some were fonner rulers of independent states. Their obligations
to the Shang court included military and labor support as well as payment in kind.
From the study of Shang local and smei-Iocal administrations, we have found a major
historical trend in ancient China: the Shang people were pushing their government
from a state confederacy toward an empire.
In ancient Greece, the king was first replaced by the council, which was then
replaced by the assembly as the center of political power. During this process, the old
order of society based on personal ties of blood was destroyed and in its place was set
up a new and complete state constitution based on territorial division and difference of
wealth. In Shang China, the king remained to be the highest authority. And the tie of
blood and the local contiguity united and gave birth to a unique type of socio-political
entity, which I call "local common descent and common residence group."
In my research, I have pointed out that the construction of the two major temples, i.e" Ta-tsung and Hsiao-tsung provided ceremonial centers for the members of the
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royal clan and the members of the royal lineage. The rule of the succession to the
throne seems to relate to the ancestral tablet system. These and other aspects of the
gentile constittution of the royal Shang shared a great similarity with that of the Shang
people, who organized themselves in common descent and common residence groups in
different parts of the country. It is evident that the existence of the ruling clan and of
the local common descent and common residence groups went hand in hand with the
Shang people's worship of their ancestors.
Ti was believed by the Shang people to be the lord of the universe. He not only
had supreme power over the course of nature, but also controlled human destiny. By
working with divinations, the Shang government managed to function in accordance
with the intention of Ti. But there was no direct communication between Ti and the
Shang people. It was through their deceased rulers that they demanded "years" and
protection from Ti. In the mid-Shang dynasty, the king started to entitle deceased
king with the term ti. This certainly marks the beginning of divine sovereigns in China.
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Pao $I! 109.
Pao ifr 8,95.
Pao-chia WIfl 14-5,32,36,53,109.
Pi & '25.
Pi Iii\l 98,103.
Pictorial symbols 112-3.
Pi-hsin &$ 3.
Pin 75 65,67,96.
Po fa 1,8,63,69,93-9,112,115,131.
Posthumous name 2,5,11-3,16,25,113.
Prime minister 75,79,86-7.
Punishment 61,64,130.
Quinquepartite 12,13,17,50.
Reverse teknonymy 4.
Reward 61,130.
Ruey Yih-fu pq~"" 22,23,26.
Secretaries 65-8.
Seven Mu -t;lJ 29,30.
She M 74,84-5,88,131.
Sheng, 1YJ 20,22-4,47,52.
Sheng! L±. 5,20-4,47,52.
She-po l!!:fa 76,97,101.
Shih ~ 55-6,67,69,75-7,79,88-9,97,131;
tung- 76;pet- 76,116,13I;hsi 76,131;
grand- 76-7,97,13I;-kuan 74,77.
Shih g 55-6,69,79,81-3,131.
Shih!l; 21,28-9,31,38,41-3,47,51,113.
Shih Chang-ju El'Ull 91.
Shih Chi ~ fG 11-3,66.
Shih P'an gAIt 55,69,70,82.
Shima, Kunio !lIdllJ.! 6,7,10,19,36,71-2,74,
89-91,106-7,127.
Shu EX: 60,86,103,131.
Sibling 15,33,46.
Slave 56,78,90,117-9.
Slavery 11 5.
Small King 5.
Soldiers 3,60,115,118.
Son 5,6,16,18,21,113,J30;.ister's 24,52;
brother's 12,47,50,110;enthroned 13,16;
classificatory 33.
Spangler, Donald 16,19.
Spring and Autumn Period 5,20-1, 27 -8,31,
46,60,93,124.
Ssu Kung 'ijJ:r. 80.
Ssu-k'ung Chi-tzu ~:?l! T 44,46-7.
State 1,8,27,94,96,98,100,103-5,108,115-6.
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Succession 2,11-8,33-4,50.
Sun·tzu ~'f 9.
Surname 31,43,49,51,131.
Szu ff; 12,31.
Tablet 25,31.69,110-I1;bamboo 68-70;
ancestral 11-2,17-8,51 ;great 12-4,16-8,
34;small 12,18.
Ta·chia:klf! 14-5,75.
T'ang ~ 53,75.
Tao
44.
Ta-shou:k:ili: 60.
Ta-szu:kff; 12,19.
Ta-t'ien :k ffi 60.
Ta·yi :k z.. 14-5,32,36.
Ta-yU-ting:k1::lfII 93.
Te ~ 44.
Temple 25,27-8,31-3,50,111,116;names
i09;small 31-2,50,110;great 31-2,46,
50,110,111 ;paternal 28~ineages' 28.
The Book ofHistorical Documents 9,11.
The Book of Songs 2,9,11,31,100.
Three dagger-axes 114.
Ti * 121-5,132.
Tien~ 53,82,94,97,100-3,131.
Tilm 1iiJ 93,103.
T'ien J<:: 121-2,125.
T'ien ffi 93-5,102-3,131.
Ti-hsin ** 14-5,64,67,82,96,123.
Ti-k'u*fI 124.
Ting Shan T ll.i 91.
Ti-yi * z.. 11-5,34,82,95-6,123.
To-fit> $)(: 33.
To-sheng, $ '±. 21.
Totemism 28.
To-tzu$'f 5,21,33.
To-tzu-tsu $ 'f!lii 5,6,33-5,44,46,50,54,86.
Tsai $' 61,79,90.
Ts 'e il/t 68-70.
Tso Chuantr.1f. 20-2,24,27-9,31,33,36,40,
46,61,115,120.
Tso-kung-tzu tr. 0'f 5.
Tso-ts'ef'Fil/t 68-9,77.
Tsu!lii 5,19,27-9,31,33-6,46,50-1,74,81,
84,86,102,113,115;ducal 29;wang 27,
33-5,86;-yin 34;-ma 34.
Tsu-chiaii.ll.lf! 14-5,18,25,123.
Tsu-fit ~ll.)(: 9.
Tsu-hsin iitll. * 13-5.
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Tsung
19,25,27-8,31,41,50-1,109;ta
27-8,31-2,44,46,50,109 ,131 ;hsiao
27-8,31-2,44,46,50,109, 131 ,Pi-keng's
25;Mother-hsin's 25.
Tsu-ting ii.Il. T 14-5,64.
Tu g£ 63-4,72.
T'u ± 34,59,61,70,82
Tung Tso-pin ii
6,9-11,13,19,71,73,
90.
Tzu 'f 20-1 ;middle 5 ;right 5 ;Ieft 5 ;status
4,6,8,21,24,33,74,112,115 ;rank 102;child
4,5,21;naming of 6;clan name 11,20,24,
48.
Tzu-ch'ai 'f tJ 7,8,61.
Tzu-ching'f II 7,8,59,81.
Tzu-fang 'f 1i 53.
Tzu-hsiao 'fi& 7,8.
Tzu-hua 'fi!!: 7.
Tzu-kung 'f ~ 7,8,102.
Tzu-yang 'f9<: 7,60.
Tzu-x 6,8,21,102.
Uncle 13,17,50;maternal 13;paternal 16.
Urbanism 57.
Wai-fit ?f.DIl 74.
Waley, Arthur 9.
Wang:E 53,71,95,120-1.
Wang-ch'eng ~~ 54-5,61.
Wang-hai:E1i: 53.
Wang-heng :E ffi. 53.
Wang Kuo-wei:EjgIi *It 75,87,89,92,104,
106-7,114,122,126,129.
Wang-sun :E ~ 29.
Wang-ti :E * 119,124-5.
Wang-tsu:E!Iii 27,33-5,86.
Wang-tzu :E 'f 29.
Wang Yii-hsing :E '¥
71.
Weber,Max 21,27,41.
Wen-ting
14-5,55,81,123.
Wife 1-4,13,17,47,130.
Wu ~ 53-4,77-8,85,101.
Wu-hai fml\j( 39,41.
Wu-ting lltT 1-11,14-5,18,20-5,31--4,54,
59,60,67,75,82,96,115--6,123,130.
Wu-tsu-shu :n:!Iii J:X 87.
Wu-yi lltz.. 14,15,55,81-2.
Ya 52 55,57,80-1,87-8,91,93,109,131.
Ya-hou 52 ~ 97-8.
Yang Hsi-mei ;j!,*~ 20,26,28,36.
YangK'uan;j!:l[ 72,107.
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Yang·po·chih ~

fs ~ 8.
Yin'Jt 31,34,53-4,56,60,62,74-5,88-9,93,

Yu·kung·tzu tJ0'T 5.
YU'pang-chiin :;!t 11115 104.

131.

Yii ~ 53,56,78,84.
Yu II 6-8,116.
Yii:fu 55,60,83,95.
Yii Hsing·wu f1!f~ 71,106.
Yiian K'e ~ liiJ 7\.

M: 2,93.
Yi·ting z:. T 12-4,16,19,20,24.
Yi Yin fJI'Jt 75,86,89.
Yin

Yu·hou·hsi f!li:~* 8,98.
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